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PRJVI~G THE CORRECTNESS OF THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR 
PROGRAM EADIFD 
EADltO is written in Litton C~OOO symbo~ic assembly 
languag3 Eor execution ~n the C~OOO airborne computer, which 
performs n:ivi~ation and guidance computations. Developed at 
the N AS'A Langley Research Center, E ADIF D has 272 assembly 
, instructions and is a subprogram of a navigation and 
guidance progr3.m. A, listing of EADIFD is ~iven in Appendix 
I. Tile C~OOO =O!llputer, a gen'eral purpose computer with 32K 
memory, a 24-bit word size, parallel fractional machine, is 
a part JE tn: Gavigation/guidance system, wnich, in turn, is 
a subsystaffi of an RSFS (Research support Flight system) in 
a modified Boeing 737 airplane. 
Basi=ally, the lateral control law and vertical 
contr9l law are implemented in EADIFD usin~ eartn-referanced 
navi3ation para~eters such as flight path angle, track 
angle, and ground speed computed by the C4000 c~mputer. The 
lateral =Jntr~l law is a second order differential equation 
of lat3ral ai splacemen t from . localiz er bE,am, and the 
vertical :::ontrol 'law is a first Jrde r differential equat::;)n 
of vertical displacement from lo=alizer beam. 
T~e ?urpose of EADIFD is to generate pitch and roll 
command signals to be used by the flight control com~uters 





















a.ni ac::~ptable ope:rations in the terminal area of the 
ai~space system. Two binary ,state variables are also set t~ 
iniicate the states ~f the corresponding commands at various 
exits. 
.• *' 
OR.IGINAL PAGE 18 
OF POOR QUALITY/ 
The C4000 data word ~ength is 2~ bits. Tw~s' 
complement arithmetic is used in the 'binary re~resentati~n 
of fixed point numbers. In C4000 assembly instructions, a 
decimal operand c~ntains a fraction and a binary ~oint 
indicat::>rr which is a "B" followed by a decimal number 
ranging from 0 throu3h 23. This indicator tells the 
assembler where the binary point (counting from the left) is 
to fall witnin the binary data word. (BO means that t.he 
bin~ry ~oint is just to the right of the sign bit.) For a 
quantity scaled B nr if ~ is the machine number and X is the 
number in th.~ problem, then X : A *2**0. Each quantity in the 
pr::>blelll is scaled down to the r3. nge from -1. t~ 1. with 1 • 
e xc lude:! , to be stored in the rna chin e. An octal operand is 
speci fiel by pl3.cing the letter "0" in front of the octal 
num ber. 
Since the C4000 computer is a fractional binary 
machine, the location of the .:-:inary point during t~.e 
computations must be kept track of. The location of the 
binary point in a data wor~ is called the scale of the data 
word. Wh~re d2cirnal operands ate concernE'ii, addition and 
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lIultiplication and division will produce results with, new 
scales. In orier to handle these ~onsistently, the verifier 
treats all actual quantities with scale 8n in registers and 
memory IJcations as integers, and regards all represented 
quantities as baving been multiplied by 2**(23-n). After 
this trlnsfor~ation. all the quantities in EADIFD can be 
manipulatel with integer arithmetic •. For example, we could 
have X*24C*S+Y*2**S = (X+Y)*2**S and X*2**S1/Y*2**S2 = 
I 
~ (X/I) *2** (S 1-S 2) • 
The complete list and descriptions of the standard 
CqOOO assembly instructions can be found in [1]. Those 
instructions asel in EADIPD and their algebraic equivalents 
are listed as follows: 
A8S $AC=! BS ($AC) 
ADD Y [R ($ A C + Y) ) ; $AC=$AC+Y 
or' ~ 
or $ AC= N ($ AC+Y) 
" 
: f. ADS 
y [R ($ A :: + Y) ] ; $AC=$AC+Y; Y=$AC 
: &- or $AC=N($AC+Y) ; Y=$AC 
eM! $AC=- $AC 
DIV Y [ A B S ( $ A C) • LT. A BS (Y) ] ; $AC=$AC/'[ 
LDA Y $AC='! 
LD~ Y $[1Q=Y 
MPY Y $MQ=MULT($AC*Y); $ AC=. UNDEFIN ED. 
SAL r- [R (SAC* 2**K) ] ; $AC=$AC*2**K 
" 
SAR K $AC=$AC/2**K 
SEX '{ Y=$RA 
SLL K [DIR ($AQ* 2**K) ) ; $AQ=$AQ*2**K 
STA '{ Y=$MQ 
,.~ 
r I '~-T --~J \\T-~-~~~[ ;, . . . .... a· 




S'rJ .! Y=$MQ 
SOB Y [R (SAC-Y) 1 ; $AC=$AC-Y 
or Y= N ($ AC-Y) 
TNZ L $RA =* i IF (SAC.NE.O) GO TO L 
TRA L SRA=tc i GO TO L 
TRM r.. $RA=* i IF ($AC .LT. 0) GO TO L 
TRP L $RA=* ; IF (SAC.GE.O) GO TO L 
TRZ L SR!=. ; IF (SAC. EQ. 0) GO TO L 
~, with: 
SAC A:: c urn III ator 
$MJ 2uotient Register 
SAQ SAC and $MQ, considered as a double register 
SRA Cell 20 (octal) 
* -- "t~a location of this instru::tion wor1" + 1. 
The fun::tion MULT takes the least significant bits of the 
resulting double length prod.u::t as its value. rhe function 
N(x) = if X >= 2**23 t~~~ X-2**24 gl~ if X < -2**23 1h~n 
X+2**24 gla~ X. The predicate R(Y) is equiv~lent to (-2**23 
<= Y < 2**231, and the predicate DIR(Z) is equivalent to 
(-2**47 <= Z < 2**~7). 
Both direct ~ddressing ~nd in1irect ad1ressing are 
use1 to fet::~ an operand from memory. Ind1rect addressing 
is indicated by appending a "*" to an instruction. For 
ex~mple, if an instruction TRA* L is used at the end of a 
subroutine, it will cause a transfer to the return address 
in cell 20 (octal), loaded. by' the correspon1ing SEX L 
instructiJn ~t the beginning of the subroutine •. 
~estrictions, which must hold in oraer for an 
:;,..;;:;-·I·····-·~:;· 
















instruction to be executed prope rly, are enclosed in 
br~ckets ani placed in front of the corresponding algebraic 
. 
equivalent .• :onsider the arithmetic instruction ADD Y, which 
adds th~ contents of the effective memory location Y to the 
contents of the accumul~ tor, the resulting SUII replacing th~~ 
contents ~E the accumulator. If both numbers have the same 
sign, but the sign o~ the result is opposite, ·then the 
machine's capacity has been exceeded. The sum, although 
determinate, is not correct; the m~chine will not flag the 
! 
ace urren::e of this overflow. In order to prove this 
situati~n never arises, we put R($AC+Y) as the restricti~n 
of t~e instruction ADD Y, which !leans that R ($AC+Y) must be 
true before we can carry out the operation $AC=$AC+Y. 
R~wever, in EADIFD, some additions and subtracti~ns 
concernei wit~ quantities representing angles, with scale 
BO, do produce overflow on purpose. ~his operatiJn works 
because aiiing or subtracting 360 degrees produces no change 
in an angle; the answer is still correct, whether or not 
oVEn:::E.~QW o::curr e:'i. All p LobI em an gles in degrees ar €! scaled 
lown. t~ the range from -1. to 1. with 1. excluded, by 
diviiin~ 180 degrees~ 0 degrees, 90 degrees, -90 degrees, 
and -133 ie~rees scaled at BO will have their machine 
I . 
representation as 000000000, 020000000, 060000:)00, and 
o~ooooooo. respectively. 270 degr2es has the same machire 
re?resentation as -90 degrees. Adding 90 degrees t~ 270 
degrges oroiu::es 360 degFees, which is equivalent to J 
degrees. The. machine result of adding 020000000 to. 











representat10n of 0 degrees scaled at BO, even though an 
o~erflow o:currel. If this is the case in an instruction, 
t hen 'I e apply the N function to its ope rands in the 
equivalent. F~r e~ample, $AC=N($AC+Y) is the other form of 
equiwalent for the instruction ADD I when the 360 degree 
wraparound is wanted. 
Subroutine SRLMT is called by EADIFD at various 
places. It computes the function SRLMT (SIGNAL,LIMIT) = if 
SI3NAL > LI~IT ~hgll LIMIT ~l~ if SIGNAL < -LIMIT th~n 
-LI~!T IL~I SIGNAL. The sabrou,tine ha~ be~n proved correct 
[21. A transfer to SRLMT is interpretei as the assignment 
$AC=SRLtH ($~.C,:t; MQ), together with setting the Q register and 
I 
the throee scratch registers (LMTSCR,LMTSCR+1 ,LMT'~CR+2) to 
unieEinei qaantities. rhe value of SRL~T($AC,$MQ) is 
obtained by substituting $AC for SIGNAL and $MQ for LIMIT in 
the ~bove iefinition. 
rheorat~cally, the proQf of EADIFD is based on the 
inducti~e assertion method of Floyd [3). A C~OOO assembly 
langl!ag'e program verifier written in SNOBOL has been built 
with the techniquesdeveloped in [2]. It consists of two 
parts: avarification condition generator and a sour~e 
Ian g'-'1 age indepe nden t proof c hee ke r. 
'rl? varification con di tion generator takes so Ilrce 
programs 'lith assertions as inpu t, and generates a set of 
, ~-
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lie tho:! [4, 5), which' appends a digit to the name of each 
variable in a program, is used in the construction of 
verific~tion conditions. The unique identifier thereby 
created !~stinguishes different values that a variable may 
have at dif~erent ~oints in a control path. Assertions are 
PFedicates ~hicl describe the behavior of a program at 
various points; "verif ic~ tiori r:ond i tions are '!?r edic ates 
Which 11s~ribe tne behavior of program control paths. A 
i 
control pa~h starts with an ' initi~l assertion, continues 
with exe:ut~ble instructions, and ends- with a final" 
asssrtion. Verification conditions generated by the system 
have the following ,form: Hypotheses .IMP. Cone lusions, 
wher~ .HIP. stanis for "implies". A control path is cor.rect 
if the corresponding verification condition is true. A 
program is :~rrect if and only if it terminates and all the 
control paths are correct. 
rh~ method that we use to prove that a program 
terminates i3 ' to, a$sign t,ermin3.tion sequen:es, which are 
non-neg~tive integer expressions, to each assertion point 
and to show that the termination sequence condition of every 
:ontrol path holls. The termination sequence condition cf a 
control path is a predicate in the verification condition of 
the :ontrol path generated by the system, which says that 
the value of the termination sequence at the final assertiJa 
p'oin t of til e control path is alii ays lex icograph ica lly less 
then the value of the termination sequence at the initial 
assertion point of the control path. 
The proof checker che::ks the validity··.· .. of each 
. ,r', ,',~;~' .~""=~~" " 
J-~~::.~ _~_ ~__ .. 
i 
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deduction statement in the proof procedure :> f every 
verification =oniition. A deduction statement is essentially 
a call to a known dedu~tien theorem of certain ~inds in the 
theorem libr~ry with actual parameters substituted for 
correspJnding formal parameters.-Fer exampl~~ the rule of 
infere~=e (mo~us P?nens) of first order logic from (A .IMP. 
S) and A to infer B is stated in the theorem library as: 
I!P1(A,B)=(A.IMP.B),A.IMP.B 
1 ded.u=t ion s ta temen t like IMP 1 (e, D) is a call to the 
library theorem by the name of IMP1 with C and D 
=orresponiing respectivelY to the formal parameters A and B. 
The theJrem library is a collection of known theorems of 
different classes such. as integer arithmetic, logical 
theorems, rule of substitutions, etc. The proof checker then 
examines the substituted titeo.rem to see whether the 
hypotheses of the theorem are among the hypotheses known at 
the present time. If so, the conclusion of the theorem is 
ledu:e1 as an intermedLate result or as a conclusion which 
may be lsed as a hypothesis in further deductions. At the 
eni of a proof procedure, the proof checker will declare the 
truth or t~e falsity of the verification condition, 
dep en cling U I?on whether all the conclusions in that 
verification :oniition have been deduced or not. 
Tbe verification condition generator for C4000 
assemblr language progca.ms .genen.tea verifi:ati:::>n c:>nditi:)rrs 
j 
L~~~ .. ' \ .... C'~--:""~"'-'"-···-C<·"'·'"="~~-='~~- ___ · ___ ..•. "·.·w .• v·." 
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in tvo steps. The first step is to read in the s~urce 
program, the specifications, ana the scales of the program 
variables; to pat'se the source ,program sta temen t -by-
statement: ani to build up data bftses for later uses. Th~ 
, 
second step is to generate the verification condition for 
each contr.ol path, starting with an initial assertion and 
ending w:i.th a fina~ assert~ .. on, by scanning over the 5~urce 
program. 
In the first step, if the syntax of a statement is 
correct ani the operanis conc~r.ned are compatible in types 
and in scales, then the source statement, its restricti~n 
(if any), its algebraic equi'lalent, its operand, and the 
type of the statement are recordei in a two-dimensional 
sour=e ststement array~ Otherwise, some error messages are 
I 
printed ~ut, and the process skips to th~ next s~urce 
statement. The reason that soucre statements are alsa 
recorded is that we want to be able to tx~ce evecy ~tatem~nt 
and every =onlition in each control path. Howeve~, the entry 
for SOUI:'ce statements in the source statement array i,;(!!.n be 
eliminated, if space ~vailable is critical. A symbol ~able, 
a symbol inda~ table, a label index table, and an assecti~n 
table are constructed luring the process by exam{ning the 
label field and the operand.field of a source statement. 
The symlol t~ble is a two-dimensional array which stores 
attributes, such as the scal.e, the 'type, and the cUI:'rent 
mojific~tion in!ex of each source program variable. ~he 
symbol in1ex table asso6iates the name of a variable with 


























that th~ symbol table entry can be accessed directly later 
without searching the array. The label index table 
asso=iates a label with its location (index) in the source 
statement 1.rray. The assertion t;-,ble is a two-dimenison~l. 
array, whi=h,stores the text of each assertion and the index 
of its corresponding assertion point in the sour=e statement 
array; a[1 assertion at an assertion point is attached to the 
next source statement in a pro1ram by the system, as the 
predicate whi=h must hold before the execution of this 
source statement. 
Th~ alg~rithD to generate all the verification 
conditions of a program is stated step by ste[,J below. In 
what follows: 
CI denotes the current inde x to the source 
statellent • 
::;S denotes the current source statement 
=orres~oniing to CI. 
CA~ denotes the number of current assertion point. 
ASSERT denotes the assert'ion table with 
ASSERr{CAP,1) as the text of· the CAP-th assertion and 
ASSE~~{CAi:?,2) CiS the index of the CAP-th assertion [,Joint 
to the source statement array. 
~1Y~)TfiESES denotes the list of current hypotheses. 
CONCLUSIONS denJtes the list of current conclusicn~. 
:ONDS denotes the list of current conditions. 
STAC~ isan array used by the generator to keep the 
iniiG~s, the hypoth8~es, the conclusions, and the entry 
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verification condi tion genera tion. 
We suppose that the program to be verified has an 
initial assertion at the beginning, and a final assertion at 
each exit point. 
1. Initialize ZAP and the modification indices of 
all variables in the symbol table to be zero. Initialize 
STAClt to be, empty. 
I 
.2. Increase :AP hy 1. 
3. If CAP corresponds to th~ last assertion point, 
stop; the algor it hm is comr;lete. 
~. Set HYPOTHESES to be ASSERT (CAP,'), CI to be 
ASSERT(CA?,2), and CONCLUSIONS to be null. Go to st~p 6. 
5. If C1 is an assertion point, go to step 9. 
6. If CS is an unconditional transfer statement to 
label L, set :1 to be the index value of t.he label L stored 
in tne l:tbel inlex t'able, and go to step S. If CS .is a 
conditi~nal transfer statement to label L, append the 
current m01ifi=ation indices to those.variables occurring in 
the condition of this conditional tr~nsfer statewent; assign 
the result to CONDS; set the entry point EP to be the index 
value of.the label L; save EP, HYPOTHESES and CONDS, 
CONGLUSIONS, and current modification indices on STACK; 
conc:ttenate the negation, of CONDS to HYPOTHESES; and go to 
st ep 8. 
1. CS must be some kind of algebraic assignment 
statement at this point. If CS hl s 3. restriction, a!?pend the 
current mojiEi:ation indices to those variabl~s occurring in 
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Appen a the current modifi~ation indices to those variables 
the right-hand side of the equal sign in the 
fitst algebr,ic equiv~lent of CS; increase the current 
mo!ification indeE oft~e variable on the left-hand side of 
the equal sign by 1; append the upd~ted value to this 
variabl~; ~oncatenate the result to HYPOTHESES; and repeat 
the same process for the rest of the algebraic equivalents 
oonsecutively, if there are any left. 
8. Increase CI by 1, and. go tb step 5. 
9. Append the current modification indices to those 
variables o:curring in the associated assertion, and 
concatenate the result to CONCLUSIONS. Output a verificati::>n 
condition as: HYPOTHESES • IMP. CONCLUSIONS. If STACK is 
empty, then go to step 2 • Otherwise, pop up STACK; reset 
the moliEication index attribut9 of each variable in the 
symbol table, HYPOTHESES, :lnd CONCLUS IONS t::l the 
corresponiin1 saved values; load C! with saved EP; and go to 
step 5. 
Each verification conditicn is proved separately. A 
theotem library of known deduction theorems and a set of 
abbrevia~~on definitions are the data bases of the pro~f 
checker. rhe pro:)f checker accepts Units, each composed of a 
verification condition. and a proof procedure, as input. A 
prooE pro=eiure contains a set of deduction statements, 
which are calls prepared by' a human being to the 1;.heorems in 
. ~..... ' 
I .... 
- 13 -
the theorem library~ in order to deduce all t~a statements 
in the ~on:1Qsion part of a verification cbndition, with thb 
I 
corresponding hyoothesis 
~ . f:art as premises. All the 
exprassior~ in a proof procedur p are stored in suffix 
not at ion to make it unnecessary to inc1 ude parentheses in 
the process of pattern matching. Pattern matching is 
conduc~ed internally with strings in suffix notation by the 
proof c~=cker. 
ca.ll expressed as MACEXP(X) will cause an 
expansion of a bbre viati on X to its definition, if lC is 
defined in the abbreviation definition ~ata base, and will 
append the expansion to the current premises. A call like 
I . 
MACEXP(:ElCITJ) ilill expand CEXITO to (GUID3D.NE.O) .AND. 
(MDA.GE.fBAD) .AND. (TIMEfi.EQ.BINTME) as defined and will 
append n:EI1TO .EQV. (GUID3D.N~.O) .AND. (MDA.GE.HRAD) .AND. 
(TIMER.EQ. BINrME)" to the curr~nt premises •. 
A call like HYPEXP(Y,Z), with Y as an abbreviation 
of a 1i 3t of 3. s sa rtions an d Z as a single assert ion, ca uses 
the SystBffi to check to see whether Z is an assertiOh in the 
definition of abbreviation Y. If this is true, then Z can 
be used axplicitly as a premise in further deductions. 
A ty~ica1 theorem in the theorem· library has the 
followin~ form: TN(A1, A2, •••. , AN) = H1 (A1, A2, ••• , AN), 
fl2( A 1, A2, ... , AN), ••• , HM(A1, A 2, ••• I AN) • 1M P. :: U.1 I 
A 2, .. ' .. AN) • Here TN is the na me; A 1 , A2, .. '. , and AN are 
the form:!.l parameters; H1(A1, i\ 2, ... " AN), H 2 (A 1, A2, .', .. , 
AN) , ... , and HM (A 1, :\2, ... '- 1\ N) are the hypotheses; and 
. 
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is made by TN(B1, ... , BN) with 81, 82, 
••• , and BN as th,; actual parameters corresponding t::> the 
forMal paI:'ameters A 1, A2, ••• ,' and AN. 
A ~all to a known theorem w~ll cause a substitution 
I 
of the actual parameters in the call state~ent f::>r the 
corre9P~n:l i n:J formal parameters in t he theorem def ini t ion. 
I ' 
\: 
Before each substitution, the definition, the f::>rm~l 
parametars, and the actual parameters are converted t::> 
suffix form. The proof checker then checks the hypotheses of 
the sabstituted theorem to see whether each hypothesis is in 
the pre~ises known at the present time. If, so, the 
conclusion of the substituted theorem is deduced and is 
:lppen1e:l to the current premises. To make this process more 
clear, let us consider several theorem calls. For example, 
the call SOBS!'l (AO,BO,X,X.GT.O) will produce the premise BO 
> 0, if we know that AO = BO ~nd that AO > 0; since the 
theorem narnel SUBST1 is defined 3.S: 
SUBsI' 1 (P, Q, R, A (R» =P. EQ. Q, A (P) • IMP. A (~) 
which s~ys that if A(R) is an assertion, P = Q, and A(P) is 
a pr~mise, th~n A(Q) is also true. Suppose ~e need the fact 
that (A1+B1)+:1 = A1+(Bl+Cl); we can call the theorem A2 
with A1, 81, and C1 as the actu~l p3.r3.metars. A2 is defined 
as: 
~2(P,2,R)=(P+Q'+R.]Q.P+(Q+R) 
This is! tautology which states the associative law of 
addit ion. 
Sone simplifications are done automatically by the 
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I 
1+11 = 2 0.nd 5+2 > 3, are verified directly wittlout ap!?lying 
any theorems. Equality is considered to be reflexive. If 
82 = 12 is a hypothesis of a theorem in its defini tion, and 
I 
Ai = 82 js t~ue, th~n, in the dedu~tion process of this 
theorem call, 82 = 12' is automa.tically derived from the fact 
th3. t. A2 = a2. Since all pattern matching is conducted 
int er nallr in 
I 
suffix form, expressions are free of 
parentheses and are in a kind of basic canonical form. Por 
example, «A3+B3)+C3) has the same form as A3+83+C3 
internall y; but (A 3+B3) +C 3) is not the sa me as 13 + (B3 +C3) 
intsrnall y. 
At the end of a proof, all the statements in the 
conclusion p~rt of a verification condition should be 
deduced at least once in order to complete tne !?roof of 
correctness f~r this verification condition. 
Wi th the specif ications (see App endix II) prov ided 
by NASA, ~ADIFD has been proved correct. Since EADIFD has no 
loops, ttle termination of the program is guaranteed. An 
~n§.tt!:t~i1!l ~~!l§.!&!l£:l e§~~£i!Q!:' (rCA) for th e pro blem of 
program self-modification is in every assertion; this says 
that the !?rogram has not been modified. In the case ~f 
BADIFD, ICA remains true throughout the execution of the 
program, because the program is ahsolutaly pure - i.e •• it 
cont~ins no instructi~ns that can modify it under any 








];estr ict. i:>ns on sOlDe ins t];uctions. The c onsi stsncy of fixed 
point sc~lin~ is checked by the verification conditon 
qenerat:)r, which examines the scale of the :>9~ta..nds f:)~ 
each kinl of aritbmetic instruction. 
Dlle to the f,act that EADIFD h~s four exits;!four 
p];oofs, e~ch with on~ exit declared as true and others as 
false, have been completed. Each proof has ini tial 
assertion ana f~nal assertions as given below. 
, 
Tha first p];oof has assertions declared as: 
Initial ~ssertion: 5 PEe, CEXITO, .NOTe CE XIT1 , 
• NOT. CEXIT2, .NOT. CEXIT3 
Fin3.l assertion at exit 0: PCMD = PCMD02, JlCMD = RCMD~1, 
RCMVLD = R CMVL DO 4 
Final assertion at exit 1 : .FALSE. 
Pinal assertion at exit 2: • FALSE. 
Final assertion at exit 3 : • FALSE. 
1'le second proof has assertions declared as: 
Initial assertion: SPEC. CE XI Tl , .NOT. CE Xlr:) , 
• NOT. CEX!T2, .NOT. CEXTT3 
Final assertion at exit 0: • FALSE. 
Final asse rtion at exit 1 : RCMVLD = 0, PCMV'LD = 0 
Fin~l asserti:)n at exit 2 : • FALS E. 
Final assertion at exit 3: .FALSE. 
1'~3 thir3 proof has asser t.!.ons declared as: 
Initial assertion: SPEC, CEXIT2, .NOT. C3;XlrO, 
• NOT. CEX:T1, .NOT. C'eXTT3 
Final assertion at: exit 0: .. FALSE. 
Fin3.1 assertion at exit 1 : • FALSE. 
'.{l"'- 'I '7 •..• 1 ... " ... I 





















Final assertion a t exit 2: PC~D :: PC~D03, PCMVLD = 0, 
RC~VL D :: RC[iVLDO~ 
Final assertion at, exit 3: .FALSE. 
T~~ fourth proof has assertions aeclarea as: 
Initi:ll asset'tion: 5 PEC, CEXIT3, • N,O T;. CEXITO, 
• NOT. CEXlT1, • NOT. CEXII' 2 
Pinal 'assertion at exit 0: • FALS E., 
Final assertion at exit 1 : • FALS E. 
Final assertion at exit 2: .FALSE. 
Final assertion at exit 3: PCMD = PCMD03, RCMD =R:rm01, 
PC~VLD = PCMVL DO 2, RCMVLD = RCMVLD04 
T~~ 1efinitions of CEXITO, CEXlT1, CEXIT2, and 
CEXIT3, t~gether with the basic conditions leading up to 
them are listed as follows: 
CEXIT~ = CVCRUZ .AND. TEX!TO 
CVCRlJZ :: CFD112 .AND. TVCRUZ 
TEX!!'O = (GUID3D.NE.0) .AND. (MDA.GE.HRAD) .AND. (TIMER 
• E;2. BINTME) 
CFD112 = • NOT. CEXIT1 
TVCRUZ = (LOCFD06.EQ.O) .OR. (GSFD02.EQ.O) .AND. 
(GSBSNS .EQ. 0) 
CEX!T1 = (rMEFLG.EQ.O) .OR. CCRUZFD .AND. (GU!D2D.EQ.O) 
CCEWZFD:: CFDIN1 .OF. CFD2 .AND. (LOCFD03.EQ.O) 
CFDIl{l = (TMEFLG.NE.O) .AND. I'1CRUZFD 
CFD2 = CFD4 .AND. (LBS.EQ.O) .OR. CFDIN2 .AND •• NOT. 
TFD3 .AND. (GUID2D.NE.O) 
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CFD4 = :FDIN2 .AND. (TFD3 .OR. (GUID2D.EQ.0,) 
CPDI~2 = (TME'FLG.UE .0) .AND., .NOT. T1CRlJZFD 
TFD3 = (ABS(IETA01)-LIMLOC.LT.O) .OR. N(ABS(PSIE01)-
DE G 2t • LT. 0) 
CEXIr2 = CFD15 .AND. (GSVLD.EQ.O) .OR. CVCRUZ .AND. 
TEXIT2 
CFD15 = CFDll .AND •• NOT. TVCRUZ 
Pi¥I4¥. x:;; 
TElCIT2 = (GUID3D.EQ.0) .OR .• jTVCRUZ3 .AND. (PCMVLD.NE.O) 
CPD52 = CLANDFD .AND •• NOT. TFD1 
CFna = :F07' .AND. (HRAD.LT.A1200) 
CFD9 = CCRUZFD .AND. (GUID2D.NE.O) 
CF010 = :FD9 .OR. :FD1 .AND. (HRAD.GE.A1200) 
CLANDFD = .NOT,. ClDIN1 .AND. CFD2 .AND. (LOCFD03.NE.O) 
.JR. C;FD42 
~F'D7 :: (YET~01*PSH:01.:;T.O) .OR. (LOCSTR01*PSIE01.LT.0) 
• OR. (N (ABS (PS lEO 1) -DEG20) • LT. 0) 
CFD1 = C~ANDFD .AND. TFD1 
CFD~2 : CFD4 • AND. (LES. NE. 0) • AND. (LOCFD03.NE .0) 
CEXlr 3 =:FD 15 .AND. (G SVLD. NE. 0) • OR. CVCRUZ • AND. TEXIT3 
'rElCIT3 = (GUID3D.NE.O) .AND. «MDA.LT.HRAD) .OR. (TIMER 
.NE. BINrME) .AND. (PCMVLD.EQ.O» 
(Here the symbol":" stands for "is equivalent to".) 
r~a lafinitions of RCMD01, RCMVLD04, PCMD01, PCMD02, 
PCMD03, PCMVr.002 are: 
RC:iD01 = SRL:1T(N(RLFDOU-ROLL) r DEG25) 
RLFDO~ = N(SELMT(n(AC02-RLFDJ2)/2**2/TAU3, DEG4)*DEiTAT+ 
Rt FD 02) 





















S R L M l' ( L 0 CS T E:l 1, 0 E G 1 5 ) • EL S E. S R L M T (A (: 0 1, 0 E G 25) 
AC01 = .rF. :1D9 .THEN. LATSfR .ELSE. LOCSTROl 
LOCSTR01 :: -(SRLMT(N (TP205-TP103), LIM180)*2*~\3) 
TP1:l3 = .IF. (LOCOC:)4.EQ.O) .THEN. TP103A .ELSE. TP103B 
rp103A = N (N(YETA01/PERIOD/PERIOD*K5-TP102) /1'AU1*DEL.TAT/ 
2**3+TP102) 
TP103B = N(N(SRLMT(YETA01, L!MY)/PERIODlI?ERI3D*K5-Tl?102) 
/TAU1*DELTAT/2**3+TP102) 
TP2J5 = .IF. CFD52 .THEN. N~P203-TP102) .ELSE. TP203 
LOCOC)~ ~ ~IF. CP03 .THEN. SET .ELSE. LOCOC02 
YETA01 = MULT(LO:~EVJ K1) 
TP1J2 = .IF. CFDIN3 .THEN. 0 .ELSE. TPl 
TP203 = GS/PERIOD*K6*PSIE01*KOAMP*2**2 
TP102 = .IF. CFOIN3 • THEN. 0 • ELSE. TP7 
LOClC:l2 = .IF. ClOIN3 .THEN. O.ELSE. Loeoc. 
PSIE01 = til (TK-R WYHDG) 
RCMVLDO~ = .IF. CFD12 .THEN. SET .ELSE. 0 
PC~DOl = SRL:iT(N (-(TP603*FDBKG*2**3)+GAMCMD01), DEG6) 
TP603 = N(PITCH-TP502) 
GAM:~DOl = N(LGA~~03-GAMMA) 
rp502 =< .IF. :FDIN3 .THEN. 0 .ELSE. TPS 
I.GA~Cj3 = • IF. 1'FD155 .THEN. LGAMC04 .ELSE. TLGAt1:0 
LGAM.C04 = .!F. TFD156 .THEN. TLGAMC1 .ELSE. 'rLGAMC2 






N (SRLMT PI (-~i (~(N (Gl'd1MAC01+GSA) +GSA) -GAMMAC01) 
&. 





















-LGUtC02) /TAU5/2**3 ,LIMPR) *DELTAT+LGAMC02) 
LGAMC)2 = • IF. CVLAND1 • THEN. GAMMA • ELSE. LGAMC 
PCMD02 = N (N (SRLMT(SRLMT (VERSTR, C5B15) /VGS/2**2/KHD/I?IB2" 
, DE(6) - P'CMD) ;: 3B2*DELTA T/2* *2+ PCMD) 
PCMD03 = .IF. C'CRUZ2 .THEN. PCMD02 .ELSE. PCMD01 
PCMVLD02 = RCMVLD04 
Abbreviations such as SPEC, CEXITO.. CFD12, aud 
LOCFD06 !re use:!. to make assert ions more reaclable and to 
save sp3.ce. Appendix III contains all the proofs, and the 
complete set of 3.bbreviations, as well as their definitions • 
r~e ~erification condition generator and the proof 
checker are used spearately; the verification conditions of 
a progr~D ba~e generated first and then to be proved. 
In order to use the verification condi ti:Jn 
generator, the programmer has to provide thE' input-output 
specifications, the scales of progn. m vari abl es, the 
abbreviltion iefinitions, and a set of assertions and 
termination sequences at specific points in the program 
which must h3.ve at least one ass'ertion and o~e ,termination 
sequence ~oi each loop. An assertion h3.S the same form as a 
Boolean ~·xplression writ.ten in F:.)rtran, with. EQ... • NE, , 
.GT., .LE., .LT., .GE. as the relational operators and 
.NGT., .A~D., .OR., .IMP., .EQV. as the logical :Jperators • 
• TRUE. ani .FALSE. are the logical constants~ For example, 
TMEFLG.GE.O and ILSON.NE.O~AND.3RUND.NE.O are the typical 
--'-'--"--"-' litV" 





















asserti~ns ~sed in the proof of EADIFD. A terminati:>n 
seqaance is ~ sequence tif non-n!gative integer expressions 
associated wit~certain asserti6n points. Functions such as 
ABS (pf, MAX (P,Q), and AND (P,Q) at"e used in the ~sual. sense. 
A user-defined ftiuction must be" decl~red in the theorem 
library before using it. The system also handles array 
ref~t"en::es ~,nd has special assertions to declare 
, I it; 
although no array' reference occurred in EADIFD. The :>utt;>ut, 
cont::lins a listing of the program wi'th asset"tions, the 
specifications, the sca lings, ~ nd a set of veri fication 
conditions. An option ~an be chosen to punch the 
vet"ific~tion conditions into cards for the preparati:>n:>f 
the input to the proof checker. 
A proof prOcedure, a set-up to prove a verificati:>n 
condition, is a basic input unit to the proof checker. 'The 
proof checket" takes the file of the theorem library, the 
specifi::ations, the abbreviation definitions, and a numbet" 
of proof procedures as input. A proof procedure consists of 
the hypotheses and the conclusions of a verification 
condition, the na mes of the theorems to be used, and a set 
of theot"am c~lls. The output is in the following format: 
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r 1: · ........ - . 
1'2: · ..... . 
• • 
• 
rk: • ••• e .•• 
!?Et JJF 
THEOREMS 
(with theorem definition expanded) 
HYPOTHESES CONe LUS IONS 

























part of the 










***** Q. E. D. ***** (or the error message which 
states the reason. why this proof is not completed) 
A distinct identification label which has the f~rm 
of "Rn~ ~r "Cn" with n as an integer is assigned by the 
system f~r each hypothesis or conclusion, respectively. Wher 
I 
an interllle:iiate. C"esult ts deduced from a theorem call, the 
I , I 
-result is iientifie:i by a label of the form "L n". I fa 
conclusion is deduced, the conclusion part in the output ~f 
this t~heorem call is denoted by a label of the form "*Cn", 
where 'the "*" is used to indica te th3. t the nth c::>ncl usion :>f 
this v~rifi=ation conditiQn has been proved. The use of 
these labels is for the purpose of making each proof step 
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'~,""'~'-~,--: --~;"!"' .. --'. 
'c 
___ ~ __ .~ .~_ '_:..-._ ,-0 
£,DUMP .. 1 • 
£,STLIMIT s 500000 
£,MAXLNGTH 32700 




... LPHA 'ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ' ---
A 
VFCO" ' •• VERIFICATION CONDITIONS •• ,' 
", ,<,'I '.' I '=' I ',' 1°>' I ". I E = 'ER' RO - I'.' 1 '-' I '.' 
1(' I RPOSIOI! 
LOEL.: •• -*/<>= •• ()' 
CHAR = DIGIT ... LPHA OECIMAL ~ ISP~N'OIGITI '.' SP ... NIDIGIT' I SPANIDIGIT' '.' 1 
SP"'NID1Gltl '.' SPANIDIGITII 




















MCEPLV = TRIMIINPUT' 
OPCOOE = T ... BLEr50' 
1 X = 1 ' X = 'LOALOOSTASTOSTZANAORAAOOSUBAOS' 
ENOPCODEIX,3' 
X = 'SOSMPVINCOcCTNETRA'TRMTRPTRZlNZ' 
ENOPCOOclK,31 
X = 'IASSALSARAOSCMAHLTSEXXA001VOTO' 
































X = 'AOOOSUBOAOSOSBSOINCOOECOOPAODPSO' 
ENOPCODEIX,4) 
SYMBOL = TABLE(50.101 :(BBO) 
CLRTBLI) 
ASST = "RRAY( 'SO' , 
CPGN' = ... RR"VI '30,5" 
TEXT"" ,ARR"'Y('300. 8 ') 
SYMTBL = ",RRAY(·160.6·' :(881.1 
~ 
""i_~.<,,"""'* '. 1 ~ •. ' ... ":;;;;0. .11il!1!1!fl::W , ~,!~!:,,~~ijj?IIIU";'''' ~;;;~':~~~:'::::::":"~:~~'~~ ... , _~_. _.: .. , ... ,., , .. _~_~_ .• ~.~ __ ,. _"." .... _ .... -r""'~"~"" .. "'~"":"":~.;;,'''%<.'~-;'''. ''''-~ .• ;'~;'''';'l!oIiiiiij 
o#_....lUo4b .. .... ' oI t ! "'"" t?iii'PfhkffWf,W#ttttet+¥.....-.u t' ·r't . If f .. p • ............:a. 't. • 
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.... ~ ......•.................. 
• OEFJ,!'IE-C.!...q"i.I~'!lJ"" ) 
•••• * •••• * ••••••• * •••• ~ •••••••• 
• COLLECT INDEX OF VA~IABLES 
CLTI){ CLTIX = 
I = 0 
CXl 1= LTCI,SYMX) I .:1 :FCRETURN) 
CLTIX = CLTIX ';'SYM,TBL<I,4> :lCXU 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• DEF.lttl;.l '.C.Lgnll..l ) I ,Y' ) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





Y = PROTOTYPECSYMBOLI 
Y 8REAK.(·.·) • V 
1=1 
SYMBOL<I,Z> = 
I =LTCl.y) 1.1 :SCCL11 
:FCRETURNI 
64 
6S SYMBOL = CONVERTCSYMBOL,'TABLE' I 
•••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• 
: (RETURN) 
• DI;.F[NEC·CNDCI)XO.Xl·) 
........ ~ ...........•...•..... 
66 CNOC &ANCHDR = ° 
67 xo = CON 
61:1 CON 
69 CNOCI xo DIFFERCXO) BAL. Xl C'." I RPOSCOII 
10 HYP C· .• • I POSIO») Xl I'.' J RPOSCO)) 
71 XI POSCOI BAL RPOS(OI :SCCNDClI 
72 CNOC2 CON'" CON '.' XI :CCNOC1) 
73 CNDC3 &ANCHOR '" I 
CON '.' = :CRETURNI 
* ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• 
7." II 
• DEF.U-!E; C • CQ..~'!.JX!)((). Xl. XZ' I ~ __ 
••••••••••• * •••• * ••••• * ••••••• ~ 
• CONVERT OPERAND INTO ITS OECIMAL EQUIVALENT 
• 0 <OCTAL INTEGER> . 
:F(CNDC3' 
:F(CNDC2' 
'. <GENERAL DECIMAL> I <GENERAL DECI MAL> B <INTEGER> 
• MIXEO: ONE TAG AND ONE DECIMAL DECREMENT OR INCREMENT 
• SYMBOLIC, 





• OCTAL .NUMBER 
CVl 
CONY, LTCXI,8) Xl :FCCVII 
CONII = IOENTIXO.·-·) '-' CONY 
XI OIFFERCXII LENCI) " XZ = 
CONV= CONY • 8 • X2 :ICV1) 
80 CVIA CONY = DIFFER(XO.·.·) XO CONII 
: CCVIBI 
: F ICV 1A I 




• SCALED DECIMAL NU.'o1BERS 
-8Z CV2 X C'+' I ._. I POSCO)I ,XO DECIMAL. CONY RPOSlO. :FCCV2A. 
83 CONII = CON\! • /2 •• Z3· :' C RE TURN) 
84 CII2A X C'.' I .-. I OIl , XO DECI .. AL , CONII 'B" C·.·· I 1_' I"} • XI 
• SPANCDIGITI , XZ RPOSCOI :FCCV31 
85 CONY = IDENTIXI.·-·I CONY '2 •• ' X2 :CRETUANI 
86 CONY = CONY "/Z •• • XZ :lRETURNI 
• loll XED EXPRE 551 ON • 
87 CV3 X BREAKI .+_. I , :XO 'LENC i) " XI SPAN (DIGIT) • X2 :FICV'" 
88 SYXLBLO\OI :FIUE ·cv:h·" 
....... ;H:.""'...t,,_!<1,.t .. '"~, ... , 
.., '-,~=!!!:!!f!:*E~; ilg •. !:lt..JJ~r::~:·_:¥1r~~·. ~<~?n~'M~ ~~ 'iCl°~:~~2:.~~::i-4w':~~;~:;.,,;;;~·-:;:,~;:;.~~·:-, " .':, 
'. 
.. 
-~.::..~~::=--------::.-: --+:-~.:--~-~--... =-~~::. ... ~-.-: - -..:. ... : .. ..:.....--.::~:~ 

























'111'- _.:-,~--:~-:--.. -.--.---.-'-c-. '-;; 
: iJ81111l»~~.!~ml!tll!l!~~~~~!)!I~II!~l~!~!!'\iri~'- ,"'JIjili,""'-'''F''P 
f) 
I X '" SYI4BOL<XO> 











IDENTCIXJ :S(SCE ·CV3a·'J 
IY = SYMTBL<.IX.2> 
IDE NT( I Y) : S( S (E 'CV3IP» 
IY EVAL(lY' ',-:XI ····X2) 
IX = I " 










~ 11 il ~' :!j 
f; ~ fI 
l'! J " -1 








'-... 96 IX = LTIlx.SYMX) IX + 1 :SICV3A)FCSCE 'CV3A") 
'~ 
97 CV38 SY .... nIL<IY.I,> ·C;· REM. CONY :IRETURN, 
• SYMBOLIC 




IX = SYMBOL<X> 
IDENT(IX) :SISCE 'CV4BI'" 
SYMTBL<IX.l> 'C;' REM. CONY 
.................... ** .......... _t: •• 
• OEFI~EI·ENOPCODEIX.Y)XO·) 
:S(RETURNJF(SIE ·CV.C·)J 
~ •••• * ••••••••• *.** ••••••••••••• 
• EN1ER OPCOOES INTO OPCDOE TABLE 102 ENOPCOOE X LENIY) • xo :FIRETURN) 

























IX IX + 1 : I ENOP.COOE , 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• OEFINEI'ETSB(X.y)O I.-
•••••••••••••••••••• **.*~** •• ** 
• ENTER SYMBOL INTO SYMBOL TABLE 
ETSa SYMX = SYMX + 1 
SYMBOL<X> := SYMX 
5YMTHL<SYMX.l> Y 
SYMTOL<SYMX.3> = IOEr~TJ'Y.·v·) X 
S'YMTBL<SYMlI .3> -= IOENT<Y.·A' J X 
•••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• * ••••• 
• OEFINEI'EVLIXIX)IX.XO,XI.1I2·) 
.................... , ........ ~-.-..•. -
: SI RETURN' 
:CRETURNJ 
• EVALUATe THE EXPRESSJONS; X IS AN EXPRESSION OF LABELSCLOCATIDNS' 
• IY IS A GLOBAL VARIAflLE..wHICH COI,ITAINS THE CURRENT LINE COUNT EVLIX X BIlEAKP+-') • XO LEN!I) • Xl SPAN(OIGlT) • X2 RPDS'O) :FIEXtJ IOENTIXO.·.·, :FIEXOI 
IX := EVALlfEXT<ly.a> • , XI •• Xzl 
EVLIX -= IY 
EXOA IDENTlTE,XT<EVLlx,S>.no :51 RETURN I 
EVLIX -= LT(EVLIX,LIC) EVLIX 1+ 1 :SIEXOA)F!S(E 'EVLIX2'" exo IX = SYMOOL<XO> 
IDENT(IXJ :SISCE 'EVLIXI'JI 
IDENfISYMT6L<IX.I>.·L" :F(SIE 'EVLIXl'l) I X "" EVAL( SYMTOL<I X.3> • • XI' • X2) 
EVLIX = IY :(EXOA' 
EXI S'I'XLBL(X) :FIS(E 'EVLIX2' II 
1)( -= SYMBOL<X> 
EVLIX = OIFFERIIXJ IDENTISYMTBL<IX,I>.'L·) SYMTBL<IX.3> + :SCflETURNIFI$IE ·EVLI.XI·)) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Del' IN!;' 'FRTIxO'XI.X2..LINE • .l' J 
............................ -'1' •••••••••••• 
~IZ~ FRT LINE ~ 
12S I := 0 
'-, 126 FRTO XO, OIFFER.IXO) BAL. XI I',' I RPOSIOJ) :F(FRT7) 
. ~,~ 
,""" .. ",~.t>IIt""';; If .... 


































,. . __ tj 
























~ i, ; 
___ I; 
~'*~I \' ,~:.r 1 
itt, ' .. 
~i; .., ~ ,. 
1< 
.. . ~ ~




















127 FRTI N = SIZEIXI' , 22 + 1 
128 EOII.5' GTCN.lI :S(f'llT5' 
129 FRTZ XI LENI221 • X2 s :F(FRT3' 
130 LI NE .. :. L INE R~AD(XZ.Z21 
131 I = I + I 
132 EO(1..6' :SIFRT5IF(FRT2' 
133 FRT3 LINE = LINE RPAD(XI.221 
134 I + 1 
135 FRT4 EOII.61 :Ff.FR TO) 
LI'NE 136 OUTPUT 
131 I = 0 




OUTPUT = LINE 
XI LENtl32' • OUTPUT = :S(FRT6' 
IDENTIXII :SIFRTI 
14Z I = SIZE(XI' , 22 + I 
143 LINE = RPAOIXld • 22' :'F~T4) 
144 FRT7 OUTPUT = LINE : (RETURN', 
145 
146 
•••••••••• ~* •••• $*.* •••••••••• 
• OEFINE(oINSTIXoY'XO') 
•••••••••• ~.~* •••• *.* •••••••••• 
• REPLACE '. 'S IN! X BY Y 
INST X BREAK(' .. ·) 0 XO LEN (I' XO Y 
INST = X :(PETURNI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
q 
: S( INSn 
• OEF INE I.' MA.CEXP( X I XOoXl. X2 oB .Col XoARGNOo ARGLIST o!4ACODE .AO) 
,...., 
\j:'f>" ' 
••••••• ~+ ••• '~.* •• * ••••• * •••• ** 












MACEXP = EQ(MCEPLV,O) X :S(RETURNI 
1'0 '" I 
I'4PI j( ISPANILOEL' I NULL) • 1\0 SPAN(CHI'oR 'SOl. Xl RO. X2 




















ARGNO = ~I'oCTBL<IX~I> 
I'o~GLlST = MACTBL<lx.2> 




OIFFER(CI :F(S(E 'HP30" 
C = MACEXP(CI 
I'oRGL1ST SAL. B '.' = :F,S(E 'MP2°1! 
MACODE = REPLI'oCE(MI'oCOOE.B.CI 
ARGNO ,. ARGNO - I : 114P21 
X BI'oL • C 'I' =:F(S(E 'MPI'II 
DIFFEQ(C) :FI$(E 'HP3')) 
C '" MI'oCEXP(C) 
a = ARGLIST 
MI'oCOOE : REPLACEII'41'oCOOE.a.C) 
I'4ACEXP MI'oCEXP XO MI'oCDOE :(!4PI) 
"'I'oCI:.XP ". MI'oCEXP "ACEXP(MACOOEI :( MPH 
MAcexp MACEXP XO Xl X2 :(MPI' 
1'0 ~ LTIA.MCCPLV' A + :FCRETURN. 
X = 14ACEXP !IMPI' 
:FC"'P61 
. 






j. 'M'· . kt '~Q~::=~~>r~.ij'·f~~:>~~~:::~~'~<:'4-~~ <,~' *" :'1&.. --.~~~ __ .~,._. __ .~._.'" ... <_c-~_._ .. 2~:~_~--" _.. ..."f:,':::'~. ~:,' ~." ;":~~~~':. ; "~~~ 
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~.- 'I f"'~ 'i ~'.' . i\ W! II! it 
I' !! 
-"(....... ~~=--"-="=,= . ::.,-=;=-~=-~=-"="''-==-~~~~.~~_.;. . ...o • __ • 
,--- .-.~.- -'-- .,~ -~----~----. 
_., ~-~--~'\-~' ,-::--~ ..... ,~=~-~ -~_._.-...o..o, ,"--,;:..;:::0; ••• _,-- --'-':-'.1:~ 
. ~ 
"~ .. '. 








• OEI"INE (' MACRl lX· .. "'iKTXT;M',COOE:;.ARGt.1 Sf .MACHAM, ARGS,ARGNO') 
........................•.. ... , 
• M"COR IS THE TABLE WHICH CONTAINS MACRO NAMES. -
• MACTBL IS THE ARRAY WHCIH CONTAINS. 6F ARGUMENTS, MACRO ARGUHENTLIS .T, AND 





















MACX = 0 
TrTLE = 
OUTPUT = USER ()EF [NED MACROS ---, 
OUTPUT = 
MACRO ~ TABLEI30.30) 
MACTBL ~ ARRAYI·130,.'1 
TYPE = 'P' 
MACTXT :. 
)'; '" TRIM( I NPUTI 
ID~NftX.·222~222222·, :SCRETURNI 
TVPe: =;'IDENH,X"IIIIlI1III" 'E' :Sl~'OII 
O\JTPUT = X 
[OENT (TYPE. 'E' 1 
X LEN( 79 1 , x 'C" 
MACTXT = MACTXT x 
~ACTXf = MACTXT X 
MACTXT SAL , x '=' 




: (140 II 
RE M • MACODE' : F( $( E 'MO I' 1 •. 
x BREAKI"" ,MACNAMLE"N'(1) RTABlll ,ARGS '1' :SIM031 
.- ~-----.--. 
194 Xi IANYIALPHAI SPAN(CHARI RPOSIOII • MACNAM :SlMO.,F(S(E 'MOI'U 
195 M03 
196 
"FIGS DIFFERIAFIGSI BAL , X I',' I APOSIOI I £" :FCMO., 
ARONO == ARGNO + I 
191 MAcODE = FlEPL"CEIMACO()E.X.' 5'- XI 
198 AR'GUIST == O.IFFERlARGLISTI AROLIST ',5' X 
199 "RGLIST = 'S' x :(M031 
200 1404 
201 


















.* .... k*;,):-.• ~ •••••• * ••••••••••••• 
• ()EfINE('HOSPACE(XI'1 
•••• $.~~~~ ••• * ••••••••••••••••• 
NOSPACE ~ANCHOR == 0 
NEl )t •• = :S(NE11 
Ni:'J;;PACE .: X 
~A"tHOR '" :(~ET\JRN) 
•• • (;**.t,~ ~*.ii •••• -••• *-.-.-. ........ . 
• ()EFIME{'O\JTSTMT(XI~'I 
: IMOO)" 
: SI M03,1 
• 



























~. ,,' "--'--- 210 
••••••• ' •••• -* •• , ••• f.r .............. -. 











OlJTPUT =' GHSTMTNO + W.6) STMTS :FlOT21 
STkTNO = W 
STMTS-~RPAD(X.W • 20) :(RETURNI 
OT2 STMTNO = STMTNO + W 
']. 
~ 
STMTHO 'EO-(STMTNO,61 0 
OUTPUT 5THTS X 
:F(Ofll 
STMTS :IRETURNI 
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•••••••• --...... ** .............. _., • •••.••• 
• DEFINEI·PUNCHCARD~!X)Y.Z·) 
••••••••••••••••• * •••• *~ •••••• 
PUNCHCARDS 
PSI 
&ANCHOR -= 0 
X • $' ::;:: .c.' 




PUNCH: LEISIZECXJ.79J X 



















PUNCH .Z· C· : I PS2) 
............................... 
• oEFINEI'.RE'PLACE(A.B.C IX.Y.Z·' 
...... ~~ .•....••.. ........... 
• ~EPLACE ALL B'S IN A BY C 
REPLACE REPLACE = 
REI A ISPANILDELI I POS!O)) • X SPAN(CHAR 'S') • Y RD • Z 
IOeNTIB.Y' __ :FIRE21 
RE2 
RE3 
REPLACE REPLACE X C Z :IREl) 
REPLACE REPLACE X Y Z 
REPLACE REPLACE A :CRETURNJ 
......... -... -.-.~.-..................... . 
• DE~INEI·RSTRIXIX'I.XO·) 
••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• * 
• RESTORE INOEX OF VARIABELS 
RSTRIX r = I 
: C REI) 
RXI X .;. B~EAKI';'I I xo = :FCRETURN) 
SYMTBL,-i .4>= XO 
I '" I .. I : IRX II 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• DE~INc(·SCALEIX'.XI.X2.X3.X4.~5·) 




SEI X DIFFER(X) '(0 BREAKl'.·, • X2. '.' BREAK".·J • X3 ',' 
BREAK!'.') " X4 ""' BREAKI')'J • X6 .). C'.' I RPOSCOI) 
:FCRETURNI 
x5 '" SYMSOL<X2> 
IOENTIXsl :F(SE2) 
ETSB!X2.X3' 






SYMTUL<SYMX.S> ~)(4 : (SEI' 






• APPEND INDeX TO VARIABLES IN S.TRING X 
sue SUO" 
sao lO!;NTI XI :S.lRETURN' 








XI 's' :51502' 
5YXLBL (l( () :F( sB I' 
IX = 5YMOOL<Xl> 
X3 '" OIFFERIIXI SYMTOL<tX.I> :FI5BI' 
x3 'C;' 11'-' I .. , DECIMAL ) • XI. RP05(OJ 
EQ(5YMTOL<IX.4>.O, :S(5BI) 
:SCSBI) 










~, • j-, 
~; 
~. ,. ~! "-\ 
f tl 
-. ~.; ~.. 1:1 
,".11: 'I ~ 
:'j 
t! 
71 \'\... ~' .J . ~f ~ I" ~i i\ " 
ill • ~ .. ,$ .. r~·i f (. 
























X3 ('V· I· 'A't :S(SB3) 
sua SUB XO XI X2 :(SBOt 
SUB sua XO XI SYMTSL<IX,.> X2 
SUB SUB X :tR~TURN' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• OEFINEt'SYXLHUX)') 
.................. ~ ...........• 
•. CHECK WHE THER X '1 S A LAB EL OR N:JT 
: (SBO t 
257 SYXLBL )( POS(O) SPAN[OIGIT) RPOS[O) :SlFRETURNt 
258 x POStO) SPANlCHARI RPOS(O) :·FtFRETURN' 
259 X POS[O) '0' :Ft!<·ETURN) SIFRETURN' 
260 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• READ IN STAJEM~NTS 



























SYMX = 0 





TITLE ,--- SPECIFICATION ___ I 
LINE = INPUT 
IOENTtLINE,'7777777777" 
OUTPUT = LINE 
L [NE SPAN!'." SPANt' " 
SPEC = SPEC NOSPACEtLINE) 
OUTPUT = 
OUTPUT -= 
TITLE = ,--- SCALING --_. 
LINE = NOSPACElINPUT' 
IOENTILINE"~888B88838') 
OUTPUT = LINe 




ET50l'SAC', '\I' I 
ETSBI'SMQ','\I') 
SAC 
; ETSIH 'SRA', ·v·, 
; ET5BI'SAQ'.'Y" 
5Mb = 
LIC = 0 ; LOC = 0 
TITLE 
't 
290 OUTPUT = ,--- LISTING OF THE PROGRAM TO BE VERIFIED --_" 
291 OUTPUT = 
292 BBO LIe = LIe + I 
293 BB I INOREF = 0 
29'" LINE -= TRIMlINPUTI 
29S IOENT(LINE,'OOOOOOOOOO" 
296 IOENTtLINE,'9999999999" 
297 OUTPUT = LINe 
298 LINE SPANl'." SPANl' " 
299 LINE = NOSPACEtLINEI 
300 IDENTtLINE' :SIOBI' 
JOI BB2 LINEl = .TRIM(fNPUT) 





























303 LINEl SPANI'." SPAN(' 
._ 304 10ENT!LlNEII :S030Z) • III L~~::="~':·'~~:=:-'·,~ .. ,:!i" .. "n' ._ ... _~ .. , .• ____ ~ __ ~.~. . .. "'"_. __ •. _ .• ~. AA_ ..... _____ .~~l_ .... __ : .. ...; "' .:.. .: •. _J 
') s : Fl B1I3' 
L 
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~~ '.'. j, i . ,~ , ~~ , , 'c. . ' r . ; 
~ w ,~ ..• 
t 
~.; 























LINE'" LINE NOSPACECLINEI' 
ASTX = A5TX + I 
ASST<ASTX> = LIe 




















I REM • OP NULL • OPNOI :F CSC E 'BBP,'·' 
LA~EL = TRIMILABELI 
IOENTILABELI :SIBB8' 
SYXLBL(LABEL) :FIS(E "BB3'1' 
OP LEN(3 loOP'.' RPOSIO) :F(BB6' 
INllREF = I 
:OP = opeOOE<OP> 
LEIIS,IOP'LEIIOP,211 :SIBCOIFISCE 'BBI"" 
lOP:: OPCOOE<OP> 
10ENTlIOP' :SI$CE 'BB2' II 
•• * ••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• 
• !ITATEMENT"OEeOOING'-' 





































:S( SCE 'BSSO"}) 
IX = SYMBOL(LABEL> 
IOENTCIXI :SCOSSII 
SYMTBL<I X,l> I'U' I ',vs' I "V" I 
S'I'MX :: SYM.X + I 
SYMBOL(LABEL> = S'YMX 
IX = SYMX 
:SCBSS2IF(SCE "8SS1'1' 
TEMP:: eONVIOPNO) ! FCSIE 'BSS2'" 
SYMTf)L«X,I> (OENTI TEMP,' 1" 'V" :SCBSS3J 
SYMT!iL<IX, I> 'A;' TEMP 
SYMTBL<IX.2> LOC 
SYMTOL<IX.3> LABEL 
LOC '" LOC .. TEMP :c BB1) 
suppose fH"T GENEUATEO DATA CANNOT BE CtiANGEO OUR ING EXECUTION 
1001)01',39) :FIEOU)· 
(OENTILABEL) !SISIE 'GENO"" 
1 X =' SYMBOL<LAOEL> 
IOENTtIX) :PIGNI' 
S'I'MX ., SYMX .. 1 
SYMBGL<:LAOEL> ;: SYMX 
JX SYMX 
X2 = 
'S' REM. )(2 
'C;' OPNI) : PC S C E ' GENZ' I , 
LOC 
L"aEL 







































LOC '" LOC .. I 
xa -
: (eBU 














f ·1 ~.  
~: 
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OPNO ~ CONV(OPNO' :FIEU2' 
EQUATE CONSTANT TO CONSTANT VARIABLE 
SY~LBL(LABELJ :FISIE 'EQUI'" 
IX = SYMBOL<LABEL~ 
SYMX '" OIFFERIIX) SYMX .. :FlEU3 
I X = SYMX 
SYMTJ.lLCIX.t> = 'C:- OPNO :·(BBt) 
EQUATE LAUEL TO ANOTHEq LABEL 
-SY-XLllLlLABELl :F(SIE 'EQU.~'" 
IX = SYMBOLCOPND~ 
IDENTIIX) :F(SlE 'EOU2')) 
SYMX = IDENTCSYMBOLCLA8EL>I"SYMX .. I 
SYMBOLCLABEL> SYMX 
IX SYMX 
SYBTBLCXX.I> " 'L' 
IW = SYMBOLCOPNO> 
: l BBI , 
375 ENDS 
376 
IDENT(IW' :F(S(E 'Eoo2'" 
SYMTOLCI X.I> ·.L' 
SYMTBLCIX.2> = SYMTBLCI~.2> 
SYMTBLCIX.3> = SYMT8L<1~.3~ 
EQIIOP.411 :FIBCI) 
TEXT<LIC.2> ~ LINE 








I X = SYI4BDLCLAOEL> 
IOENTIIXI :SIBC2' 
SYMTBLCIX.I> 'U' I 'L' 
SYMX '" S·YMX .. I 
SYMOOLCLABEL> '" SYMX 







IX '" SY",X 
SYMTBLCIX.l) = 'L' 
SYMTOL<IX.2> = LOC 
SYMTBLCIX ,3> = LIC 
388 BC3 LOC = LOC .. 1 
369 GEIXOP.151 LECIOP,201 :FlBC8. 
390 EOllNDI1EFoI' :FCBC3A. 
391 SYXLOL10PNO, :FCSIE 'BC3A" I 
392 I X = SYMOOLCOPNO> 
"-"j 
i" __ f 
3<;3 IDENT( SYMHIL<IX,I>,'VS" :SlBC7IFCSIE 'BC3A' ,., 
39" Be3A OPND ElREAKlo .. -,) • TAG LENt 11 SPAN(DIGITI • DEv :FlBC5' 















JDENTITAG •••• , :S(BC71 
SYXLBL1TAGI :FtS(E 'Bca'l) 
I x = SYM80L<T AG> 
lOcNTcrXI :FIBC4) 
SYMX " SYMX + 1 
SY~TaL<SYMX,l> = 'L' :lBC71 
S .... MTI3LCIX.I> I'L' I 'U') RPOSlO) '" 'L' 
SYXL8LCOPND) :F(SCE 'BCS'" 
:F(SIE 'ac3"'SlBC7I 
IX = SYMBOL<OPND> 
IOENT(tX) :FCBC61 
SYMX " SYM)( + 1 
SYMOOLCOPND> ='SYMX 
~Y~TOLCSYMX.I> • 'I.' :eBC1' 
·SYliHBL<IX.I> 1'1..' I 'U') • x RPOSlO) '" 'L' :FeSlE 'BC6'" 
.. 
,"""i ··",~~,·~'-1:j.1'~;!J~*~I"~f ... ;·)n .. ~r. ~"~" ;'-::t h>,' 








































TEXTCLJC.4> EO. lNOREF. I) '.' 
TEXTCLIC.8> LOC :(s('CC' lOP H 
TEXTCLIC.6> '.' : (BBOA) .J 
~'---""--' :1 
412 CC;IS 
4a3 CC 16 
+ 























































TEX TCLIC .5> 
TEXTCLIC.6> 











'.' : (BBOII) 
' ... 
'SAC.LT,o' : (BBOA) 
•••• 




I SA.C.NE ,10' 





LOC. :(SI'OO' lOP)) 
, SAC:.' : (BBO) 
, SMO=.· : (BBO) 
'.=SAC' : (BBOI 
'.=SMO· : (BBOI 
TEXT<LIC.S> '.=0' :IBBO) 
1EXTCLIC,5> 'SAC=ANOISAC,iIP)' :(BBO) 
1EXTCLIC.5> ·SAC=ORISAC,.,' :IBBO) 
TEXT<LIC.S> -= 'SAC=AOO(SAC •• " :IBBO) 
TEKT<LIC.5> 'SAC=5UBISI\C./f)· :IBI;\O' 
rEXT<LIC.5> 'SAC:=AOSISAC,.',.=SAC' :(BBO) 



























ax = SYMBOL<OPNO> 
IOENTISYMTBLCIX.6>,'l') :F(S(E '0013')) 
TEXTCLIC,3> = 'RI.+!)' 
TEXT<LIC.5> -= '.=.+1' : (BBO) 
I X = SVr~ElOLCOPNO> 
IOENT<SYM10LCIX.6>,'!') 
TEX1CLaC.3> = '~I.-I" 
1ExTCLIC.5> = '.='-1' 
IX = SYMAOLCOPND> 
:F(stE '0014' It 
: IBBO) 
44<;1 r.DENTCSYMTElL,CIX.6>,'( ') :FlstE 'OOZI')) 
450 TEXTCLIC.6> 'RI.+I" 
451 1EX1<LIC,4> OPNO 
452 TEXT<LIC,6> "=0' 
453 TEXT<:L[C,7> ~ '.t2' 
454 TEXTCL(C.B> LOC :(BDOI 
455 0022 OPND", 10ENTIOPNOI '0' :SID022AI 
456 OPNO SPANIDIGITI RPOSCOI :FISIE '0022"" 







TEXT<LIC.3> := 'RlsAC.Z •• ' OPND 'I':(BBO) 
OPND = 10ENTlOPNO) '0' :S10023AI 
PPNO SPANIDIGIT) RPOStOI :FlslE '0023")) 
TEXT<LIC,5>: = ·$AC=SACI'Z •• ' OPND :16BO' 
TEXTCL(C,5> 'SAC=AB5(SAC), :(BBO) 
TEX T<L IC,S> .: '.SAC=-.$AC' : (DBO) 
> :·,;tl~·):<-,;~V;' tlM"rti{ifi3iJl iiriIMtli;.,'H.,n' f~b~~~. ~_,! ., ... ",.,~ .,_ t-' 
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TEKT<LIC.S> .. ·x· : CBBO' 
TEXT<LIC.5> a ·.:SRA· 
SY KLBL (OPNO', : F ( S(·E··,··0027· " 





I DENT( IX' :SI0021A·' 
SYMTBL<IX.I> ("U· I 'Vq :SI00278'FCSCE '0027Ao" 





SYMBOL<OPNO> ~ SYMX 
IX "" SYMK 
SYMT8L<IX.t> = ·VS· 
EXIT = 10ENT(EXIT' OPND :F(SfE '00278 0 " 
SYMT8L<IX.3> = OPNO :C8BO' 
















TEX T<L IC .5> 
TEXJ<L IC. 3> 
TEKT<LIC.3> 
TEXT<LIC.5> • SAC=BTOI SAC" 
TEXT<LIC.3> ·8TCI.'· 
:.IBBOI 
TE)lT<L IC .5> • SAC=DT 81 SAC" : I BBO' 
: I BeO' 
TEXT<LIC.5> ·(SMO.SAC'=C., •• ,· :IBBO, 
rEXT<LIC.5> .I •••• )=ISMO.SAC)· :(B80) 
TEXT<LIC .5> • I $Mtl.SACI=OP""SMO.SAC). C •• "., )0. 
TEXT<L1C.5> ·lSMO.SACI=OPSI(SMC.SACI.I •••• ,)· 
OPNO = 10ENTCOPNOI '0' :SIOD36AI 
468 OPNO SPANI01GITI RPOSIOI :FISIE '0036')) 






TEXT<LIC.3> = 'OIRISAO*2 •• • CPNO '1' :(BBO) 
0037 OPNO = 10E:NTIOPNO) '0' :S(C037AI 
OPNO SPAN(OIGITI RPOSIOI :FIS(E '0037'1' 
0037A TEXT<LIC.S> = ·SAO=(SAC.SMOI.SAO=SAO.2 •• • OPNO 
+ '.SAC=ARISAO).SHO=MR(SAOI· :(8BOI 
•••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••• 
: (BBO' 
: C BBO' 
1",,",,' 















I I = 0 
CPGNTX 
TI TLE = 
o 




,1.1 = 0 
II = INDEX OF INITIAL ASSERTION FOR THE CURRENT 
.1.1 = [NOEK OF THE CURRENT CONTROL PATH 
II LTCI1.ASTX - II It + I :FCBBB' 
IV = ASST<II> 

































1'~ j <.". :1 
".,,,. · ..JI 
.IJ "" JJ • I 
CPTH '= 
OUTPUT 
OUTPUT ._-- CONTROL PATH • .1.1 0 --_. 
OUTPUT 
512 
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K = 1 
SYMTBL<K.4> = 0 
K = LTC~.SVMXI K + I 
IV = AsS;r<II> 
INASST = TEXT<IV.l> 
STMT = •• ~ INASST ••• 
CPTH = STMT 
OUTPUT = STMT 
:SIEE31 
HYP = SUBCINASST) 
IOENTCTEXT<IV.S>.·.·) :FCEE4A. 
IOENTCTEXT<IY.l» :SCSCE 'EEO'») 
525 EE3A CON = OIFFERCCON) CQ~ '.' SUBITEXT<IV.l>. :SIEE3A21 
526 CON = SUBCTEXT<IV.l>' 
527 EE3A2 OUTPUT OlFFERISTMTS) STMTS 







































PUNCH •••• FLIGHT DIRECTOR ROUTINE: CONTROL PATH • ~~ 
HYP = MACEXPCHYPI 
FRTlHVPI 
PUNCHCAROSIHYPI 
PUNCH = ••• 
OUTPUT = ·.IMPL1ES.· 




PUNCH •• ' 






IDENTCTEXT<IV.5> ••.••• ) :FIEE7) 
IOENTITEXT<lv.6>1 :FCEE6A) 
··tV.-.: IY + 1 : IEE41 
IDENTITEXT<IV.4>.· •• , 
.IDENTI.TEXT<IV.6>.·.·1 
CPGNTX = CPGNTX + 1 
:FIEE3A) 
: S( EE3A I 
CPGN<CPGNTX.l> ·.NGT.C· TEXT<IY.6> 
CPGN<CPGNTX.2> IV + I 
CPGN<CPGNTX.3> HVP ••• ' CON 
CPGN<CPGNTX.4> CLTIXII 
STMT = '1' TEXT<IV.6> '1' 
OUTSTMt'( STMT) 
CPTH = CPTH I;' STMT 
CpGN<CPGNTX.5> = CPTH 
, I • 
HYp = HYP '.' SUBITEXT<IV.6>1 :IEE3Al 
• 
563 EE5 





TEMP = C~GN<CPGNTX.3> 
TEMP BREAK(·.·I • HVP LEN(lt REM. CON 
RSTRIX(C,PGN<CPGNTX.4>I 
CPTH = CPGN<CPGNTX.5> 
J~ =.JJ + I 
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OUTPUT = ._-- CONTROL PATH • JJ.' ___ " 
OUTPUT 




CPT~ CBREAKC';') • OUTPUT "') • Y 
X = SIZEJYI 
CP~~ lTASlX' BREAKl';" 
OUTSTMTI'STMT' 
X = SIZECV' :(EE5BI 
V RTABCll • CPTH = 
STMT ,';" 







CPTH = CPTH .;. STMT 
HVP = HVP DIFFERICpGN<CPGNTX.I> •••• , '.' SI,!B(CPGN<CPGNTX.I» 
564 
565 
IV = CPGN<CPGNTX.2> 
CPGNTX:= CPGNTX.- ii, 
566 IDENTIIV •••• ' :SIEE3A) 
567 RETADD " IV + I :lEE4) 
• PUSH DOWN (.?GN 
:SCEE4' ti'B6 EE6A 1V = IDCNn"!£.J(:r.<:IV.<».·.·) EIILIl\ITEXT<IV.7» 
589 CPGNTX = CPGNTX' + i' 
590 CPGN<CPGNTX.l> =·r,,·XT<I.y.6> 
591 IDENTI TEXT<IV.7>.EXIT' :FCEE6B) 
1 DENTI TEXT<IY. 4>.·.· ) 
EVLIXITEXT<ly.7» 




































STM T = '. NOT. ( • 
OUTST/H( STMT I 
TEXT<IV.6> .). 
CPTH = CPTH .;. STM! 
CPGN<CPGNTX.5> = CPTH 
HVP - HYP • •• NOT.I· SU~ITEXT~ly.6» .,. 
RETADD = IDENT(TEXT<IV.5>.· •• ·) IV + 
Iv - IY + 1 :CEE4) 
AYREF = 0 
OPND ~ TEXT<IV.4> 
JOENT(OPNO' :SIEE9) 
:S( EE7D' OPND SPANCDlGITl RPOSIO) 
OPND 8REAK(O+-') • OPNDI LEN(O. XO SPANCDIGIT. , OPN02 RPOS(O) 
:SIEE1A) 
IX - SVMBOL<OPND> 
IOENTCIXI :SISCE 'EEI'») 
SVMTBL<IX.I> I'V' I 'A' I 'c') • XO :F(SCE 'EEI') 
OPNDI = IDENT(XO.·A·) OPNO :FIEE7D' 
OPND2 = '0' :(EE8) 
J X = SYMBOL<OPNDI> 
IDENT(IXI :SIS(E 'EE7A')) 
SYMTBL<IX.I> 'A' :S(EE6) 
SV14TBL<lX.I> C'L' I 'V" • XI :FCS(E 'EE7AI'U 
llll JOENTCXI.·L· I SX~TBL<IX.~>_. 
I", = lOENTIXI.·V') SYMTBL<IX.2> 












621 EE7b·" EQ(SYMTBL<I.2> .tlll) :SIEE7CL 
<. '-'~~--~" 
_~"_ I 
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:F($( E • EE7B" " 
:(EE9' 
:SIEE9' 










CPTH CPTH ,;, S1MT 
REST'" SUBIRESTI 
REST 'OIR(SAO'. XO BREAKI'." 
CON = OIFFERICON) CON '0' REST 
CON" REST :(EE91 













TEMP = SVMTBL<SYMBOL<OPN01>.I> 




TEMP "1\;' = :FISIE 'EE9')' 
REST'" 'O.LE.' OPN02 '.ANO.' OPN02 ".'LT.' TEMP 
STMT = 'X' REST 'X' 
640 OUTSTMT( STM11 




CON = SUB( RESTI 
OPN02 = toE Ci a ,0' ;OPN02- I 
TEXT<IY,2> I"SAO ,"' I 'LA'O," 
646 I a = I 
647 OPN02" OPN02, + I 
648 EE8B AYREF .. I 
649 ,AYNAM = OPNOI 
650 AYOIM = TEMP ';:': 
651 _AVDISp "',QPN02 
652 EE9 TEMP = TEXT<ly,5~ 
'IOt;:NT( TEXT<IY.2>1 
STMT = TEXT<IV.2> 
:1:EE81\, 
:SCEE9A' 
OU,~ STMTI STMT 1 
CPTH = CPTH ';'STM1 
:S(EE88' 
:F(EE88) 
XI = SVMBOL<TEXl<IV,4» 
5S = CONVERTISYMT6L<Xl.S>;'lNTEGER') 















SMa _ CONVERT(SMa.~INTEGER') 
TEXT<IY.2> BREAK(' " • xo 
XO (,ADO' I 'SUB'" • OP RPOStO) :FIEE.90) 
OP ••• 
OP = 10ENTIXOo'SUB" ~,-, 
ST 













REST = 'R(SAC' UP OPNo 'J' 
s:TM1 = 'X' REST ·X' ' 
OUTSTMTI STMTI 
CPTH = CPTH .;, STMT 
REST = SUBtRESTI 
CON = OIFFERtCON' CON "." SUB(REST' 
CON = SUBIREST' 
676 EE90A TEMP 
677 EE90B TEMP 
• SAC-SAC' OP OPNO : (EE9A) 
'SAC=NISAC' OP OPNO ')' ST 
:S(EE90A) 
: (IEE9AI 
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678 EE90 XO ('ADS' I 'SBS" • OP RPOS(O) :F(EE9U 












01' = IDENT(XO,'SBS') .'-' 
eO(SAC,SS) :F(S(E 'EE90'» 
Sf : ',' OPNO '=SAC' : (EE9C) 
IDENT(XO,"MPY') :F(EE92) 
ACTYPE = 1.0ENT(SYMTBL<XI,6>,ACTYPE) IDENTCACTYPE,'I') '1' 
:F(EE9IAJ 
..j 
~ tl f~ n 
r H 
, __ ~n 
I' 
if 



































685 MQ,.LYPE ACTYPE :lEE9IB) 
686 EE91A ACTYPE = 'A' 
667 MOTYPE = 'A' 
688 EE91B SAC = SAC. 55 
669 SMO = SAC - 23 « .. : (EE9A) 
690 EE92 IDENT(XO,'OIV') ;:F(EE93) 
691 IOENT(SYMTBL<XI,6>,'Ao) .:.S($(E ·EE92.! ... )) 




















ACTYPE = SYMTOL<XI,6> 
SAC = SS : l'EE9A I 
IDENT(XO,'LOO') :FCEE9S) 
MOTYPE = SYMT8L<XI,6> 
SMO = 55 :(EE9A) 
IDENT( XO ,'STA.'I .:fl EE96) 
IOENTlSYMTBL<XI,6>,ACTYPE) :F(S(£ 'EE95'» 
EOISS,SAc) :FI$(E :'EEg5'J)SlEE9A) 
IOENTIXO,'STO') :F(EE97~ 
I DENT(SY MTBL<X 1,,6'> • MOTYPE); :F (S(E • EE.9.6,' , .. ). 
EO(SS,SMOJ :F($(E "EE96") )S(EE9AI 
XO PO~(OI "ANA' I 'ORA') RPOS(O) :FIE.E9B) 
EaISS,SACI :F($(E 'EE97"I )S(EE9A) 
IOENT('XAO',XOI :F(EE991 
rx = SAC 
SAC SMO 
SMIl =IX :lEE9A) 
711 EE99 
712 
X2 = CONVERTCTEXT<IV">,,INTEGER') 























SAC JD~NT( XO,' SI.,.R'J SAC. , •. ,)(2 
SAC rOENTIXO,'SAL'1 SAC X2 
SAC JOENT(XO"5LL~1 SAC .~2 




APOS(O» = : FlEE_B' 
X BREAK( ';') • XO '=' REM. Jr). :F($( E 'EE9A') I 





I X SY14S0L<XO> 
SY14TBL<lx,4> = SYMTBL<IX.4> • I 
XO = SUBIXOI 
X2 = XO '=' XI 
HYP' = HYP ',' X2 : IEE9A) 




X2 '= XO '=' Xl 
:SIEE9E). 
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E· 733 r '",. 734 E£9E 
r 735 736 
"-- 737 
HYP. HYP '.' K2 :CEE9A' 
xo:; INSTCXO.AYNAM ·C· AVOJSP 'J' J 
IX: SYMBOl.<AVNAM> 
OOIS : SYMTBL<IX.4> 
.SVMTBL<IX.4> : 0015 + 'I 
/,;;;.-", 
• 1 ~~ 
PAGE 16 
'WI ~ 1:- \... 738 739 + XO = SUB(XOI -)(2:; ·FtCZ.O.· AYDIM ·.IZ~NE.· AYDISP ·.IMP.' SUSCAVNAMJ 'CZ'=' AYNAM DDIS 'IZI.ANQ.' XO ':;' Xl .". 
740 !1YP :; HYP '.' K2 : (EE9A-) 
741 EElO 
742 
XI 'C' SAL. XIA ',' SAL, XIB ')~ RPOSCOI :FC$(E 'EE10'" 1 
~~: 
"I . , ~ I'i~ .," V, ,. 
r, ! 










It,'.''.i ;',;. , '. L ~ . 
, 
., ...... -., 
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IDENTeXOA.'M'l fDENT(XOd,,''''''1 :SIEEIII 
IDENTIX'IA.'''') IDENnXHI.'M"'1 :S(EEI21 
EOIA.YREF.II :SCEEI0131 
X3 ~ SUBIINST(XIB,OpNDII 
K2 = SUBI1NST(XIA,OPND)) 
1)( = SYMBOL<XOI3> 
SVMTBL<lX.,.> = SYMTBL<IK.4> + I 
XI = SUUCXOBI 
IX = SVM80L<XOA> 
SVMTBL<IX.4> = SYMTBL<IX.4> + I 
KO = SUBIXOAI 
H'YP = HYP ••• )(0 .=. X2 ••• Xl ·=·)(3 :CEE9A) 
K3 = SUBI1NSTeX1B,AYNAM '(' AYDISP 'J' JI 
K2;; SUBCINSTIKIA.AYNAM 'C' AYOISP '1')) :IEEIOA' 
OUTPUT = 'ARRAY REFERENCES' HAS NOT BEEN 1 MPLE MEt-! TEO , 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ERROR MESSAGE~ 
.~ •• * •• * •••••••• ~ ••••••••••• *. 
757 
758 EREVLIXI OUTPUT = 'EREVLlXI' : IENDI 
759 EREVLtX2 OUTPUT = 'EREVLIX2' : I'END} 
760 ERCV3A OUTPUT 'ERCV3A' : I ENO' 
761 ERDD27A OUTPUT:' EROD27A' I END) 
762 ER0027B OUTPUT", 'ERD027S' : CENOI 
,763 ERDD27 OUTPUT = • ERDD27' : I ENOl 
76,. ERCONV I OUTPUT",' ERCDNVI' : IENDI 
765 ERBS3 OUTPUT 'ERBB3': (ENOJ 
766 ERBB2 OUTPUT: 'ERBB2' : (END) 
767 ERBBI OUTPUT:; 'ERBUI' :lEND) 
7b6 ERBC3A OUTPUT 'ER13C3A' : (END' 
769 ER BSSO 0 UTPUT 'ERI3 SSO' : I ENe I 
770 ERBSSI OUTPUT 'ERBSSI' :IENOJ 
771 ERBSS2 OuTPUT 'ER13SS2' :lENDI 
772 EREENO OUTPUT = 'ERGENO' :(ENDI 
773 EA GE;N I OUTPUT:;' ERGEN l' : I END) 
774 ERGEN2 OUTPUT 't::.RGEN2· : (END I 
775 EREOUI OUTPUT = 'EREOU'I' :(END) 
77f> EREQU2 OUTPUT = 'ERE OU2' : 'END I 
777 ERBCI OUTPUT ='ERBCI' :IENDI 
778 ER""OI OUTPUT = 'ERMO," :IENDJ 
779 ERBC2 OUTPUT 'ERSC2' : (END) 
760 ERElC3 OuTPUT 'ERI3C3' : (END) 
781 ERBeS OUTPUT 'ERI3C5' : lEND I 
782 ERBC6 OUTPUT = 'ER8C6' : (END I 
76.3 EREE7Al OUTPUT = 'EREE7A1' : CENOI 
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765 EREE. OUTPUT •• EREE1' leENOI 
766 EREE7A OUTPUT z 'EREE7A' :(ENol 
767 EREE7A2 OUTPUT " 'EREE7A2' : (ENOl 
766 EREEllB OUTPUT '? 'EREE11S' :(ENDI 
T69 ER"PI OUTPUT 'ERMP1' :(ENoI 
790 ERMP2 OUTPUT 'ERMP2' :(ENoI 
791 ERMP3 OUTPUT 'ERPM3' :(ENOI 
792 EREE7S OUTPUT 'EREETS' : (END I 
793 EREE9 OUTPUT = 'EREE9' :(ENDI 
794 EREE9A OUTPUT 'EREE9A' 
795 ERCB3B OUTPUT 'ERCVJB' :.(ENOI 
796 ERCV3C OUTPUT 'ERCV3C' : (END) 
797 ERCV4" OUTPUT 'ERCV4'" : (END I 
79B ERCV4B OUTPUT 'ERCV4B' : (END I 
799 ERCV4C OUTPUT 'ERCV4C' :(ENDI 
600 ERSt: OUlPUT = 'ERSE' : (ENOl 
601 EREE90 OUTPUT 'EREE90' : (END I 
802 EReE95 OUTPUT '" 'EREE.9S' : (ENOl 
803 EREE97 OUTPUT == 'EREE.97' :, END I 
804 EREE?? OUTPUT '" 'EREE9?' :(ENOI 
605 EREE92 OUTPUT 'EREe:9Z' : (END I 
S06 EROD13 OUTPUT =; 'EROD13' : (END I 
1\07 ERDDt" OUTPUT 'ERDD14' : (END I 
!:lOB ERDD21 OUTPUT ' EROol1' : (END I 
809 END 
~'~~ ·~.r.1,g:-,~ J.'..;t .•• ". 
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tiRAD. GE. O.AND .I1RAI).L T.t500. R23.H~EF .GE .50.B 15 .AND.HREF.L T .I.BO • 
ABS(HDCFI.LE.I.BB. 
KDAMP=O. 9f:!0 .AUSI t<:HD I .L T.I .1i0 .AND. A1S I KHD I.CT..O. 01660. ABS (KFLRI .LE. I .lUS. 
K 1 =70 O. U II • K2';3 .£11~. K3=0. 0300. K4= O. K 5=0.3960. K6=0 .653BO. K7=2.BI5. 
X8=_I.~H5.KIO=-3.BI5.KIOOO=037.B2~.KI200=926.823, 
ABSILIlTSTR}.LT.I.flO.LGi\MC.GE.-0.005555S5BO.AND.LGAMC.LE.o. 
L IMV=400 .823,L IMLOC= 100 .B23 .LI MPR=O. 0033333380. LIM180=D03777777. 
ABS(LOCOEV I .LF. .0.01 I III II. B6. AS SI LOCSTR I • LT. I .BO .MOA=250 .B23. 
ABS(PCMD).LE.0.03333333BO.DERIOO=35.AIO.FI02=3.141592602. 
ABS(? ITCHI .LT.I .BO .ARSI PSIE') .LT.I .BO. AAS (RCMD I .LE.Q.13<188888 BO. 
ABS(ROLL).L T.I .00, ABSI RWYHDG I .L T. I.HO ,RESET =OOOOOOOOO.SET=Ollllll I I. 
Ti\UI=3.B3.TAU2=60.A6.TIIU3=1.B2.TAU4=3.84,TAU5=I.B3.TAU6=1.563. 
TF=16.H5.TIMER,Gf.0.AND.TIMER.LT.I.dO,ABSITKI.LT.1.60.ABSITPI).LE.I.B3. 
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C L DC FO • V • R • D I • ( LOC DC • V .13 .0 ) • (F LA~ E. V • a .0 ) • [ I< I • C • 1 1 • I I 
~ 
(GPLDCD. V.12.1 ). (VETA.V.23. 1 ). (rK.V. O.A) .(BWYHDG. V. 0 .Al. (PSIE.V.O .AI 
(DEG2 .C. 0, AI. (L IMLOC .c.2.3.1 ). (GUl 020 .V. B .0:, • (LBS. V. fl. 01. (ROLL.V.O.A I 




IPCMVL!).V.~.DI. ILATSTR.V.O,A). (DEG25.C.0.AI. (RCMlhV.O.AI. (T.~U3.C.2.l1 
(LOCVLD.v.B.al.(DEG4.C.O.AI.(G$FD.V.~.OI.(GSeSNs.v.B.DI.(GA~MA.C.O.AI 
(LGAMC.V.O.AI.(GSDEV.V.12.AI.(TP3.V.15.Al.ITAU4.C.4.11.(C180BF.C.15.1) 
(K3.C.0.1I. (G<;A.V.O.III ,(K4.C.0.1I.ITP4.V.O.Al .IHI)CF.V.15. 1). IK2.C.15.11 
1 K 1 O. C. 1 5. 1 I • 1 TF. C. 5. I ) • (K7. C. 15. II. (K8. C. 5. II. (HREF. V. 15. I I • (KFLR.V. 8.11 
(MSKL 1 5.c.8.1 j. (LGi\!~C.V. 0 ,III. (TAU5.C.3. I), (L IMPR.C. o. AI. (GAMCMO.V.O.AI 
(PITCH.V.0.A).ITPb.V.O.Al.ITAU6.C.3.]I.(TP5.V.0.AI.(GAMMAC.V.0.Al.(VGS.V.15.11 
(KHD. V. 0.1 ) .1 P I [J2. C. 2. 1 I • (C382. C. 2. I I .1 MDA. C .23. I I. (TI MER. V. 23. I j 
(8INTMJ:.v.2:1.l I .(FJ)I:IKG.C.3. I I. (OEG5.C.0 .AI. (PC'~O.V.O.AI. (GSVLD.v.a.OI 
IVERSTR.V.15o]) .(C51'l15.C. !5.1) .(LOCDEV.V.12.1). WE;G15.C.0.AI. (GUI030.V.B.O) 
-'~'!{;'~~;~~~!iol""'~~~i;,~;" <.'"".\,.~'! t{" 


































LISTING OF THE PROGRAM TO BE VERIFIED 
REM ........................... . 
REM FLIGHT DIRECTOR ROUTINE 
REM •••••• ** ••••••••••••••••• *. 
REM 
CEXITO.SpeC 
EAOIFO SEX EFORTN. 
REAl. TIME 7 l.OA TMEFU" 
TRZ EX lTI 
_l.OA PCUMWO 
ANA Tl2 

























EXTRACT BIT FOR 
IL5 SELECTED ON 
EAOI MODE PANEL 
••••• USE LAND MODE WHEN AVA'ILABLE •••••• 
ILS TUNED? 
NOT' GO AROUND ? 
FIRST PASS? 
START=MP[LS X [LSON X (-GRUND) 
INlTlALIZE FOR 
FOR FIRST PASS 
* CEX.ITO.SPEC. 
• CFOI. MP ILS:MPILSOI.TPI=TPI02.TPZ=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02. 
• TP6=TP/i02. TP7=TP1'02 .LOCFO=LOCF003. LOCOC=LOCOC02. FLARE=FLARE02.START=STARTO 3 
• .GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFDINI.TMEFLG.NE.O 




sua R'oIYHOG COMPUTE PSI 
S1A PSIE ERROR 
Aas 




SUB LlMl.OC LAT DEV WITHIN l.IMITS ? 
TRM FO:! 
LOA GUI020 20 GUIDANCE ON ? 
TRl F04 
F02 l.OA LOCFD 
ORANCH LOC,CRUISE 1'.0. 
TNZ l.ANOFO 
'TRA CRUZFO 
1'0'\ t.O;\ "lkT, 
r~' 
J 
. L .. ..: " t "Ieri&' 'rb.i.jw..;. .r a ,;...,.,..<_.: ·,._u_ •. _:._ .• _. __ -"._,"_·._,.~_ ._". __ "'_......,fo __ ._,_ .... '--'"'~ __ ,~ 
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• VETA=YFTAOI.PSIE~PSIEOI.GSFD=GSFD02 •• NQT.CFDtNI.TMEFLG.NE.O 
F04 LOA, LUS LOC BEAM SENSED ? 
TRZ FD? 
LOA LOCFD TEST FOR FIRST PASS 
TNZ LJlNDFD 
LOA SET INIT IAL t ZE 
STA LOCFD RLFD 
LOA ROLL AS FD BARS 
STA RLFD COME UP 
• CEXtTo.SPEC. 
• CLANOFD.MP ILS=MPI LSO I. TP l=TPtO 2. TP2=TP20 2. TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402. TPS=TPS02. 
• TP6=TP6 O?. TP7=TP702.LOCFD=LOCFDOS • LQCOC=LOCOC04. FLARE=FLARE02. START=START03 • 
• RLFD=RLFD02.VETA=VETA01.PSIE=PSIEOl.GSFD=GSFD02 •• NDT.CFDINI.TMEFLG.NE.O 
'. •• NOT,.CCRUZFD 
















































NO. SKIP COURSE CUT LIMITER 
VETA OR LIMITED VETA 
COMPUTATION OF 
TPI (VETA X K5 / PER •• 2. / ((TAUI x S<&I. 
•••••••••••••• *. 
COMPUTA T I ON OF 
(GS X PSIE X KD~MP X K6./PERIOD 
CLANDFD • ..,PILS=..,PILSOI.TPl=TPI03.TP2=TP203.Tp3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02 • 
Tp6=TP602.TP1=TP702.LOCFD=LOCFDos.LocaC=LOCOC04.FLARE=FLARE02.START=START03. 
RLFO=RLFD02. vETA=VETAOI.PS I E=PSIEO I. GSFD=GSFD02 •• NolT .CFD INI.,TMEFLG.NE. 0 
•• NOT.CCRUZFD 



















THAN 1000 FT 
• CEXITO.SPFC. 
.. CF06. /:II' [LS"'~PI LsO I.Tf' I=TP I 03. TP2=TP~05. TP3=TP.loa. TP4=TP402. TP5-=TP502. 
• n't;,.rPf,O? fP7=TP704 .LOCFD=LOCr-OOS .LOCCC=LOCOC04 .FI..I'I~E=FI..ARE02 .STAR T=STARI03. 
• RLFD=RLFD02. VETA=VETAO 1.PSIE=PSIEO I. GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT .CFDINI. TMEFLG.NE.O 
.. ..NOT.CCRUZFD 
FD6 LOA TP2 ••••••••••••••• 





... TA l..l1tSTR 
~~-
.O~~.:~'~~~~C"'" ' 11 ~ ~ 
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PSIE LE zeRO 1 
*+2 
F07 
LOCSTR LOCSTR X PSIE 
PSIE GE ZERO 1 
F07 
PSIE PSIE GT 20 
OcG20 
F07 





r 11 ~: II { II 
.; Ij 
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Ii 
b,i l .J 
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~ f.i d 
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• RLFO=RLFP02.V~TA=VeTAOI.PSIE=PsIEOI.GSFD=GsF002 •• NOT.CFDINI.TMEFLG.NE.O 
• .LOCSTR=LOCSTROI •• NOT.CCRUZFO 






















HRAO GT 12001 
LESS THAN 1200 




• •• NOT .C'~~D42: 
CRUlFD LOA GUI020 
l'Nl FO'.! 




F09 LOA LATSTR 
FOIO Loa OEG2S 
TRA SRun 














GUI020 ON 7 
DOTH ROLL AND 
PITCH COMMANDS INV~LIO 





eFO II .5TART=START04.LOCFO=LOCF006. GSFO=GSFD02.MPILS=MP I'LSO I. TPI=TPI 04. 
lP2=TP206.TpJ:TP302.TP~:TP40Z.TP5=TP502.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP70S.FLARE=FLARE02. 
LOCOC=LOCOC04. VeT A"'VETA02.PSI,E=PSI E02 .LOCSTR=LOCSTR02. CAPT=CAPT04 • 
RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=HCMOOI 
tOA LOCfO .. .............. 
TRl FDI:! 
LOA LOcvLO ROLL COMMAND 
THZ F014 
LoA MI> ILS VALID I TV TEST 
TIU Fn14 
" !''"''''''''~C;;,"", ~ilIiiii!''it!ji't'ili iilll.UjiJiliiiti~lIi .. _ ",' 111~'.j,' tihwillioliii;,';j;~.-';;';~;";,";',i""~-",;".,~ll,,,,·, ,,; 
',1, Mlh- '.fM .. +WYfh1f ''t&"wtir t"' Ie N ~.... .. .!~~~ ... ~..l:o..l-__ .'--'t....~~.<. ..... J\.~ ..... ~., 
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STI\ RCloIVLD COMMAND VALID 
TIlA VeRTFO 
FDI3 LOA GUID2D 
TNZ FDI2. 
FD1" STZ RCMVLD ••••••••••••••• 
• CE'XITO.SPEC. 
• CF011 .STAIlT:=ST AfH 04 .LOCFD=LOCFOO(;. GSFO=GSF002.MP ILS=MPILSO a. TP I=TP104. 
• Tp2=TP?06.TP3=TpJ02.TP4=TP402.TP5=TP502.TP(;=TP602.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02. 
• LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CApT=CAPT04. 
• RLFO=RLF004. RCr~D=RCMOOI. RCMVLI)=RCMVLOOII 
VERTFO LOA LDCFD TEST FOR .ILS FLT OIR 
TRZ VCRUZ GO TO CRU I SE MOOE 
VLANO LOA GSFD TEST FOR FIRST PASS 
TNZ FOIS NOT FIRST PASS 
LOA GSeSNS TEST FJR GLIDE SLOPE BEAM SENSEO& 
TIlZ VCRUZ GLIDE SLOPE NOT SENSED GO TO CRUISE 
LOA SET FIRST PASS .IN GLIDE SLOPE 











INITIALIZE LGAMC TO ROLL 
WHEN FO eARS COME UP 



























COMPUTE GAM~A CMO 
Tp4=lGSOEVXKI/(TIIU4S+IIXK3/180)+GSA-K4 
GLIOE SLOPE ANGLE 
-* ............... . 
CFO IS .START=STIIRT04 .LPCFO=LOCF006 .MP [LS=MPILSO I. TPl=TP 104 • 
TP2=TP206.TP3=TP303.TpA=Tp403.TP5=TP5C2.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02 • 
LOCDC=LOCOC04.YETA=VCTA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CIIPT=CAPT04 • 
RLFO=·~LFOO,,". RCMO=RCl400 1. RCMVLf;=RCMVLD04. GSFO=GSF'003.LGAMC=LGAMC02 






















• CEXI TO. SPEC. 
.. CFDt5.STIIRT=STIIRT04.LOCFO=LOCF006.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI04. 
• Tp2=TP206. TP3=TP103. TP4=TP4 03 •. TPS=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02. 
• LocaC=LOCUC04.YETA=VE:TA02.p$[E=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CIIPT04. 
• RLFO=RLF004 .RCMO=RCMDOI. t~CMVLD=71CMVL004. GSFD=GSF003.LGAMC=LGAMC02. 
• HR~F=I'RF.FO;: 




TRP .. " 
LOA SfT 
STA FL.ARC 
CO",PARE HRAO ANO -HR.!F 
FOR FLARE LATCHING 
AND FLARE GAIN COMPUTATIONS 
HRAO/HIlCF 
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CFOI5. START=5TARTO'l ,LOCFD=LOCFDOb .M? ILS=~PIL501. TPI=TP 104. 
TP~=TP206. rpJ=TP103. TI'4=TP403. TP5=TP50~. TPti=TP60~ .TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE03. 
LDCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=Y~TA02.P5!E=?SIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04. 






























LIMIT GAMMA COMMAND 
8ETWE~N ZERO AND MINUS 2"GSA 
••••••••••••••• 
INTEGRA~E GAMMA COMMAND 
LIMIT PITCH RATE 
CFO 15 .STAflT",ST MH04 .LDCFD=LOCF006 .MP ILS=MPILSO I. TP I=TP 104. 
TP2=T P206. TP3=TP303. TP4=Tp'I03. TPS=TPS02. TP6=TP602. TP7= TP705.FLARE=FLARE03. 
LocaC=LOCOC04. YCl A=Y£TA02 .• PSIE=PS IE:02.LOCSTR=LDCSTR02. CAPT=CAPTO'l. 
























COMPUTE PITCH COMMAND 
LIMIT PITCH C~O TO 6 DEG 
CFDI5.STARf c START04.LOCFD=LOCFD06.M?fLS=MPILSOI.TPI=TP104. 
lP2=TP206.TP3=TP3 03. TP4=TP403.T?5=TPSC3.rp6=TP603.TP7=TP70S.FLARE=FLARE03. 
LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=Y~TA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04. 
"'LFD=RL~D04.PCMD=RCMDOI.RCMVLO=RC"IVLD04.GSFD=G5F003.LGAMC=LGAMC03. 
HREF=}IREF02. GAMM.\C=GAMMACG I .PCMD"PC"IDOI. KFLR=KFLRO I .GAMCMD=GAMCMDO I 
LOA GSVLO GS TUN2D 1 
l'RZ EXIT? 
EXIT3 LOA ReMVLO PITCH COMMAI'ID IS VALID [I" 
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TR", EX 1T3 
LOA TIMER 
NO. 8LAMKVERT COMMAND 
FETCH 3D GUIDANCE STEERING SIGNAL 
5 FPS •• 2 LIMIT 
LIMIT PCMO TO 6 OEG 
•••••••••••••••• 
"IDA TEST 





LOC CC=LDCOC04. YET A=YETA02 .PSIE=PS I E02 .LDCSTR=,LOCSTR02. CAPT=CAPT04 
.KFLR=KFLRO I 
TRZ*' EFDRTN !'lARS IF 
LOA ' OJ NTME BELOW "II NIMUM 
STA TIMFR DESCENT ALTITUDE 
LD" PCMo/LD 
TRZ Ell tT3 .* •• * •••••• * •• * 
r
,:,'[ ..1 , I, 











r ' ~4 
r'""'~'" 
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ABBREIIIATION SPEC IS 
A 0=0. A 12 00= 1200 .ti23. C I BOBF= 1110 .AI S.C3B2=3 .132 .CS BIS=S.B 15. OEG2=0. a 1111111 130 .OEG_=O.O 22 22222BO.OEG6=0.0 3333333BO .DEGI5=0 .03333333BO.DE 
G20=O. 11111111 BO.DEG25=0. 13 BRB8B8BO .IJEL TIIT=O .0580 .OR.[)I~LTAT=O.IBO .FOBKG=O .8B3 .AIlS e GAMMAI.L T.l .80 .ABse GAMMACt.L T.CI.00SS55SSSCI. AIlSlGA"I 
CMD' • LT. 1.80. ABS (GS I .LE. 0.6258 IS./IFIS (GSA I.L T .1. 00. ASS! GSDEV' .LE. 0.00111111 B6. HRAD .GE. 0 .AND. HRAD .Ll..IS.OO ••• B.23 ___ li.REF. GE.SO .B15 .AND.HREF. 
L T .1.90. ADS! HDCF I. LE. I. B9-.I<DAMP=<O .9'30. ADS! KHD' .LT. I .90. II.ND. ABS( KHD' .GT.O. 0 16BO. Asse KFLR I .LE .1.B IS.1<1=700.B II. K2=3. 315;K3';0 .0380. K_=O 
.1<5=0.3980. K6=0 .653,)0. K7= 2. tlIS';l<fl=- L .6RS .Kt 0=-3 .tlIS.K I 000=B37 .1323 .KI200=926 d3:!3 .II.BS( L ATSTR 1 .LT. 1 .iib .LGAMC. GE.- 0.0 05'555 55~0. AilI[).LGAMC 
.LE. 0 .LI MY=4 00. H23. L l/-!LOC=I 00. 82J .L 1 MPR=O. 00 3333.-\380.L II~ 160=003777777. ABS (LOCDEIII .Le. 0.01111111 B 6. ADS (LOCSTRI .LT. 1. BO. 1413'=250.623. loB 
S! PCMO I. LF.. a .0333333390.f'ErnOD=35 ',B I O.P 192=3 .1415926R2. ABS(P ITCH I.L T.I.BO. ABS (PSI el.L T .,1 .BO. ABS (qCMDI .LE. 0 .1388888890. loBS! ~OLLI.LT.I 
.00. ASS (F<WYHOG) .L T .1 .BO .J.IESET=OOOQOO 000. SET=O 1111 1111. TAU 1=3 .83. TAU2=60. 96. TAU3=1 .82. TAU4=J,.B4. T AU'3= 1 ,.1'13. TAU6= 1.503. TF=15 .35. T IMER.G 
E.O.ANO.TIMER.LT.'I.B'O.ABS(TK) .LT. a.30 .AOSI TPI '.LE.I.03.AI:lS(TP21.LE.I.B3.Af:lS(TP31.LE.1 .SI3.Ai:!5! TPU .LT.l.eo.ABS(T:>51 .LT .1.3a.ABS( TP61 
.LT.I.OO.ABS(TP71~LE~t.~3.TI2=0400.hI:lS(VEASTAI.LE.I.HB.VGS.G~.100.o1S.AaS!YETAI.LT.l.BO.AI:lS(RCMDI.LE.D.13BI:lI:lB~BRo.aINTME.~E~O.ANO.BI 
NTME.L T. 1',OO.MSI<LI5=bOlr077777. ABS !RLFDI .LT.I .80 
o ~% ~\ ~ ,.0 
fb·~ ~~ ~. 
, ""'":"""'=:'i·:·~4':·w~·m!t"'.IMfPR$·nflt· ..... :," .·l·t;~~'( ..>-_.,..;:., ~",,».,~" ...... " 
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.NOT. (SAC. EO. 0) 
STZ LOCFO 












~,,~!t .. (~ 
'fr'(f, , • 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CCRUZFO.START=START04.LOCFO=LOCF006.GSFO=GSF002.MPILS=MPILSOI.TP1=TP102.TPZ=TP20Z.TP3=TP30Z.TP4=TP402.TPS=TP50Z.TP6=TP6 
OZ.TP7=TP702.LOCOC=LOCOC04.FLARE=FLARE02.VETA=VETA02.PSlE=PSIE02.TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT.CFD4Z. 





















LDA START .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) 
STZ TPJ STZ TP4 












































.CEX I TO. SPEC.CFDl .MP1LS=MPILSO I. TPI =Tpl 02. TP2=TP20Z. TP3=TP30Z.TP4=TP402. TPS=TP50Z. TP6=TP60Z.TP7=TP70Z .LOCFO=LOCFD03 .LOCOC=LOCOCOZ.FL 
ARE=FLAREOZ.START=STARTOJ.GSFO=G5FDOZ •• NOT.CFDINI.TMEF~G.NE.O. 
















































SEX E:FORTN LOA TMEFLG .NOT.(SAC.EO.O) LOA PCUMIoIO ANA TIZ STA MPILS 
r LOA MPILS .NOT.(SAC.EO.OI LDA lLSON .NOT.(SAC.EO.OI LOA GRUND (SAC.EO.O) 
























r1 ~ !,': ... 
~ 
- - .... ~ 
''!' I ~ 
*CEXITO.SPEC.CFOI.MPJLS=MPILSOl.TP1=TP10Z.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP40Z.TP5=TPSOZ.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP702.LOCFD=LOCF003.LOCOC=LO:OC02.FL 
f'" ARE=FLAREO?.START=ST ART 03 .GSFD=GSFODZ •• NOT .CFDI I'll. TMEFLG. "IE .0. 
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._TO.SPEC. 
~ 
s'l::x EFORTN LOA TMEFLG .NOT.(SAC.eO.O) LOA 
PCUMWO---' ANA T12 STA MPILS 
LOCFO 
~ 
LOA MPILS .NOT.(SAC.EO.O) LOA ILSON (SAC
.EO.O) STZ START STZ 
STZ GSFO 
, 
.CEX I TO .SPEC.CCRUZFO.START=STARTO 4.LOCFO=LOCFOO/i.,GSF
O=GSF002.MPILS=MPILSO 1. TPl=TP I 02. TP2=TP,2~2. TP3=TP302. TP4=Tp402. T
pS=T':;02. TP6=TP6 
02. TP7=TP702.LOCOC=LOCOC04. FLARE=FLAREO 2 .YETA=YEi P. <:l? PSI E
=PS I E02. TMEFLG. "IE. O •• I.OT. CFO 42 • 








CONTROL PATH S 













SAC l=T .... EFLG .NOT.IsACl.EO.O' SACZ=P
CUMW:> 







sex EFORTN LOA TMEFLG- .NOT.ISAC.EO
.O) LOA PCUMWD ANA TI2 STA MPILS 
LOA MPILS (SAC.EQ '''') STZ START STZ 
LOCFD STZ GSFO 
t 
.CE)(I TO. SPEC.CCRUZFO .START=;.:'ART04.LOCFO=LOCF006. GSFD=GSF002.MPIL
S=MP ILSO I. TP I=Tp 102. TPZ=Tp202. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP~OZ. TPS=Tp:
;02. TP6=TP6 
Oz.,TP7~TP70Z.LOCOC=LOCOC04. FLARE=FLAREO Z .YETA=YET 1'0 Z. P
SIE:PSIEOZ. TMEFLG. NE .0 •• NOT .CFO 42. 








CONTROL PATH b 
.CExtTO.SPEC. 
SEX EFORTN 







•• VERIFICATION CONOITIGNS •• 
ceXITO 
PCMVLOI=O 
.IMPL 1ES • 
• FALSE. 
CON rRoL PATH 7 
SPEC 
EFORTN1=SRA 






SACl=TMEFLG .NOT.($ACI.EO.O' SAC2=PCUMW[) 















LOA LOCOEV MPY Kl STA YETA 
LOA TK SUB RWYHOG STA PSiE 
ABS sua DEG2 .NOT. (SAC.LT.o) LOA 
YETI' Aas sua LIMLOC 
~R(SAC-LIMLOC)~ .NOT.lSAC.LT.OI LOA GUI020
 .NOT.($AC.EO.OI LOA LOCFD .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) 
.CEXI TO. SPEC .CCRUZFO .START=STA~T04.LOCFO=LOCFD06. GSFO=
GSFOOZ.MPILS=MP ILSO 1 .TP'I=TP 1 02. TP2=TP202. TP3=TP302.T
P4=TP402. TPS=T":;02. TP6=TP6 
02.TP7=TP702.LOCOC=LOCOC04.FLARE=FLARE02.YETA=YETA
02.PSIE=PSIE02.TMEFLG.NE.0 •• NOT.CF04Z. 
•• VE-RIFICATION CONDITIONS •• 
CEXITO SPEC CF
OI MPILS=MPILSOI TP 1=TPI02 
TP2=TP202 
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R( SAC/3-L IMLOC I 
PSIEl=PSIE02 
CONTROL PATH 8 
TP4=TP402 
FLARE=FLAREO?-
































ARE=FLARE02. STAR.T=START03 .GSFO=GSFo02 •• NCT. CFDI NI • TMEFLG.NE .0-
LOA LDCoEV MPY Kl STA YET A LOA TK SUB RWYHOG STA PSI: 
ABS SUB OEG2 .NOT.(SAC.LT.O) LOA YETA A8S SUB LIMLOC 
~R($AC-LIMLOCIX .NoT.(SAC.LT.OI LOA GU102o .NOT.(SAc.Ea.O) LOA LOCFO (SAC.NE.O' 
*CEXITO.SPEC.CLANoFo.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPl=TPI02.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=T~502.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP70?.LOCF9=LPCF005.Lo:aC=LOCOC04 
.FLARE=FLARE02.START=START03.RLFD=RLFo02.YETA=YETAOl.PSIE=PSIEOI.GSFD=GSFo02 •• NOT.CFoINI.TMEFLG.NS.0 •• NOT.CCRUZFO* 







• I MPL t '7s. 
R( SAC&-L IMLOC) 
PSIEI=PSIEOI 




SMO 1= MUL TM ( SAC I • K I) 

































ARE=FLARE02.ST'ART=START03.GSFI>=GSFD02 •• NOT. CFoI NI • TMEFLG. NE .0_ 
LOA LOCoEV MPY K1 STA YETA LOA TK sua RWYHoG STA PSIE 
ABS SUI:! oEG2 .NOT. (SAC.LT.O) LOA YETA ABS SUB LIMLOC 
~R(SAC-LIMLOC)X ~NOT. (SAC.LT.O) LOA GUIo20 (SAc.Ea.O) 
-CEXI TO .SPEC.CF04 .MPILS=MPI LSO I. TPl=TPI 02.TP2=TP202. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP4-02. TP5=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP702.LOCFO=LOCF003. LOCOC=LOCOC04.FL 
ARe=FLARE02.START=START03.YETA=YETAOI.PSIF.=PSIEOI.GSFo=GSFo02 •• NOT.CFOINI.T~EFLG.NE.O* 






SAC')=SAC B-L I MLOC 
.I1'PLIES. 
R (SACB-L I MLOC I 
































SAC8=AB5 (SAC 7' 
*CEXITO.SPEC.CFol.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI02.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP702.LOCFO=LOCF:J03.LOCOC=LOCOC02.FL 
ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.GSFo=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMEFLG.NE.O* 
LPA LOCoEV MPY Kl STA yeT4 LOA TK SUB RWYHOG STA PSIE 
Aas SUO OEG2 .NOT.($AC.LT.O) LOA YETA A8S SUB LIMLOC 
XRISAC-LIMLOC)X ($AC.LT.O) LOA SET 5T4 LOCOC 
_CEXITO.SPEC.CFo4.MPIL5=MPILSOI.TP1=TPI02.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02.TP6=TP602.TP7=fP702.LOCFO=LOCF~03.LOCO:=LOCOC04.FL 
ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.YET4=YETAOI.PSIE=PSIEOI.GSFo=GSFo02 •• NoT.CFoIN1.TMEFLG.NE.O* 
__ VFRIFICATlf)N CONo) IT I!)'!'; **, 
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ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMEFLG.NE.O. 
LOA LOCDEY MPV Kl STA VETA LDA TK SUB RWYHDG STA PSIE 
Aas SUO DEG2 (SAC.LT.O) LOA SET STA LOCOC 
.CEXITO.SPFC.CF04.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI02.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP702.LOCFO=LOCFD03.LDCOC=LOCOC04.FL 
ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.VETA=VETAOl.PSIE=PSIEOI.GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMEFLG.NE.O. 


































TMEFLG .... E.!) 
SAC4=NI S AC3-RWVHOG) 
LOCOC I =S AC7 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CFD4.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI02.TP2=TP202.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TPS=T~502.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP702.LOCFD=LOCFD03.LOCDC=LOCOC04.FL 
ARE=FLARE02.STAR1=STARTO~.VETA=YETAOI.PSIE=psrEOI.GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMEFLG.NE.0. 
LOA LOS .NOT.lsAC.EO.O) LDA LOCFD .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) LDA SET STII LOCFD 
LDA ROLL STA RLFD 
.CEX1TO.SPEC.CLANDFD.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI02.TP2=TP202. TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=T?502. TP6=TP602.TP7=TP702.LOCF O=LDCF005.LO::OC=LOCOC04 
.FLARE=FLARE02. START=STAR TO 3 .RLF{}=RLF002.YETA=vETAO l.PSIE=PSIEOI. GSFD=GSFD02 •• NOT .CFO INl .TMEFLC;. NE.O •• NOT .CCRUZFO. 






• IMPLIES • 
CLANOFD 




























ARE=FLARE02.START=STARTO~.VETA=YETAOI.PSIE=PSIEOI.GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMEFLG.NE.0* 
LO.A LBS .NOT.(S/lC.EO.O) LOA LOCFD (SAC.NE.O) 
*CEKI TO. SPEC. CLANDFf) .MP 1 LS=MP.I.LSO I. TP I=TPI 02. TP2=TP202. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP<>02. TPS=T"S02. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP702. LOCFO=L:JCF005 .L'J:OC=LOCDC04 
.FLARE=FLARE02.START=STARTOJ.RLFD=RLF002.VETA=YETAOI.PSIE=PSIEOl.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFDINI.TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT.CCRUZFO. 


























GSFD= GSF D02 
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O=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFOINl.TMEFLG.NE.,. 
LoA LBS ISAC.F.O.O) LOA LOCFD .NOT.
lsAC.NE.O) 
*CEXITo. spEC.CCRUZFO .ST Afn=STARTO 4.LOCFD=LOCF006. G5FD
=GSFD02.MpIL S;:MP lLSO I. Tp l=T' 10.Z. TpZ=TPZ02. TP3=Tp302.TP"
,=TP402. TP5=T'502. TP6=TP6 
02.TP7=TP70?.LOCOC=LOCOC04.FLARE=FLARE02.YETA=Y~TI'02.PSIE
=PSIE02.TMEFLG.NE.0 •• NOT.CFD42 • 




































A~·!;=FLI'RE02.STI'RT=ST ART 03 .YETA=YETAO 1 .1'5 IE=PSIE 01 .GSFD=GSFD0
2 •• NOT .CFDINI. TMEFLG.NE.O. 
LilA LElS I'SAC.EO.O) LOA LOCFD (SAC.
NE.OI 
*tEX 1 TO. SpEC.CLANDFD .MP ILS=MPILSO I. TP 1=TP1 02.TPZ=TP20
2.TP3=TP302. Tp4:.TP40Z. Tp5=T'S02. TP6:':TP60_2. TP7=Tp702.LOC
FD=L:JC=OOS .LO:OC=LOCOCO", 
.FLARE=FLAREO?,.STA~T=SrART03.RLFD=RLFOOZ.YETA=YETAOI.PSIE=PS
IEOI.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFDIN1.TMEFLG.NE.0 •• NOT.CC~UZF;). 































*ceXl TO. SPEC. CLANOFO .M? IL5='.MP1 LSO I. TPI=TPt 02.TP2=TP202
. Tp3=TP302. Tp4=Tp402. Tp5=T=>502. TP6=TP602. Tp7=TP702.LOCF
O=LOC=OOS .LO:OC=LOCOCO", 
.FLARE=FLARE02.START=START03.RLFO=RLF002.YETA=YETA01
.PSIE=PSIE01.GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFDINI.TMEFLG.N::.0 •• NOT.C
CRUZFO* 
LOA Loeoc .NOT. (SAC.EO.oi LOA YET A Loa 
LIMY TRA SRLMT 
XAElSiSI'C).LT.AElS(PqRIOOIX OlV PERIOD XA6S(
SACl.LT.I'ElSIPERIOO)X 01\/ PERlo[) 
MPY K5 SUS TP1 %AElS(SACl .LT.ASS( TAUI'" 
;:IIV TAUI MPY OELTAT 
SI'R 3 ADS TPI LOA G$ XA
BSISAe).LT.I'BSIPERIODIX OIV PERIOD 
MPY K6 MPY pS1E '-Ipy KDAMP 
XOIRISAO.Z •• Z)X SLL 2. ST/I Tp2 
.CEX t.TO. SPEC. CLANDFD .MP IL5=MPI LSO I. Tp l=TP 1 03. TP2=Tp203
.TP3=TP302.. TP4=TP402..TPS=T'S02. T?6=TP602.. TP7=TP702..LOCF
O=L:JCFOOS .L:J:llC=LOCOCO", 
.FLARE=FLI'RE02. START"'ST Arno 3.RLFO=RLF002 .VETA=yE:TAO 1.PS IE=pSIEOt. 
GSF'O=GSFD02. •• NOT. CFO tNl .TI'IEFLG .N:: .0 •• NOT.CCRUZFO* 















101101'" (SACIf>.SMOC., SI\Q2", SAO 1*2.*2. 
• O!PLlE's. 
ABS[SAC31.LT.ABSIPERIOO) 












SAC3=SRLMT(SAC2.SMOII SAC4=SAC3/PERIOD SI'C5=SI'C4/PERIOO 
SAC8=SAC7/TAUI SM03=MULTM(SACS.OELTAT) 
SAC IO .. SAC9/Z**3 SAC11=N(SAC10+TP1) Tpl1=SACll 
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.CEXI TO. SPEC.CLAtJDFO .Mf> ILS=MPI LS:J I. TP I:TP1 02. TP2=TP202. Tp3=TP302. TP4=Tf>402. TPS=TDS02. TP6=TP602. TP7:Tf>70Z.LOCFD=LDC"005 .LO::OC=LOCOC04 
.FLARE=FLARC02.START=START03.RLFO=RLF002.YETA=VETAOJ.f>SIE=PSIEOI.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFOINI.TMcFLG.NE.O •• NOT.CCRUZF~. 
LOA LOCOC (SAC.Eo.OJ LOA VETA %ABS(SAC).LT.ABS(PERIOD)X DIV PERIOD 
XABSISAC).LT.ARSIPERI0D)% DIV PERIOD MPY KS SUB TPI 
XABS(SACI.LT.ABSITAUIIX DIV TAUI MPV DELTAT SAR 3 
LOA GS XAOSI~AC).LT.ABSIPERIODlx DIV PERIOD ~PY K6 





"CEXI To. SPEC. CLANOFD.MP ILS=MPILSO 1. TP I=TPI 03. TP 2=TP203.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402. TPS=TPS02. TP5=TP602. TP7=TP702.LOCFD=L:JCFDOS.LO::JC=LOCOC04 
.FLARE=F LARC02. STMH=ST ARTO 3.RLFD=RLFD02 .YET I\:VETAO I.PS IE=PSIEO 1 .GSFD=GSFD02 •• NOT .CFD INI .TMEFLG.1'£ .0 •• 1II0T.CCRUZFO. 
























PS I E=PSI EO I 
.NOT.CCRUZFO SACI=LOCOC SACI.EO.O 
SM01:MULTMI S/lC4.KS' SACS=Jl4UL T( SAC4.KS' SAC6=NISAC5-TPI' 
SAC7=SAC6/TAUI SM02=MULTMIS/lC7.DELTATI SIIC8=MULTISAC7.DELTAT' SAC9=SACe'2 •• 3 
SIICI O=NI SAC9~TP I I TP II=SIICI0 SAC 11=GS SACI2:SAC11/PER 1.00 SM03=MUL, Tl'l I SACI 2.K6' SACI3=MULTI SACI2.K6' 
SM04=MUL TMI SAC13.PS IE) S/lCI4=MULT (SACI3.PSIE I SMaS=~LT".l~ACI4.KOAMP) 





CONTROL PATH 18 
ABSISAC31.LT.ABSIPERIDDI 
DIRISAOl.2 •• 2) TPll=TPI03 
ABSISAC6).LT.ABSITAU1) 
TP21=TP203 
.CC)( I TO. SPEC. CLANOFD .MP ILS=MPILSO t. TP1=TPI 03. TP2=TP203. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP40 2.TP5=T<>502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP702.LOCFO:LOCF005 .LO::lIC=LOCOC04 
.FU\RE=FLAREO 2. START=START03 .RLFO=RLF002.YETA=YETAOl .PSIE=PSIEOI. GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT .CFO INI .TMEFLG. NE .0 •• NOT.CCRUlFO. 
v LOll HRAO sua Kl000 ~RISAC-KIOOO)X .NOT.(SAC.GE.OI LOA TP2 SUB TP7 







ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.RLFD=RLF002.VETA=YETAOI.PSIE=PSIEOl.GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT.CFOIN1.TMEFLG.NE.0 •• NOT.CCRUlFO. 



























SAC7=.SAC6/2 •• 6 
CF06 
TP I=TPI 03 
TP7=TP702 
YET II=YET AO 1 
SAC1=H<{AO 
TP2=TP203 
LDCF)=LO CFl)() 5 
PSIE=PSIEOI 




·40CEXl TO. SPeC. CLANOFD .MP ILS=MPI LSO I. TPI =TPI 03. TPl!=TP203. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP40 2. TP5=T?502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP702.LOCFD-=LOC:=005 .LO::OC=LOCOC04 
.FLAR!;=FLIIRf02. START=STA~TO J .RLFD=RLF002.VET II=YETAO 1.1"5 I E=PS IE'OI .GSFO=GSF002 •• NOf·.CFO 11111 .T MEFLG.I'€ .0 •• NOT. CCRUlFO. 
LOA HR!'\) sua ~IQOO lIR(1)IIC-KIOOOlli ISAC.GF,.Ol 
.CE'X 1 TO. Sf'fC. CF06 .MP ILS=MPI L50 \.·TPI =TP I 03. TP2=TP20 5. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP402.TP5=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP704 .LOCFO=LOCF)OS.LOCO::=LOCOC04 .FL 
ARE=FLAHE02 .STArn=STARTO.} .RLFO=RLFD02. VETA=YETIIOI .PSIE=PSIEO I .GSFO=GSFDOl1 •• NOT.CF01Nl • TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT .CCRUZFO • 
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J-'" ~ 8 
R(SACI-KIOOOI CFO.6 TP2~TP205 
TP7=TP704 
CONT~OL PATH 20 
*CE~ITO.SPFC.CFD6.MPILS=~PILSOI.Tpl=TPI03.TP2=TP205.TP3=TP30
2.TP4=TP40Z.TP5=TPS02.TPb=TP602.TP7=TP70 •• LOCFO=LOCFOOS.LOCOC
=LOCOCO •• FL 
ARE=FLARE02. 5TART=ST ARTO;! .i'lLFO";RL.F002.YETA=yETAOI .PSIE
=pSIEOl.GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT .CFOINI .TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT .CCR
UZFO* 
LOA TP2 SUB TPI LOO LIMIBO
 TRA SRLMT XRISAC*2.*31~ SAL 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA YETA 
MPY PSIE .NOT.ISAC.Eo.O) ;i'iOT.(SAC.GE.OJ 
LOA LOCSTR MPV PSIE .NOT.ISAC.LT
.OI LOA PSIE ABS SUB 
DEG20 
.NOr.ISAC.LT.OI STZ CAPT LOA AO 
SUB RLFO SAR 2 
7:AflS( SAC I.L T .ABSITAU31" 01 V TAU3 LDO 
OEG4 TRA SRUIT MPY OELTAT 
ADS RLFO SUB ROLL LDO OEG25 






** vERIFICATION CONDITIONS ** 







SMOI=LIMI80 SAC3=SRLMT(SAC2,SMOI) SAC4=SAC3*2 •• 3 
SM02=MUL TM( SAC6.PSIE) SAC7='WL TI SACb .?SlEI .NOT. I SIIC7 .EO.O 1 




















CONTROL PATH 21 
AHS(SACI5).LT.AOSCTAU31 
TP2=TP206 TP7=TP105 

























ARE=FLARE02 .SlART=START03 .kLFO=RLFD02 .VETA=yeTAOl. PS
IE=pS lEOI.GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT .CFO Ii'll .TMEFLG.NE. O •• NOT .CC
RUZFO* 
LOA TP2 SUB. TPI LOO LIMI80
 TRA SRLMT "R(SAC.Z*>I'3IX SAL 3 
eMA STA LOCSTR LOA VETA 
MPY ?SIE .NOT.ISAC.EO.O) .NOT.I SAc·.GE.OI 
LOA LOCSTR MPV PSIC .NOT.(SAC.LT.Ol LOA 
PSIE ABS SUO DEG20 
t SAC.LT. 01 
.C£:,XI TO. SPfC.CFD7 .M? ILS=MPI LSo·I.TPI=TPI 03. TP2=TP205. T
p3=T?302, TP4=TP402. TPS=TPS02. TP6=TP602. TP7=T?704 .LOCF
O=LOCFDOS .LOCOC=LOCOC04 .FL 
ARE=FLARE02 .START=START03 .'lLFD=RLFDO 2 .YETA=YETAOI. PS
I E:=PSIEOI. GSFO=GSFD02 •• NOT.CFD I NI .TMEFLG.NE. 0, LOCSTR
=LOCSTROI •• NOT .CC~UZFO. 













SMOI=LIMI80 SACJ=SRLMT(SAC2,SMOll SAC4=$ACJ*2 •• 3 
$Ma2=Mu~TM(SAC6.PSl~1 SAC7=~ULT($AC6.PSIEI .NOT.lsAC7.EO
.0) 
SAC9=MULT(SACR.PSIE) .NOT.I$AC9.LT.Ol 5ACI0=PSIE 
• IMPLIes. 
R I S.AC,l*2 .*3) CFD7 LOCSTRI"'I.OCSTRO I 

















PSI E=PSI EOI 
SAC2=N( SACI-TPI' 
SAC6=YETA 
SMQ3=M\I_ TM( SAca.PSIE' 
SACI2.I.T .0 
.Ct'~1 TO, SP(:C. Cf"06 .MP ILS=MPI LSO 1 .TPl =TPI oJ. Tp2=TP205. rp3= Tp302. TP
4=T?402. TP5=Tp50Z. TP6=TPbOZ. TP7=TP70.,LOCFD=LOCF005.LOC
QC=LOCQCO •• FL 
I\RE=FLAREOZ .• START=START01 .R.LFD=RLFD02.YgTA=VETAOI .PS
IE=PS lEO I.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFO IN! • TMEFLG.NE. 0, .NOT .C
CRUZFO* 
I.OA TP.2 sua TPI LDO L.1M180
 TRII S~LMT "R(SAC*2 •• JI" SAL 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA VETA 
Mpv PSIE .N3T.(SAC.Eo.O) ,NOT.(SI\C.GE.OI 
LOA LOCSTR MPY PSIE (SIIC.L.T.O) 
• C.~~Xl to",<)f'lrc:.rt(\-7 .M{"tt{ r, ..... A('J11 r;Jll ... "fl"l -rf:flf'""l.Tn" ft':t"n't.l'p·~-Tf"t1.' '~·H
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•• V~RIFICATIO~ CONOlTIONS ** 
SPEC 
TP4=Tp402 











SAC3=SRL~T($AC2.S~Cl) SAC4=$AC3*2 •• 3 
SM02=MULTMlSAC6.P5IE) SAC7=MULTlSAC6.PSIE) .NOT.(SAC7.EO.0) 
S"C9=MULTlS"C8.PSIE) SAC9.LT.O 
.1MpL IES. 
RlSAC;'*2**3) CF07 LOCSTRt=LOCSTROI 

























ARl:=FLARE02.ST"R.T=ST ART03 .RLFO=RLF002.VETA=YETAOI .PSIE=PS lEO t.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT .CFO INt. TMEFLG.NE .G •• NOT .CCRUlFO. 
LOA TP2 sua TPI LOO LIMI80 TRA SRL~T XRlS"C*2**3)% SAL 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA yeTA MPY PSIE .NOT.lSAC.EO."O')--' lS"C.GE.o) 
.CCxt TO .SPEC.CF07 .MP ILS=MPILSO 1. TPI=TPI 03. TP2=TP20S. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02 .TP6=TP602 .TP7=TP704 .LnCFO=LOCF;lGS.LoCOC=LDCOC04 .FL 
ARE=FLARE02 .:;TART1:STARTO,hQLF01:RLFOD2.YETA=YETAOl .PSIE=PS lEO I .GSFO=GSF002 •• NO'T .CFDINI .TMEFLG.NE. O. LOCSTR=LOCSTROI •• NOT .CC~UZFO. 







• IMPL lES. 
R ( SAC3*2 •• 3 I 
CONTROL PATH 24 
SPI3C 
TP4=TP402 










.NOT. (SAC7 .130.0 I 
LOCSTRl=LOCSTROI 
MPILS=MPILSOI TPI=TPI03 TP2=TP205 
TP6'=TP6G2 TP7=TP704 LOCF:>=L:JCF:>OS 
RLFD=RLF002 YETA=YETAOI PSIE=PSIEOl 
.NOT.CCRUZFO SACI=TP2 S"C2=N(SACI-T~_1 , 
SACS=-S"C4 LOCSTRI=SACS S"C6=yETA 
SAC7.GE.0 
.CE~ITO.SPEC.CF06.MPILS=MPILSOI.Tpl=TPl03.TP2=TP205.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TP5=TPS02.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP704.LOCFO=LO01005.LOCOC=LOCOC04.FL 
ARE=FLARE02.START=START03.~LFO=RLF002.YETA=YETAOI.PSIE=PSIEOI.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT.CFOIN1.TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT.CCRUZFO. ' 
LOA TP2 SUB TPI LOO LIM180 TRA SRLMT XRCSAC*2.*3IX SAL 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA VeTA MPY PSIE CSAC.EO.O' LOA LOCSTR 
MPY PSI,- .NOT.CSAC.LT.O) LOA PSIE AOS SUB OEG20 .NOT.CSAC.LT.O) 
stJ CAPr LOA "0 suB RLFD SAR 2 XABS(SAC).LT.ABS(TAU3)X 
(I" 'TAU3 Loa OgG4 TRA SRUH '!PY OEL TAT ADS RLFO SUB ROLL 
Loa OeGZS TRA SRL~T STA RC'~O 
,.CEXI TO. sPt.c. CFOI.I .START=ST ART04. LOCFO=LOCF 006. GSFO=GSF002.MPILS=MPILSO I. TPI=TP 104. TP2=TP206. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP.02. T?S=TPS02. TP6=TP602 
• TP7",,'T P7 05. FLARE=FLAREO 2 .LOCOC=LOCOC04. YETA=YE TA02 .PS IE=PS IE02. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02. CAPT=CAPT04 • RLFO=RLF004. RC~O=R~MDO I. 






















SAC4::$AC~.2 •• 3 SAC5=-SAC4 
SAC7.EO.0 SAC6=LOCSTRl 
$AC11=A~S($ACI0) SAC12=N(SACII-PEGZO) 
$ACI~=SACI4F2 •• 2 SACI6:S"CI5/TAJ3 
SMJS-MULTM(SACI7.DELTAT) 
SAC.20=N('Si\CI9-ROLL) SMO.6=DEG25 
R(S"C).2")) ASSt'SAC LS) .LT. ABS t TAU3) CFDII 
TP1"'TPI04 
CAPH*'CAI'T04 
-!'t.NTO'lf PATH "", 
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AR1!:=FLI'RE02.S TI'RT=ST ARTOJ.RLFD=RLFD02 .VE"TA-=VeTAO t.PSI
 E=PS IEOI.GSFD=GSFD02 •• NO"T.CFOINI .TMEFLG.NE .0 •• NOT .<CC
RUZFO. 
LOA TP2 SUO Trl LOO LIMI30 
TRA SRLMT XR(5AC*Z**31X SAL 3 
CMA S"TA LOCS"TR LOA YETA 
MPY PSIE (SAC.EO.O) LOA LOCSTR 
MPY PSIE .NOT. (SAC.LT.OI LOA PSIE MIS 
SUO [)EG20 ($AC.L,T.O) 
.cexl TO, SPf:C, CF07 .1011,' IL5=Mf>1 LSO I, TPI=TPI 0.;1, TP2=TP20S, TP3=TP30
2 ,TP4=Tp40Z. TP5=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP704 • LOCFO=LOCF,)05 ,LOCOC=LOC
OC04.FL 
ARE=FLAR(02 ,START"ST AnTO j ,~LFD=RLFD02.VETA=VE TAOI ,PSt E=PS lEO I .G5F








~"'",".',','V , ' ' , 
~ , , '~ 






















































R(SAC3"2 •• 31 CF07 LOCSTR1=LOCSTROI 
CONTROL PATH 26 
'CEX.I "TO. SPEC,CFD6 .MP ILS=MPI LSDl, '(PI=TP} 03. TPZ=TP205.TP.3=TP302, TP4-=
TP;\ 02, TP5=TP502. TP6=TP60Z ,TP7=TP704.LOCFD=LOCF005 .LOCO
C=LOCOC04.FL 
AflF.=F'LAR E02, START=ST AR T03 ,,<I_f'D=RLFOOZ .YETA=YETAOI. P5IE
=PS lEO I,GSFO=G;,c:=002, .NOT .CFDINI .TMEFLG.NE.O •• NOT .CCRUZ
FD. 
LOA TP2 sua TPI Loa LlMI80 
TRA SRLMT XRIS .. C*Z.'31" SI'L 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA VETA 
MPY PSIE (SAC.Eo.OI LOA LOCSTR 
MPY P51E (SAC.L'(.O) 
_CbXt TO. SPEC, Cf"01.MP [L5=r~PILSO I,TPI =TPI 03, TP2=TPZOS. TPJ=T
P302, TP4=TP402.TP5=TP502.TP6=TP60Z. TP7=TP704 .LOCFO=LOC
FD05 .LOCOC=LOCOC04.FL 
ARF.=.FLAREQ2. 5TART"'ST ART03 .RLFO=RLFC02 .VETA=YETAO I, PSIE=l>SlEOI .GSFD
=GSFDOZ •• NOT .CFOJ N I .TMEFLG.NE. 0.LOCSTR=LOC5TflOI •• NOT .C
C'lUZFO* 






SM02= MUL TMI SAC6 .?SIE I 
SACC).LT.O 
• I MPL H's. 
R 1 SACJ"2"3) 


















O CF:>O 5 
RLFD=RLFDOZ VETA=YETAOI PSJE=P
SIEOI 
• NOT .CCRUZFO SACl=TP2 SAC
2=N(SI'CI-TPl • 
$AC5=-SAC4, LOCSTRI=SACS SAC6=VETA 





ARE=FLAIl EO?,. STAtU=ST AlH03 .'1LFD=RLFDO? ,YETA=YETAOl.PS l
E=P5 leO I.GSFD=GSFOOZ •• NDT.CFO INI • TMEFLG.NE.O. LOCSTR=LO
C5TRol •• N:JT .CC~UZFO* 
LOA seT STA CAP"T LOA HRAO 
SUB 1'1200 "RISAC-A12001" .NOT.(SAC.LT.OI 
LOA LOCSTR LOa OSr.Z5 TRA SRLMT 
SUB RLFO SAR 2 
"A().S(SAC).l.T.AUSITAU31" OIV TAU3 LDO 
OEG4 TltA SRLMT MPV oeLTAT 
ADS RLFO SUA ROLL LOO OeG25 




• 'TP7=TP7 05. F'LARE=FLAf'lEO 2.LOCOC=LOCOC 04. YET A= VETAO 2. P5IE=PS
IE02, LOCSTp,::LOCSTR02,. CAPT=CAPT04 ,RL."'O=RLFD04. RCMO=RCMOO
 I. 




GSFD"'GSF002 .NtlT .• CFOINI 
tAPTI =sACl ~AC2"'lIRAO 
sAC5"'SRLMT($AC4.S~QI , SAC6=NISAC5-'1LFOI 
~MO.;l=:!,jIJL lM(SAC9.0ELTATl 
"AC L2=N( SAC I I-ROLL I SM04=OFG25 












SAC1=SAC6/2 •• Z SAce=SAC1/TAU3 
SACI0=MULTIsAC9.DELTATI 
SAC 13=SRL"IT (:5 AC 12 .~MO") 
('J ''\ t \ 
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_ ____ ._~,_,t: _____ ._ 
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. 
'0 ~ ....... ( "t "'" 
""''I;Ii;,."<~J.' _,loil .. 1 rt .•• ·• " •• .j:".,1I.,..\,~.jI''l4--
LOA TP,2 SUIi TPI LOO LIM130 
TRA' ')T ><R(SACOoZ-*31% SAL 3 
~ 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA YETA 
MPY' I SAC.EO.O) LOA LOCSTR 
... 
Mpy PSIE .NOT.(SAC.LT.O) LOA PSIE AOs 
SUO oEGZO (SAC.LT.O) 
.CEXI TO. SPEC.CF07 .MP ILS=MPl LSO I. TP.I=TPl 03. TP2=TP205. TP
3=TP302 .TP4=TP402.T P5=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=T?704 • LOCFo=
LOCF,)05 .LOCOC=LDCOC04.FL 
ARe=FLARE02 .• START=S1 ARTIl3.RLFO=RLF002. VETA=VETAOl .PsIE
=PsIEOl.GSFO=GSF002 •• NOT .CFoINI .TMEFLG.NE. O.LOCSTR=LO
CSTRO I •• III:lT .tC~UlFO • 
•• NERIFICATION CONDITIONS •• 
r CI::){ITO SPEC CF06 MP






























SAC4=SAC3.2 •• 3 
SAC7.EO.O 
SAC II=ABS( SAC 1 0)' 
LOCSTR l=LOCSTROl' 
TP6:oTP502 TP7=TP704 LDCF:>=LOCF');)5 
RLFO=RLFoOZ YETA=YETAOI PsIE=PsIEOl 
.NOT.CCRUZFo SACl=TPZ SAC2=N( SACl-n' i , 
SAC5=-SAC4 LOCSTRl=SAC5 SAC6=YE
rA 
SAC8=LOCSTR 1 sMQ3=MULTM(SAC8.PSIE) SAC9=M~~T(S'C8.PSIE
) 
SACIZ=N(SACII-JEGZO) SACIZ.LT.O 
.CE)(1 TO. sP·r;:C.CF06 .M? lL5=MPILSO I. Tpl=T'PI 03. TPZ=Tp205 .TP3=TP302. TP4
=TP4 02.TP5=TP502 .TP6=Tp602 .TP7=TP704 .LOCFO=LOCFoOS .LOC
OC=LOCOC04 .FL 
ARE=FLAREOZ.START=ST'ART03 .;lLFo=RLF002,YETA=YETAOI ,P51E
=PsIEO I.GSFD=GSF002 •• NOT.CFD INI .nolEFLG.NE.O •• NOT .CCRUZ
FO. 
LOA TP2 SUa TPI LOa Ll~180 
TRA SRLMT %R(SAC.Z •• 3)X SAL 3 
CMA STA LOCSTR LOA YETA 
MPY PSIE (SAC.EO.O) LOA LOCSTR 




ARf.=FLAI~EO?. START=5T MHO;! .(lLFD=RLF002.VETA=YETAOI. PsIE=PSIEOI.GSFo=
GSF002 •• NOT .CFoINI. TMEFLG.NE. O.LOCSTR=LOCSTROI •• NOT .CC~UZFD. 

































SAC5=-SAC4, LOCSTRI=SAC5 SAC6=YETA 




ARE=FLARE02 • START=START03 .ttLFD=RLF002 .YETA=VETAOI .PSI
E;:PS lEO I. GSFO=GSF002, .NOT .CFlJ INI • TMEFLG.NE.O. LOCSTR=L
OCSTROI •• NOT .CC'lUZFO. 
LOA SET STA CAPT LDA HRAO 
sua AI200 %R(SAC-AI?OO)X .NOT.(SAC.LT.OI 
LOA LOCSTR LOO OEGZ5 Til A SRLMT 
SUB RLFO SAR 2 
""OS(sAC).LT.AOS(TAU:!l" OIV TAU3 LDO 
OEG4 TRA SRLMT MPY OELTAT 
ADS RLFll SUA ROLL LoO DEG2.S 
TRA SRLMT STA RCMO 
.CEXl.TO. SPEC.CFOII .START=5TART04. LOCFO=LoCF 006. GSFO=G
SF002.MPILS=MPIL501. TP I=Tp 104 .TPZ=TP206. TP3=TP302, TP4=T
































rl ~ i!" , 
00 
CE){ITO SPEc CFD7 
I~PILS=MPILSOI TP1=TPI03 TP2=TP20S '::.;l ~ 
~P3=TP30?' TP4=TP402 TP5=TPS02 TP6=TP602 1"1>7=Tp70
4 LOCFJ=LOCF,)OS '"d ZS 
LOCClC-:LoCOC04 FLARE-=FLARE 02 START=STA
RT03 RLF.D=RLFDO:! YI;:T A=YET AO I 
PS I E=t>S I EOI 0 t:j 
GSf'O=GSFOO:a .NOT.CFOINI n~IOFLG.Nr:.O LOC
STR=LOCSTROI .NOT.CCRUZFD SAC1=SET 
0 :.c; 
CAf'll=SACI SAC2=t1RAO sAC!3=SAC
2-A1.200 .NOT. (SAC3.LT.0) SAC4=LOCSTR SMOI=OEG
2.S ~ ll> 









• t MPL.! ES. 
. 
ll> ....-
'" R(SAC2-AI200) ABS(SAC7).LT.AOSITAUJ) 
CFOll START=START04 LOCFo=LOC
Fl)J6 t:-< 63 
rPI=TPI04 TP2=TPZQ6 TP7=TP70S 
YETA=YETA02 PS1E=PSIEO? LOCSTR=LO
CSTROZ .~ :: 
r:n 
r-
~~....:.. ...... -...... --~~.~-,,~,~--~ .. -,- " 
._C~- .. _ '._. '1 








~--H " '} fiJ;l :: ·!1 .:;.~. 1! '~t: : t:· ~ ~.; if ~ .... .( • .r~ :t 
1
1:····:;.01)  .. 
t"-; i 


























CSTROl •• NOT.CC~UZFO. 
LOA SET STA C
APT LOA MRAD 
SUB A1200 XRISAC
-AI200)% (SAC.LT.O) 
LOA LOCSTR LOa l
lEGIS TRA SllLMf 
SUB RLFD SAR 2
 
~ABS'SAC).LT.ABS(TAU3)% 
DlV TAU3 LDO D
EG4 TRA SRLMT 
MPY DELTAT 
ADS RLFD SUO R
OLL LOa OEGZS 













• lp7=TP7 05. FLARE=FLAREO 2. .L:J C
OC=LOCOC04. YETA=YET AO 2. PSI E
=P 51 EOZ.LOCSTR=LOCSTROZ. CAPT
=CAPT04 • RLFO=RLF004. RCMO=RC
MOO I • 




































































.PSIE=PSI E02. TMEFLG.NE. 0 •• NO
T .CFC42. 
LOA GUID2D .NOT.{SAC.Nf.
O) STZ RCMVLO STZ 
PCMVLO 
,.FALSE.' 
•• VERIFICATION CON~ITtONS ••
 
CEXITO 
MPILS",MP ILSO I 
TP6=TP602 
T MEFLG .NE. 0 
.1,",PL11;5. 
.FALSe. 





















.CE)(1 TO. SPEC.CC!>UZFO. STAHT=STARTO
 4.1..0CFO:=LOCF006. GSFO=GSF002
.MPILS:=MPILSO I. TP1=TP 1 02. T
P2=TP202. TP3=TP302. TP4=Tp"0





LOA GLl1020 (SAC.Nfl.O) 
LOA LATSTR LOa O




TALl3 LOa OEG" 
TRA SRLMT 
MPY OEL1/\1 J .. OS R
LFO sue ROLL 
LOa DEG25 TRA S
RLMT STA RCMD 
.CE:Xllo. SP.E:C. CFOl t .5 TART=ST 
AHT04.LOCFO=LCCFD06. GSFO=GS
FD02.MP ILS=MPILSO I.TPl=TP 10
4. '(P2=TPZ06.TP3=TP302. Tp4=TP40Z. T
P5=TPSJa.TP6=TP602 
• TP7=TP7 05. FLIIRE=FLARE02 .LOC
OC=LOCOC 04. YETA=VETA02. PS I 
E=pS [E02 .LOCSTR=LOCS TR02. GAPT=CA
PT 04. RLFO='R1.FD04 .RCMO=RCMOO
 I· • 
•• V£RIFICIITlO~ CONDITIONS •• 
CEl<lTO 







S!lC3=SRLMT l SAC2.sMOI) SI\C4=N( SIIC3
-RLFO) 
SMO.3=MUL TM (SAC7.DELTAT) 
sAClG~N(SIICq-QnLL) SM04-
0FGIs 









SACS=SAC4/2 •• 2 SAC6=
SAC5/TAU3 
SI\C6=MULTISAC7.0E:L1ATI 
$IIC11 "Sf'LM.T( $1\<:11).$1'404) 













~m '~,~.. '... Tfllhn~~~",·"",,"",e.~""· 
I , ......, 
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LOCSTI<=LCCSTR02 CI'PT=CI\PT04 RLF 01 =RLF004 RCM01=RCMOOI 
CONlI'ROL PATH 31 
.CEXI TO. SPEC.CF011 .START=ST I\RT04.LOCFO=LCCF006. GSFO=GSF002.MP ILs=MPIL!lOI. TP I=TP 104. TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302. TP,=TP40Z.TP5=TPS02. TP6=TP60Z 
.TP7=TP705~FLARE=FLAR~OZ.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=VETA02.PslE=PsIE02.LOCsTR=LOCsTR02.CI\PT=CAPT04.RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCMOOI. 
LOA LOCFO .NOT./SlIc.eo.O) LOll LOCVLO .NOT.ISAC.EO.O) LOA MPILs .NOT,.(SAc.Ee.o, 
LOA SET sTA flCMV,LO 
'-CEXI TO. SPEC. cF011 .sTART=sT AIH04.LOCFD=LCCF006. GSFO=GsF002.MP ILs=MPILsOI. TPI=TP 104. TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP'" 0'2. TP5=TP532. TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP70S.FLARE=FLARf02.LOCUC=LOCOC04.VETA=VETA02.PslE=PsIE02.LOCsTR=LOCSTR02.C~PT=CIIPT04.RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCM001.RCMVLO=RCMYL004. 

































"-- CONTROL PA]H 32 
...... 
*CEXl TO. SPEC. CFOII .sTART=ST !,.~T04. LOCFO=LCCFD06. GSFO=GSFP02. ",PILS=MPILsO 1. TPI=TP 104.TP2=TP206. TP3."TP302.TP4=TP402. TP5=TP502. TP6:TP602 
• TP7=TP705. FLARt==FLARE02 .LOCOC=LOCOC04. VE.TA=~ !OTAOZ.PS IE=PsIE02.LOCsTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04 .~LFO=RLFOO".RCMO=RCMOO I. 
LOA LOCFO' .Nor.I;SAc.EO.o) LOll 'LOCVLO .NoT.(SAC.EO.O) LOA MPIL5 (SAC.EO.O) 
5TZ RC:!oIVLO 
*CF.XI TO .SPt=C.CFOII .sTART=START04. LOCFO=LCCFD06. GsFO=GsF002.MPILS=MPIL501. TPI=TPI 04. TP,2=TP206. TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402. TP5=TPS02. TP6=TP602 
• TP7= TP705.FLARE=FLARE02.LOCOC=LOCOC04. VETI\=YETAO 2'. PS lE=PslE02.LOCSTR=\,OCSTRO 2. CA;>T=CAPT04 .RLFC)=RLF004.RC",0=RCMDO I. RC"'YL)=RCMVLD04. 









LOCST R=L CCSTR02 
SAC2=LacVLO 
.IMPLIES. 
RCI',VLO I =RCMVL004 

























•. ~lOT. (S~CI.:a.OI 
.CEXI 1'0. SPEC. CFOII .START=START04. LOCFD=LGCFoa6. G:>FD=GsF002.MPILS=MPILSO I. TPI=TP 104. TP2=TP206. TP3=TP30Z"TI>4=TI>402. TP5=TPS02. TP6=TP60Z 
• TP7=TP7'05 .FLARE=FLARE02 .LOCOC=LQ,COC04. YETA=)'ET AO 2 .pS I E=I>'''1 E02. LOCs rR=LOCSTRO 2. CAPT=CAPT04. RLFD=RLF004,:.RCMO=RCMOO'. 
LOA LOCFD .NOT.I$I\C.Eo.(n LOA LOCVLD (SAC.EO.o) STZ RCMVLO : 
.CE.XITO.sP~C.CFDII.START=STI\RT04.LOCFO=LGCFD06.GSFD=GSF002.t~PILS=MPILsOl.TPl=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TI>5=TP502.TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP70S.FLARE=FLARE02.LDCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCsTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCMDOI.~CMYLI)=qC"'VL004. 































.ceX,ITO. sPFC. CFOt 1.STAl'!T=Sf AHT04 .,L:JCFO=LCCF006. GSFO=GSF002.MPILs=:MPILsQ 1. TPI=TP 104. TP2=TP206. TP.1=TP302. 1'P4=TP" 02. TPS=TP50?. TP6=TP602 
.lP7= I'P7'05. FLJlRE"'FLJlRE:O? .LOC()C=LOCOCC4. YETJI:=YETII02.PS lE=PSI E02.LOCSTR=LOCs TR02.CI\PT "CAPT04 .RLFO=RLFD04.RCMO=RCMOO I-
lOA U\(f'f) t'l'IIC'.<'l)."1 I .. " ';tll')"') .Nor.($Ar.Nr.1l1 '>T7 PC'MVl'l 
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LOA LOCFO (SAc.eo.OI LOA 'GUI02D (SAC.NE.O) LOA SET STA RCMVLO 
.CEltl,TO. SPEC. CFOII .START=ST AUT04. LOCFo=LCCF006. GSFIJ=GSFo02.MPILS=MPILSOl. TPI=TP 104. TP2=TP206. TP3=TP302. TP4=TI>402. rI>S=TpSi);!. rp6=TP602 
.TP1=TP70S.FLARE=FLAREO?LOCOC=LOCOC04.VETA=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSfR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCMOOI.RCMVLD=RCMVL004. 
** VERIFICATION CONDITIONS •• 
CEXIlO SPEC CFOB START=START04 LOCFO=LOCFOO6 GSFO=GSF002 
MPILS=MPILSOI TPI=TPI04 TP~=TP206 TP3=TP302 Tp4=1p402 TpS=TPS02 
Tp6=TP602 TP7=TP70S FLARE=FLARE02 LOCOC=LOCOC04 YETII=VEfA02 PSIE=PS1E02 
LOCSTR=LOCSTR02 CAPr=CAPT04 f.lLFO=RLFOO4 RCMO=RCMOOI SACI=LOCFO SACI.EO.o 
SAC2=GU I 020 SAC2.NE.O .!AC3=SET RCMIILO I =SAC 3 
.IMPL IES. 
RCMVLOl=RCMVL004 
CONTROL P"TH 36 
.CEXI TO. SPEC. CrOll .START=ST MH04. LOCFD=LCCFn06. G5FO=GSFD02.MPILS=MPILSO I. TPI=TP IO~. TP2=Tp206. TP3=TP302. TP4=Tp402. TPS=Tp53:!. Tp6=TP602 
.TP7~TP10~.FLARE=FLARFO?.LOCOC=LUCOC04.VEf~=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR~LOCSfR02.CAPT=CAPT04.ALFD=RLF004.RCMO=RCMDOI.RCMVL)=RCMVLD04. 
LOA LOCFO .Nor.(SAC.EO.o) LOA GSFO .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) LOA GSBSNS .NOT.(SAC.EO.OJ 
LOll SET srA GSFO LOA GAMr~A STII LGAMC LOA GSOEV MPY Kl 
~OIR("AO.2 •• a)% SLL a SUo TP3 XABS(SACI.LT.ABS(TAU41X OIV TAU4 
MP~ OeLTAr SAR 4 ADS TP3 XAHS(SAC).LT.ABS(CI80BFI~ DIV C180BF 
MPY K3 ADO GSA SU8 K4 CMA STA TP4 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CFDI5.START~STIIRTo4.LOCFD=LOCF006.MPILS=MPJLSOl.TP1=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP303.TP4=TP403.fPS=f?502.TP6=TP602.Tp7=TP705.F 
LAR~=FLl\kE02 .LOCOC=LOCOC04. VE TA"'YETA02. PSIE=P5IE02. LOC5TR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFD=RLF004. RCMO=RCMOO I.RCMVLO=RCMVLD04 .GSFO=GSF003.L 
G"MC=LGAMC02* 






























SAC,] I =MULT I SACIO.OEL TAT 1 








SACI2=SACllI'2 •• 4 
SAC16=N(S~CIS+GS'" 
oOH SAOI *2*.8) 
TP31"'TP303 TP41aTP40J GSFOI=GSF003 
AOS(SACI31.LT.ABS(CI800F) 
LGAMC1=LGAMC02 
CONTROL PATH 37 
GSFO=GSF002 
TI>S=TP502 










LDA 1,.DCFD .NQT.(1;AC.EO.O) LOA GSFD .NOT.{SAC.NF..o' LOA GSBSNS (SAC.EO.O) 
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o ,;u;. "'*'''', ~ 
SUB PCMD XAaS($ACI.LT.ABSIC3B2IX 
ADS PCMD LOA MOA sua HRAO 
sutl BINTME .;(R(~AC-alNTMEI;( (sAC.EO.OI 
0['1 C3B2 
%RI SAC-HRAO)" 
MPY OELTAT SAR 2 
.NOT.ISAC.LT.Q) LOA TIMER 
* CEXI TO. PCMO=PCM002. HCMVLO=PCMYL004. HCMO=RCMDOI .1~LFO=RLF004. START=START04 .LOCFO=LOCFO 06.GSFD=GSFD02.MPILS=MPILSOI. TPI=TPI04. TP2=TP20 
6.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TPS=TPS02.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP705.FL4RE=FLARE02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=YETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04. 
KFLR:t<FLROI. 























fI,lS1 SAC6 I .LT .flBSI YGS I ABSI ~AC8).L T .ABS( KtO) ABS I SAC9) .LT.ABSI 1'IB2) 
STAlH=START04 LOCFD=LOCF006 
TP3=TP302 TP4=TP402 












SAC8= SAC 7/? •• 2 
SACI2=N(SACI1-PCMDJ 
SACI5=SAC14'2 •• 2 
SAC 19= T1 ME~ 
ABSISACI2).LT.ABS(C3B2) 
R (SACI 7-HHAO I R I SACI9-BINTME) PCHOI=PCM002 I<FLR=t<FLROt 
CDNTROL PI\TH 38 
.ceXITo.SPEC.CFOI1.START=START04.LOCFD=LCCF006.GSFO=GSF002.MPILS=MPILsOI.TPI=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=YP402.TP5=TPSOZ.TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP705.FLA~E=FLAR~02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=YETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCsTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFO=RLF004.RC~O=RCMDOI.RCMVL~=RCMYL004. 
LO~ LOCFD .NOT.!SAC.CO.OI LOA GsFD .NOT.ISAC.NE.OI LOA GSBSNS (SAC.EO.O) 
LOA GUID3D .NDT.(SAC.EO.O) LOA VEKSTR LOO C5815 TRA SRLMT 
%ABS(SACI.LT.AASIVGSIX elY YGS SAR 2 XASSISACI.LT.A8S(KHO)X 
DIV I<HO %ABS(SACI.LT.AOS(PI£J21% OIV PIB2 Loo OEG6 TRA 
sua PC:-~f) %AIJS(SAC!.LT.AIiSIC382)% DIV C3B2 ~PY OELTAT SAR 
A05 PCMO LOA '~DA SUI;! HRAO ;:RISAC-HRAO)% .NOT.IsAC.LT.OI LOA 
SUB Blr-TME ;(fHsAt:-OlNTMEI" (.NOT.(SAC.~!l.O)) LOA B.lNTME STA TIMER LDA 
.NOT. (SAC.EO.O) 
•• FALSE •• 
S1'Z PCHVLD 




LOCSTR=L CCsT H02 
."IllT.(SAC1.EO.O' 





















SM03=MULT"( SAC 13.0ELTAT I 
PCMDI='!iAClb $ACI7=1~I)A 
.NOT.('!iAC20.EO.OI SAC21=gINTME 

























SACI5=SAC14/Z •• 2 
SAC 19=TI ME~ 
.NOT.(SAC22.EO.0) 
ABs! 1>ACb I. LT. AOSI VGS) AOS( SACO I.L T. AOSt 1<1(0) Af:lS (SAC9) .LT. ~BS(PI 82) ABS(SACI21.LT.ABSIC3B2) 
R(SACI7-I'I~AOl R(SACI9-BINT!o\E I .FALsE. 
CONTROL PATH 39 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CFDII.sTA~T=START01.LOCFO=LCCFo06.GSFO=GSF002.MP!LS=HP1L501.TPI=TP104.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP.02.TP5=YP5~Z.~P6=TP602 
.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARF02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YfTA=VETA02,pSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPTO •• RLFO=RLF004.RCMD=RCMDOI.RCMVL)=HCNVLD04* 
LOA LOCf'O .NOT'(SAC.EO.OI LOA GSF'O .NO'T.(SAC.NE.O) LOA GSBsNS (SAC.EO.O) 
LOA GUlDJO .NOT.{$AC.fo.Ol LOll vEI~srR LOO CS815 TRA SHLMT 
XABS(SACI.LT.ABS(VGS)% 01'1 VGS SAR 2 XAOs{SACI.LT.~BS(KH01% 
DIV KHD %AOSISAC).LT.A8S(PIB2)% DIY PIe? LOO DEG6 TRA 
SUB PCMD KARS(1)ACI.LT.ABSIC3A?I. DtV C3~2 MPV OELTAT SAR 
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SAC8=SAC7/2 •• 2 
SAC12=N(SACtl-PCMO'-
SAClS=SACI4' 2 •• 2 
SAC19=TI ME~ 
S/OOC22. EO.O 
ABS(SACb I.LT .A8S1 VGS I AOS( SACI:l J.L T.AflS( KHD) /lBS($/lC9) .Ll'.ABS(PI821 ABS' SAC12·1 .LT .ABS' C3B2) 
R(SACI7-HQAO) r~ ($AC19-BINnllO I .FALSE. 
CON1ROL PATH 40 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CFOII.STAHT=START04.LOCFD=LCCF006.GSFD=GSFD02.MPILS=MPILS01.TPI=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TPS=TPSl2.TP6=TP602 
.Tp7=TP705.FL/I~~=FLARE02.LOCDC=LOCDC04.YETA=YETA02.PSlE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CApT04.RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCMOOl.~CMVLO=~CMVL004. 
,LDA LOCFD' .NDT.(SAC.Eo.OI LDA GSFD .NOT.(S/lC.NE.o) LOA GSBSNS (SAC.EO.OI 
LDA GUIDJO .NDT.(SAC.EO.O) LOA VERSTR LOa CS615 TR/I SRLMT 
"/lBS'(S/lCI.LT.ABS(VGS):C DIV VGS SAR 2 :CA8SISACl.LT.ABS(KHO)" 
OIV KHD :CAAS(SftC).LT.ABSIPIB2):C DIV plB2 LOa OEG6 TRA 
SUB PCMD :CABS(SACI.LT.ARSIC31:l2)X DIY C3B2 ,,!PY DELTAT SAR 
~DS PCMD LDA MOl'. sus HRAD :CRISAC-HRAD)" ISAC.LT.O~ LOA 
STA PCMVLD 
• .FALSE •• 
















































SAC8=SAC7/2 •• 2 
SACI2=N'(SACII-PC!40.', 
SAC 15=SAC "', 2 •• 2' 
SAC 19=RC MVL:> 
• t MPL iES. 
ABS(S/lCb).LT.ABS 51 AI:lS(SACB).LT.ABS(Kt'DI ABS(SAC9).LT./IBSIPIB2) 
.FALSE. 
A8S(SAC121.LT.ABS(C3B2) 
R (SACl 7-ICRAD I 
CONTROL PATH 41 
.CE)(I TO. spec.CFDll • START=ST A'~T04 .LOCFO=LCCFD06. GSFD=GSF002.MPILS=MPILSOl. TPl=TP 104.TP2=TP206. TP3=TP30Z. TP4=TP4 02. TPS=TP532 • TP6=TP602 
• TP7=TP7 OS .FLARE=FLARE02 .LOCOC=LOCDC04. YETA=YET/IO 2.PS IE=PSIE02.LOtSTR=LOCSTRO 2. CAPT=CAPT 04 .RLFO=RLFOO, •• RCMO=RCMOO I. RC,I\4VLD=RCMVL004. 
LDA LDCFD .NDT.(S/lC.EO.O) LOA GSFO .NOT.(SAC.NE.OI LOA GSBSNS (SAC.EO.O) 
LOA GUI03D ISAC.EO.P) STZ PCMVLD 
• .FALse •• 




LOCST R=L CCSTR02 
.NOT.(SACI.EO.OI 
$/lC4.EO.0 
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.t:;;;',\. ~ 
CONTROL PATH 42 
.CEX I TO, SPEC ,Cf'Dll ,STAR1'=START04, LClCFD=LCCFD06, GSFD=GSFD02 • .I4P ILS=r~PILSO I. TP1=TP104. TP2=TP206. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP402. TPS::TPS'2. TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02,LOCOC=LOCOC04,YETA=YETA02,PSIE=PSIE02,LOCSTR=LOCSTR02,CAPT=CAPT04.RLFD=RLFD04.RCMD=RCMDOI.~CMVL~=RC.I4VLD04. 
LOA LOCFD .NDT.(SAC.EO.O) LDA GSFD (SAC.NE.OI LDA GSDEV MPY Kl 
XDIR(SAO.2.*81X SLL 8 SUS TP3 XABS(SACI.LT.ABSI~AU41X DIV TAU4 
MPY DELTAT SAR A ADS TP3 XABS(SAC) .LT.ABSIC190BFI" DIV C180BF 
MPY K3 AOD GSA SUB K4 CMA STA TP4 
*CEX I TG. SPEC. CFD1S.START=ST AI~T04 .LOCFD=LCCFD06. MPILS=MPI LSOI. TPI =TP104. TP2=TP206. TP3=TP303. TP4=TP403. TPS=TPS02.T"6=TP6 02. TP7=TP70S.F 
LARE=FLAR!:'02. LOCOC=LOCOC04. Y ET A=YET AO 2. PSIE=PS I. E02.LOCSTR=LOC STRO 2.CAPT=CAPT04. RLFD=RLFD04. RCMD=RCMDO 1 .RCMVLO::RCMVLD04 • GSFD=GSFD03.L 
GAMC=LGAMC02* 












$1'i03= MUL TM (S AC7 .DELT AT 1 














TPJI=TP301 TP41=TP403 GSFO=GSF003 




















*CEXI· TO. spec. cFOII. START=ST AI~T04 .LOCFO=LCCFD06. GSFD=GSFD02.MPtLS=MPILSO 1. TP1=TPI04. TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302. TP4=TP4 02.TPS=TPS02. TP6=TP602 
• TP7=TP705 .FLARE=FLARE02 .LOCOC=UJCOC 04. YETA=YETAO 2. PS IE=PSI E02.LOCSTR=LOCSTRO 2.CAPT=CAPT04 .RLFO=RLF004.RCMO=RCMDO I. RCHVL:>=RCMVLD04* 
LOA LOCFO I$AC.~o.OI LOA GUI030 .NOT.(SAC.EO.Ol LDA VERSTR LOO CSBIS 
TRA SNLMT ~ABS(SACI.LT.A9S(VGSlX OIV VGS SAR 2 
XA8S(SAC,.LT.AOS(~HD'% OIV KHO XABS(SACI.LT.ABS(PIB2lX DIV PIB2 
L~O OcG6 TRA SRLMT SUB PCMO XAB$(SACl.LT.A9S(C3B2lX DIV C3B2 
MPY Of-LTAT SAR 2 ADS PC:~D LOA MDA SUB HRAO XR(SAC-HRADIlI: 























SAC6=SACS/2" •. <! 
SAC 11 =SACI 0';·C382 
SACI4=N($ACI3+PCMDl 
SACI6-=$AC17-5!NTME 






























S:~02=DEG6 SAC9=SRLMTI SACa. SM02) 
SACI2=MULTIS"CI1.DELTAT) 
































-".:. ; .. ,~ 
.i 
...... 
TRA S'?LMT XAI'lS($/lCI.LT.ABS(VGSIX OIV VGS SAR 2 
XABSISAC).LT.AB51~HD)X DIV KHD XAOS(SAC).LT.ABSIPIB2lX 
1.00 OF()/, 
''':~;';::,~ ';~.' 
rriJ\ -*;r-.H 1.\1 ','J 1: O( ',41) 
. 1 
..,.' ..' iii!r·'.. In) . -_. ...J " .... j .... "' •• "'.'-... ~L",....'~h~p·.ffl~~~~~,~l t _ ~,_~ 2l5Pt!l§ . 
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i ,i ~ ·H f .. '·.11 
f--~-"""~<-'-'~·~~._·-~_~~~="""'"_.-,-,_. 
~ t--;,ri 
.NoT, I SAC.LT.Ol 
srA TIMER 






•• V~RIFICATInN CONDITIONS •• 
SPEC 
SUB BINTME, 



































SAC13=$A CI2/2** 2 











• NOT. (li ,o.C2.EO. 0) 
S,o.C7=SAC6/KHO 




sr~03=MULTM( SACII.OELTAT I 
SMOl=CSB15 SAC4=SRLMT(SAC3.SMQI) 

















• I "'PL I ES. 
AUSISAC4).LT.ABS(VGSI Ao5(sAC6).LT.ABSIKHDl ABSI$AC7).LT.ABS(PIB2) 
R(SAC15-PRAOI RI$AC17-BINTI~E) .FALSE. 








LOA LOCFO (SAC.EO.O) LOA GUI03D .NOT.(SAC.EO.OI LOA VERSTR LOa CSB15 
TtlA SRU-1T XABSI SACl.LT.ABS(VGSIX OIV VGS SAR 2 
XABS(SACl.LT.ABSIKHD)X DIV KHD XAAS(SACI.LT.ABS(PIB2l% OIV PIS2 




XABS(SAC).LT.ABS'C3B2JX DIV «:3B2 
"R(SAC-HRAD." 
LOA [JINTME 
MPY OELTAT SAH 2 
.NOT. ('SAC.LT.O) LOA T Il~ER 
STA T\ MeR LOA PCMVLD 
•• FALSE.* 








SACIJ=SACI2/2 •• 2 
5A(;17=TI MER 
SAC;:;~ .Ea .0 






SAC6=$AC5/2 •• 2 





















SAC 19=B I NTME 
A!3S(SAC4 l.L T .ABSI VGS) AI3S I Si\C6 J.L T .AAS( KHO) ABS ISAC7l .LT .AOSI PIB2) 
R(SACI5-hRAD) RI'SAC17-BINTMEI .FALSE. 





















*CEXI TO. SPEC. CFOll .START=ST ART 04 .LOCFD=LGCF006. GSFO=GSFD02.MPILS=MplLSO I. TP l=TP 104 .TP2=TP206. TP3=TP302. TP4=TP402.TPS=TP502 .TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YETA=YETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LDCSTR02.CJ\PT=CAPT04.RLFO=RLFD04.RCMD=RCMDOl.RCMVLO=RCMVL004 • 
LOA LOCFD (SAC.EO.C) LOA GUID3D .NOT.(SAC.EO.OI LOA VERSTR LOO C5B15 
TAA SRLMT XAOS(SAC).LT.AASIVGS)" OIV VGS SAR 2 
XABS(SAC1.LT.ABSIKHD)X DIV KHD XABSISAC).LT.ABS(PIB2lX 
LOa DcG6 TRA SRLMT SUB PCMD "ABS(SAC).LT.ABS(C3B2lX 




•• VERIFICATION COND[TIONS •• 
CEX I TO SPEC 
MPH 'lI"".o.J'"t1 ~.tH 1-tl ltl1 "'Ij. 
STA PCMVLO 
CFOII START=START04 
f t, T 'l ", 1' .... , ... ,. 
DIV PIB2 
Drv C3B2 
HRAD "R I SAC-HR ADI lI: 













.\« ~;'~~::i~: ::~~,]~, 















(c.,) -. w. ___ '~_ --. ,-_ •• - --~ 
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PCMDI=SACI4 SACIS=MDA SACI6=SAClS-HRAO SAC16.LT.O 
.IMPLIES. 
A~S(SAC4).LT.ABS(VGS) ADS($AC6).LT.ABS(~HD) ~8S(SAC7).LT.ABS(PI82) ABSISAC10).LT.ABSIC3B2) 
R( SAC tS-HRAD) .FALSE. 
CONTROL PATH 47 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CFOll .START=SrAI~T04.LOCFD=LCCF006.GSFO=GSF002.MPILS=MPILSO1. TPI=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP302.TP4=TP402.TPS=TPS02.TP6=TP602 
.TP7=TP705.FLARE=FLARE02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.VETA=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFD=RLFD04.RCMO=RCMOOl.RCMVL:J=RCMVLDO •• 
LOA LOCFD ISAC.EO.O) LOA GUID30 (SAC.EO.O) STZ PCMVLO 
··FALSE •• 



































LOA FLARE .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) LOA HDCF 
LOA KIO ADD K7 'XR(SAC+K7)% 







*CEXITO. SPEC. CFO 15. START=START04. LOCFO=L(:CFD06. MPILS=MPILSO 1. TPl=Tpl04. TP2=TP205.TP3=TP303. TP4=T?4 03. TP5=TPS02 .TP6=TP602. TP7=TP70s.F 
LARE=FLAI<£;:02 .LOCOC=LOCOC04. YET M=Y ET l\ 0 2. PSIE=pSI EO 2. LOCSTR=LOCSTRO Z.CIIPT=CAPT04. RLFD=RLF004 .flCMO=flCMDO I.RCMVLD=RCMVLD04 .GSFO=GSFD03.L 
GAMC=LGAMCQ2.HREF=HREF02* 







• lMPL IES. 
R(SACZ+K2l 

































.CEXI TO. SPEC. CFDI5 .STAR f=5TART04. LOCFD=LOCF006. MPILS=MPILSO 1. Tp \=TPI04. TP2=TP206. TP3= TP303. TP4=Tp403. TPS=Tp502 .TP6=Tp6 02. Tp7=TP705.F 
LARE=FLAAC02.LOCOC=LOCOC04.YBTA=YETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT-=CAPT04.RLFD=QLF004.RCMO=RCMDOI.RCMVLD=RC~V~DO •• GS=D=GSF003.L 
GAMC=LGA~COZ* 
LOA FLARE .NOT.(SAC.NE.O) 
LOA HDCF ADO K7 
DIV K8 S1A HREF 
LD... HOCF 
XR(SAC+K71X 
ADO KZ XRISAC+KZ)X (SAC.LT.O) 
MPY TF XABSISAC).LT.ABSIK8'X 
*CFXITO.SPEC.CFDI~.sTART=START04.LOCFD=LCCF006.MPILS=MPILSOI.Tpl=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP303.TP4-=TP403.TPS=TPSOZ.TP6=TP602.TP7=TP705.F 
LARE.=FLM~E02 .LOCOC=L,JCOC04. YI:T A=Y ETAoe. PSI E=PS I C02. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04. RLFD=RLFD04 • RCMD=RCMOO I .RCMVLD=RCMVLD04 .GSi=O=GSF003.L 
GAMC=LG ....... C02. HREF=·HREFO? 
.\~ 
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** VERrFll;ATIIlN CONIHTIlJNS *. J' , 
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SAC:;" SAC 4+1<.7 
.IMPL I ES • 
R (S'IC2+K21 
CONTROL PA1H 50 
FLARE=FLARE02 
RLFD=RLFD04 
.NOT. (SACl.NE.O I 
SMO 1= MUL TM( $AC5. TF I 
R,SACI\+K7) 
LOCOC=LOCOC04, 





















LOA FLARI;' ($AC.NE';.OI , 
*CExrTO.SPEC,CFDI5.START=START04,LOCFO=LOCF006.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI04.TP2=TP206.TP3=TP303.TP4=TP403,TP5=TP507..T~6=TP602.TP7=TP70S.F 
L'IRE=FLARE 02. LOCOC=LOCOC04. YET A=Y ETA 0 2. PSIE=PSI E02, LOCSTR=LOCSTRO 2·.CAPT=CAPT04, RLFD=RLFD04 .RCM:>=RCMOO 1 • RCMVLO"'RCIoIVL004 .GSFD=GSF003.L 
GAMC=LGA~C02.HREF=HREF02* 






.1 "'I'>L I ES. 
HRE.F=HREF02 






















.CEXI TO. SPF,:C.CFOlS.START=START04.LOCFD=LOCFD06. :~P ILS=MPILSO 1. TP :=TP 104.TP2=TP206. Tp3= TP303. TP4=TP403. TP5=TP502. TP6=TP602. TP7=TP705.F 
LARF.=FLARE02. LOCOC=LQ<;OCQ 4. YET A=VETA 0 2. PSIE=PS I E02. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04 .RLFD=RLFD04. RCMO=RCMOO I.RCMVLO=RC'4VL 004". GS=D=GSF003.L 
GAMC=LGA ,.,CO?. HPIOF=HR EF02* 
LOA HRAD ~AOS($ACI.LT.ABS(HREFI~ DIY HREF STA KFLR SUB MSKLlS 
XR($AC-MSKL151X .NOT.($AC.GE.OI LOA SET STA FLARE 
.CfiX1 TO. SP~C. CrolS .STAHT=5T ART04. LOCFD=LOCFD06,MP ILS=MP ILSO I. Tp I=TPI04. TP2=TP206, TP3=TP303. TP4=TP4 03. TPS=TPS02 .TP6=TP5 02, TP7=TP705.F 
LAR'E=FLA 111';03. LOCOC"'L OCDC,) 4. VeT A=VETAO 2, PSIE=PSI E02. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02; CAPT=CAPT04. RLFO=RLFDO., RCMD=RCMOO 1. RCI<IVLO=RC"lVLD04 .GS= D=GSF003,L 
GAMC=LGA~C02,HREF=HqEF02.KFLH=KFLROI. . 







• IMPL 11;'5. 
ABS($AClJ.LT.AOS(HREF) 













ST,I\RT=START04 LOCFO"'LOCFD06 MPILS=MP ILSD 1 
TP4=TP403 TPS=TPS02 TP6=Tf>602 
YETA:YCT,I\D2 PS1E=PSIE02 LOCST R=L OCSTRO 2 
RCMVLO= RCMVLD04 GSFO=GSFOO3 LGA MC =LG AMCO 2 
KFLRI=$AC2 SAC~=SAC2-MSKL15 .NOT.(SAC3.GE.O) 
FLARE 1=FLAR E03 K.FLR1=!<FLR01 
.CEXITO.SPEC.CF01S.START=START04.LDCFD=LOCFD06.MPILS=MPILSOl.TPl=TPI04.TP2=TP7.06,TP3=fP303, TP4=TP403, Tp5"'fPS 02,TP6=TP602,TP7=TP705.F 
LAnE=FLARF,:02.LacoC=LOCOC04.Yf.TA=Y~TA02.PSIE=PSl~02.LOCSTIl=LOCSTR07..CAPT=CAPT04,RLFO=RLF004,RCMD=RCMD01,RCMVLD=RCMVL004,GS-D=GSF003.L 
GM,C=LGAi'CO.2. HREF=HREFO;:O* 
LOA HRAI) XIIElS(MCJ.LT.AOSCHREFJX DIV HREF STA KFLR SlJB MSKLIS 
XIHSAC-MSKL1S)X (SAC.GE.OJ STZ FLARE 
.cEXITO.SPFC,CFOIS.START=START04.LOCFD=LCCF006.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPI=TPI04.TP2=TP206,TP3=TP303.TP4=TP403.TP5=TPS02.TP6=TP602,TP7=TP705,F 
LJ\IlF.=F~ AflfoOJ ,LOC(]C"<LOCOC04, Yf'T A:1 EfA02.PSIE"PSl EO 2, LOCSTR=LOCSTR02. CAPT=CAPT,04. RLFO=RLFD04 .RCMO=RCMDO 1,RCMVLO=RCMVL004 .GS IO O=GSF003.L 
GAMC=LGAMC02.HREF"'HREFO?,KFLR=KFLROI* 































TP t-Tn,n i T 1;" .. -Tll~~r? ~ 
STJ\I~T=START04 LOCFO=LOCFOO(; MPIL5=MP 1LSO I J.... '
___ •••• ~_~~~-"'-.~"._ , _____ "_"~".-. ____ .u.. .. u~.....;..~~. _~. ~ .. ,-......._, ......... ~ ___ ._~_~_ .... -.........-..._ ...... _" .. _~ __ . ~, ... __ -..........,_. Mllillbii theWHf eb e,-tM 
F:'r~ t,. I ., ;;\ 
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t 
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CONTROL PI\TH 5'3 
SIICI=HRAD SAC2=SIlCI'HREF 
RISAC2-MSKL'1S) 
KFLRI=SAC2 SAC3=SACZ-MSKLI5 SAC3.GE.O 
FLAREl=FLARE03 KFLRl=KFLROI 
*CEXITO.SPEC.CF015,START=START04.LOCFO=LOCFD06.MPILS=MPILSOI.TPl=TPI04.TP2=TPZ06,TP3=TP303,TP4=TP403.TP5=TP502.Tp6=TP60Z.TP7=TP705.F 
L"RE!=FLAHI"0;3.LOCOC=LOCOC04. YETA='fETA02.PSIE=PSI E02. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04.RLFO;:RLF004, RCMO=R.CMDO I.RCMVLD=RCMVLD04 .GS=D=GSFD03.L 
GAMC=LG/lMC02.HREF=H~EFOZ.KFLP=KrLROI* 





.NUT.I SAC.LT. OJ 
SAR .3 










SAL S MPY TP4 
XIIBSISACI.LT.ABSITAU5'X 
MP'f DELTAT "OS LGAMC 
*ceXITO, SPEC. CFOIS. STARTo:ST A"T04. LOCFD=L!lCFD06.MP ILS=MPILSO I. TP I=TP I 0 4.TP2=TP206. TP3=TP303. TP4=TP" 03,TP5=TP50Z .TP6=TP6 02.TP7=TP705.F 
LAI~E=~LIIIH:03.LOCOC=LOCt)C04. 'fET A='f ETA02.PSIE=PSI E02,Locsn~=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CI\PT04. RLFO=RLF004, RCMD=RCMDO 1.RCMVLD=RCMVLD04. G~;=D=GSFD03.G 
AMCMD=GA,.CMOOI.HRFF=HREF02.KFLR=KFLROl.G_MMAC=GAMMACOI.LGAMC=LGI\MC03-
** VERIFICATION CONDITIONS ._ 
CEXlfO 








KF'LH= KFL RO 1 
SMQ2=MULTM(SAC3.TP41 SAC4=MULT(SAC3.Tp41 
SI\C8=SAC7/TAU5 SIIC9=sAca'2 •• 3 
SM04~MULTM(SACI0.OELTAT) 
SACI3.N (SACI2-GAMMAI 'GA"1CMDl=SAC 13 
• t MPL.l es. 
R(SACZ*2.*S' 

















MPILS=Mp ILSO I. 
T1>6=T1>602 




SACII=MULT($ACIO.OELTATI SACI2=N(SI\CII+LGI\MC) LGI\MC 1 =S ACIZ 
GAMCMOI=GAMCMDOI GAMMAC=GAMMACO I LGI\MC 1 =L GA'!: 03 
.CEX1TO.SPCC.CFOIS.STARf=START04,LOCFO=LOCFD06.M~ILS=MP1LSOI.TPl=TPl04.TP2=fP206.TP3=TI>303.Tp4=Tp403.fP5=TP5OZ.T?6=TP602.TP7=TP705.F 
LARF=FLARfO"LOCOC=LOCOC04.YFTA=YETAry2.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.CAPT=CAPT04,RLFD=RLFD04.RC~0=RCMDOl.RCMVLD=RCMVL004.GS=0=GSFD03.L 
GAMC=LGAMCO<,. HREF=HH EFO <'. KF'LR=KFLRO 1* 
LOA KFLR LOO MSKLI5 TRA SRLMT XR(SAC*2.-a)X SAL S Mpy TP4 
SUO KA (SAC.LT.O) STA GAMMAC 1100 GSA 1\00 GSA .NOT.(SAC.LT.O' 
LOA GIIMMAC SUH LGAMC 7.ADS(SAC).LT.A9S(TAU51% orv TI\U5 SAR 3 
LDO LI"1PI~ TRA SRLMT MP'f DELTAT ADS LGAMC SUS GI\MMA STI\ GAMCMD 
-CEl( I To. sprc. CFDI5 .STIIRT=ST APT04. LtlCFD=LOCFD06.MP ILS=MPIL'SO I. TP I=TP 1tl4.TP2=TPZ06. TP..l=TP303.lP4=TP. 03, TPS=TpS02 .TI>6=TI>6 OZ. TP1=TI>705.F 
LAf~I;:"f LAI>LO.3 • LOCOC=l..CCIJc.:04 • 'ft. T A=ycTA02. PSIC=PSIEo2. LOCSTR=LOCSTR02.C,\PT=CI\PT04. RLFD=RLFD04. RCMD=RCMDO 1 .RCMVLD=RCMVLD04 .GS<OD=GSFD03.G 
I\t~CMD"'GA"'CMOO I. HR!'F"'HRf Fa;>, KfLR=KFLRO 1. GIIMM"C=GA"14ACO 1 .LGAMC=LGAMC03* 










f"L" '" "-J' L A\~t:: 03 
"Lt; I)" ,~,\:, l' lJ04 
Kf J ~."-- t nl. 
'~I\ t ~ . I ! ~ AC 3 • TP 4 ) 








SMD1=L lMpl{ 'loAC H''''.'H .. r~r (SAC 11 • ~M031 
SACl;)=MULT(SAClZ.\)£LTATJ, SAC14"'N(SACI3+LGI\MCI 
• 1I<f'L lEO;. 
R (sAC,H2*-n, AtJS(tAC9).L hABS( TAUS) 
CONTROL PI\TH ,5 ". 
START=START04 LOCFD=LOCFD06 MPILS=MP ILSO 1 
TP4=TP403 TP5=TPSOZ Tp6=TP602 
'fETA=YETA02 PSIE=PSIE02 LOCSTR=LOCSTR02 
RCMVLO=RC"1.VLD04 GSFD=GSF003 LGI\MC=LGAMCO 2 
SMOl=MSKL15 SAC2=SRL"1T(SAC1.SMQII SAC3=SI\C2*;> •• S 
SACS.LT.O G~MMACI=SAC5 SI\C6=NISI\C5+GSA) 
SAC9=NISACS-LGAMCl SACtO=SAC9'TAUS SACl1=S~CIO'Z.*3 
SM04=MULTMISAC12.DELTAT) 
LGAMCI=SIICI4 SI\CIS=NCSACI.-GAMMA) GI\MCMDI=SA:IS 









~~ ~~ ~~ 
-€~ ~! 
f . 






:1:' ! . ··1 
: .. ! 
. 'I 








• NOT. (SA CI • EO .01 
.IMPL.l ES. 
.FAL.SE. 
CONTROL PA'TH 59 
I~LF D=R LF 004 








_ __ ~ __ --"-~"'::..":'=":"':'" _:- ~':"""":~::::-'_~-:-":'-':"'-":-_7"::'::"~::: __ -4.~_-.~- --- .. -----=.~.....::....:._~:::_::: ... ::.::::.~.:_.::.-:::...:::....:: "':~~-1-.~ 
GSFO=GSF003 
GAMCMO=GAMCMOOI 













*Cl'iXI'TO. SP.EC. CFDI5 .START=ST ART04 .LOCFD=LOCFOD6. MPJLS=MPILSO I. TP I=TP 1 01l.TP2=TP206. TP3=TP303. TP4=TP403. TP5=TP503. TP6: TP6 03. TP7=TP705.F LARF.=FLARE03.LOCOC=LOCOC04.VETA=VETA02.PSIE=PSIE02.LOCSrR=LOCSTRO?CAPT=CAPT04.RLFD=RLFDOII.RCM~=RCMDOI.RCMVLD=RCMVLD04.GSFD=GSFD03.L 
GAMC=LGAMC03. ~RFF=HREFO? GAMMAC=GA~''!ACO I.?CMI);:PCMDO I. KFLR=KFLROL .GAMCMD=GAMCMDO 1* 
LOA GSVLO (sAC.EO.O) STZ PCMVLO 





















$ACI. EQ. 0 

















KFLR=KF L Rill 
LOCFD=LOCFD06 I4PILS=MPILSOl 
TP5=TP503 TP6=TP603 
PS IE==PSIE02 LOC 5TR=L OCSTR02 












............. ~iiiiiiiijj.he·l>Mmrn?r 1:Y pn'trcrri"MIi" "lUIi lUi ,!, .. ~"".", .... "",.it<,"" •. "",,,,,"4~~"""~ .,' ,,"."'-foi4i';'~.", ••• _j""'il;';~"'_";";-~''''''i':'' , . 













































--- 111];'0<:1:'1-1 \-lltJ:A1<:Y ---
......... •• TVPf-: nn. THM. RL.SET 
••• ••• •• •• INT:f.J.K.L.M.N.P.Q.R.O 
•••••••••• THM:A.e.c.O.E 
• •• ·' •• • ••• RL:o.p.a.R.u.v.W.x.v.z 
•••••••••• SET:S.T 
~- '7:---
..... THe: START IN Fr.tONT OF A THEOREM INDICATES THE THEOREM CAN
 BE 
••• ~.PROVED BY USING OTHER BASIC THEOREMS. 
••••• THfRE APE 2C2 THEORe:MS: 
••••• 54 THEOREMS CAN f.!E PROVEO BV US.tNG OTHER BASIC THEOREMS 
• 
••••• AUOR\IP.O'=IP.EO.O' AND AB8R21A.Bl=IA.EOV.BI 
r-., 
'< 
..... CAN 8E USED AS THEOREMS: IT MEANS THAT f> IS THE ABBREVIA
TION OF 
..... AR ITHMe:TIC f'X"RESSION 0 OR A IS THE ABBREVIATION OF BOO
LEAN 
...... Ed('PR~ SSION (}If> ANI) A SHOULD 8E IDENTIFIERS DIFFERENT FROM ANV 







MOD31 t .J·'=J.GT.O.I.GF..O.I/-IP.MODI I .J) .EQ.I-t/J.J 
.14004 It, Jl=J.GT .O.l.Eo.J .IMP.MODI 1,J I .EO.O 
·MOO~111=I.GT.O.IMP.MODIO.I'.50.0 
MOD~(I.J,K)=MDD11.J).EO.O.K.EO,J.IMP.MODII+K,J).EQ.O 
.~W07 I I. JI= I. GE.o. J.GT. 0 .IMP. ","0011 • .1 • .1) ,EO, 0 
AEISOL.UT!' ARI.'THMETIC 






































r·.··· , .' 

























Ii ". ~ 
t~~ 

















.OL Tl (P. o. R )-=P .LT • a. R.GT .0 .• tMP .P/R.L T .Q.I'R 
.MG~ 1 ( P. a. f.( )-::;:P. GE. Q. R.GT.O.I MP .P.R. GE .Q".R 
*MLF.t (P. O .. R: J=-P.Lf? o. R.GT.O. r MP.P*R.Lf: .o*p 
MGTICP,O,N)=~.GT.O.N.GT.C.IMP.p.R.Gr,O*N 











UML. T2'( P) =P .GT.C .FOV.;.-P .Lf.O 
.UMSU61IP.al.-IP-OI.EO.O-P 
INEauAL-1TY AND LOGIC 









Gf2(p,a.I<,=p.aE:.o. o. GE.~. I~IP.P.G".R 
GE3(P,01=P.GE.O.EQV,P-O.GE.O 









.. GT\.. T2 (P.O J::of'.L T.O .'10',1.0 .aT.p 












---------------------------~----------------------AELOG I( P.O I",P.L T .O.P .GE.a. (\.IP •• ·FALSE. 























































~;" .. ; \,.." t '-:':" '-..!-~, I . ~ r:- '-
~. ~ 
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ANOOR2 (A.B .CI =A. (a .OR.C I • IMP 0 A .ANO. BoOR oA oA NO.C 
AOI IA. B." =A.OR .O.C.EOV.( A.C I oORo lB.C) 
IMPIIA.OI=IA.IMP.B).A.IMP.B 
IMP2( A.B.C,I=1 A.IMP.a l.lS.IMP.CI.t MP. I AoII/poC) 







OR4(AI=A.OR.A.E OV. A 
ORSIAI=A.OR •• NOT.A 
OR6(Al=A.OR •• FAL5€ •• IMR.A 
eOVI(A.Bl=A.(AoeOV.810IMP.a 
EOV21A.OI=e.IA oeOV.A).lMPoA 
eOv31A.OI=IA.eOV.BI •• NOT.B.lMP •• NOT.A 
EOV4,A.OI=IA.eOV.BI •• NOT.A.IMP.oNOToO 
NOT2IP.01=.NOTop oeO.0.eOV.p.NE.0 
NOT3(A.A):_NOT.".OR •• NOTeOeEQV •• NOTe(Ae"f\Oee) 
NQJ4(AI=AoeaV •• NDT.I.NOT.A) 
N01S (P.O )=p .EiJ. O.eov 0 .NOT .(P .Ne.O I 
N(iT6( A .'f\.C)= .NeT. A •• NoT .8 •• NOT .C. IMP •• NOT. ( A .OR.a.OR.C) 
NOT7 I A.O 1= .NOT .A •• NOT.S .IMP. oNOT o~ .ORoa) ~OTANDI(A.OI=A.ANO •• NOT.BolMP.oNOT.(AoANDoB) 
NOTORl I,A ,01= • NOT • A, .NOT.6.1 MP 0 .NOT.! AoOR.a) 














* Al":lI p, 0 )=0 .NF.. (). IMP.( P+O)/O-loeO 01"/0 
;'AM" (P. O.R 1= (PoOI·.R. eO.p.R+O*R 
-AS UP. 0 1_1"-0 .F.O ,p+( -0) 
AS~IP.O).-P+O.tO.O-P 
.AS3IP,O.R)=P~0-R.EO.P+(Q-RI 
..0.54 ( P.O.R I=P-OH~. EO.P-( O-R) 




P3(P,,,,r:. ~C.". IMP. a/I" .Eo.a D4(p.a.A1.p.fQ.Q.R.~E.O.IMP.P/R.Ea.0/R 
.1)t)(P .'1. Rl ,~P ... ~.t1.li. P'~"T .1'\ .. !J..4{').PIt14~f) .. n/D 
"~ 





































';"j' .. t 




































MU2lP.0. R I=(P""O I-R.E o.p*'.a_R' 
MU3lP,=p*1.Ea.p 
~U4(p.a.R'=R.NE.09P*R.Ea.a~R.IMP.P.EQ.Q 
*MUS l P I =p*o .EO.O 



































GREATeST COMMON DIVISOR 
GCO) ( I. J 1= [.C-T .0. J.G T.D, J-I • GT .0. 1I1P.GCO II. J I.EO.GCDC 1 • .1-11 
GCD2tl.J).I.Gr.O.J.GT~0.IMP.GCD(I.JI.EO.GCDIJ.rl 
GCD311'-I.GT.o.IMP.GCDII.r •• Ea.1 












































'I ;-_________ --___ ~-_------------------ j 1 
" .... n".'"" .,'" , .. ,' ","''' " ------ -
"'""..,"" __ ,_ ... , ...... _._ .. _... . J 





r-t'i";,i" .' ., t·· 
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~~---"--.- .. ~'.-~'--.-... -.-.---, .. -,-<------ --. .'\~ 
i~'~:;f~~ttf!~t2·{':r';;;'~r:!~ •. :~'t',~Jft$~t"~:'1'~t.'4\':J_·;\ld;.~~"'~~~~~~~$~~..:~~~~~:~~1~ ".~_:Inotjtl,~f: 'I-'~~t ;·'·Hn:·>:f.-;!">~' ;,";' '\';~_\l, ";'~~:;~i~;~~~~Nlr





















S 8 I I • J , L • II ( L 1 );: ,.e J 1 • 1 MP. I A ( I I • 1 • IN, ( J .. J )) 
591 I. J ."'.L. AIL) .M.fll M) )= IAI II. I.IN.S). ~.,. IJ 1 ,I.I4P.I3(J) I. IMP.I BIKhK.
IN.SI 
S leI I. J. K.L.AIL I I=J. GT .K. IMP .FII I.J .LE.I .AND.I.LE.K .IM
P.AI I I I 
51 CAli. R .11 I R J I =F A I I. IN. I I • A ( I I I 
51 .l( I • J. K)=l.GE .J. I .LE..K.. IMP. I. INSiDE.(..J •• K) 




S13( I.J,S.T.M.N.A\ M. N) I=IAIJ.I ,.1.11".5. J.IN.TI.Eav. IAIJ.l I.J.IN.T.
l.IN.S) 
SI511.J.L.AIL,,=1 AI I '.I.IN.I J •• J' l.eo.AIJI 
SI61 I.J,L.AIL)l=/" JI .tMP.FI (I.J.LE.I'AI'ID.I.LE.J.IMP.A( I I I 




IF2II.J.~.A)=t=l.tF.A.THEN.J.ELSE.K) •• NOT.A.IMP.I=K' 
IF311.J,~.AI=I=J.A.IMP.I=(.IF.A.THEN.J.ELSE.K' 
tF4(I.J.K.A)=I=K •• NOT.A.l~?1=(.IF.A.THE~.J.ELSE.K) 
IFSI I.J.K.R.AIRII •• IF.I=J .THEN.AI II .ELSE.K.EQ •• IF.I=J.THEN.AIJI .ELS
E.K 
IF611 .J,~.M.OIMI .PIMJ.R(MI.a{MI I=IPI JI=Q(JI.J.[N.S,.IMp.( (.[F.B{ II.T
HEN.p{ I I.ELSE.R( I I'=O( 1,.I.IN.SI.lBCK, .K.IN.S' 
IFT{ I .J.K.M.eIMI.PIM I.RtMI.Q IMII=lp( JI=QIJ, .J.IN.SI.IMP.( I .IF.B( I ).T





I. J.I N. S II • I I ( • IF .H I II. THEN .PI II. ELSE .R I II I =Q II I • I. IN.S I •• NOT. (B (J 
1 .J .IN. S, , 
IF9(A.a.p.a.R.S)=P.FO.Q •• NOT.A •• NOT.a.:MP.p=.IF.A.THEN.R.ELSE •• IF.B.THEN.S.ELS
~.Q 
UNION AND INTERSECTION 
UNION 1 I I .J. K.I I. I?.J 1. J2.L. AI L I I=FI I I. II .LE.I ."No. r .LE
.I,2. IMP .AI I I 10 F II J. Jl .LE.,!.AND. J.LE. J2. II'IP .... (J) I. 12.EQ.~ I-I .IMP.FIl
 K.1I.LE.K .... 
NO.K.LE.J2.IMP.A(K" 
UNION;: I I •. J. KI= I.LE.J.J .LE.K .IMp.( I •• J-I I.UNtON. {J •• K' .Ea·. {I •• K, 
UNION3 (' I .'J. K)= 1.LE.J .J.LE.tc::. I MP.( J •• K) .UhION. (t •• J-l ) .EQ. (1 •• K) 























SUMI (I.J .K.L.S.T.t~.PIMl hoSIJMIPIII.I. IN.SI+SUM(PIJ '.J.IN.T,.Ea.SUM(P
IKI.K. IN.S.UN10N.T}-SUI'I(P(LI.L.IN.S.INST.T' 
I 
SUM2 (I. J .K.L. M,' N. A IN ))=L.LE .M. K.Ea.L-I. IPP .SUMI AI I I .J .LE. I.ANO.t.L
E.K I+SUM{A( U.L .LE.l .ANI> .t.LE.M) .Ea .SUM( Al I) .J.LE.I.AND.I.LE.M, 
v , 'j', 
SIJM3(I.J.K.L.PIL1!=J.GT.K.IMP.5UMIP(I,.J.LE.I.AND.I.LE.KI.EQ.O 
, 
5UM4.( 1.J.K.L.PIL' '=J.EO.K.IMP.SUMIPI IIoJ .LE.I.AND.I.LE.KI .EQ.PIJ) 
C _ '! 
>::t;l ~ J j 
;-t 
t-d Q L.. 
MlSCe:L. 
C Z -' j; 4 
;;;,~;~;~~;:~:;:;):~;;~;~:~-,T~~~~;;~;;:~;:;:~~;:~;;~P)·ABS(R).LT.O·S ~ ~ I 
ABSS(P.QI=A05tP.O'=ABSIPI· .. eSlal 
AflS6IP.a'=I>.1!:0.Q.IMP.ABSIP1.e:a.ABSIO' 
£) '"t1 
AOS71 p.a h=P'.L T .~. p .GE.O. I,..P ... esIP I.L T .ADS( Q I 2 ~ 
ADSR(p,O'=P.LT.O.O.GE.I.IMP.P/O.LT.O 
...- 0 1 
AaS9IPI=P.G~.O.lMP.AOSIPI.F.Q.P 
~ ~ l 
AOSI 0.1 P. C) "0 .NE.I:'. !,-\P.I\l3S(P/O' .'00 .AD, SIP) /ABS.I a' 
~ ~ 
lIeSl~(p.a'=AH5(PI.LT.l.no.o.G£.1.tMP ... eS[~1/Q.LT.t.~Q 
, 
1\[1<11 ,(p.fJ:l-Ar.';'!ru"~l l\nr~lnltt '!o.·V·C,.,l 
~ ABSI tiP" Q,=U.LE .P.Q.GE'.o.IMP.a.LE.AaSIP.l 
~ fa d'~ 












y. ~"""~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~"':':';::';'::"-'"..::;..:,.;:.;".:.::;.~;:.::::..~ ___ r • .;~..=~~::::......:::.. _
__



























\...... AufHP .0. R. 5. T) :::;P.EO. (a. R































,IRS(P ,a)::::p .G:E. 0 .a.GE:.c.l MP. RlP-Q)
 
I... IRI<lI=Rll).IMP.IHIAtlStll) 
1;02.1 I. JI =IH I I. ~(J I .1 .G{;..O.J .GE.O. H~P .N







LeGe 1 ( P. a. R. 5) ==P.LE. O. R. Lt:..s. P .GE .










LEL TS I P. a.R.S l=p/a.L T .R. S.GT.O
. a. NE.O. [MP.P/S .LT.R 




LTGE.? (P. O. R. S)=P.LE'. a.R .LT .. S ,P.GS .
0. R.GE..O. t MP.P*R •. LT ,0*5 
LTLCI (P.a.A: )=p.LT .• a. C.Lt:: .R.IMP.P
.LT.R 






MUL r t (I". al=MUL TIP. a) .eo .p*n 






M\)LTSt P. O.R )=AflS( C) .LT.R. ABSI P I.L T.I .e







NF 31P .c. R. 5) =ABSI P) .LT.K. AtlSI 0) .LE. S .I











NOTANDt(A.BI=O.INP •• NOT.(A.ANO •• NOT.B~
 





NOTGE IIP.c 1= .NOT,( P. GE.a) .Eav .P.L T. 0 
NOTGC2IP.Ol=P.GF.Q.EOV •• NOT.p.LT.a 
NOTG~3(P.01=.NOT.P.GE.o.tOV •• N
OT.P.GT.Q 
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N:JTOI?<'.NU 51 A. B. C:)= A .OR.B .AND. C. IMP •• NOT. 




NOTOR ANtI8( A. El.e .0. E. F)=A .OR ~D .. AND
 .C. {t:3 .ECV. 0 .,AND.E). (0 .EQV •• NOT. A
.AND.F) .IMP •• NOT. (0 .AND •• NOT.E) 
NOTS t A~a .c 1 =A. CR •• NOT.6 .OR. ,"
NO"'.C.1 MP •• NeT. ( .NOT. A .•. AND. B. AND. CJ 
NOTORAND91A.B.C:I=A.AND.IB.OR.CI.I
MP •• NOT.(A.AND •• NOT.e.AND •• NOT.c) 
Nt(PI=N(P.I.l.F..I.BO 
NZIpI=~eSINIpI'.l.T.I.BO 
N3Ip);NI 1'1.1 MP. IIElS IN II' II 














*051 15.1 .J.-..:, AIKI I =F A( 1. IN. s. A (1 )I.OR.E
 I (J. 1111.5, .NOT .A( J I) 
EIFAlIS.I,J,K.R.AlRl I=FAIl.lN.5,A





E:IZ( I • J. K. L. I'lL I. M.a 1M I I =EI ( I, J.LE.I .IIN





EI4(l,J.M.LI=MJO( I.J I.Ea.M.IMp.flIL. IN.
IC •• II.I.Ea.J*L+M) 
*LEMMA1{t.K.L)=lK.GC.o.K.LE.(J-i)*41.K
.EC.4*L.IMP.L.INSIOE.(O •• J-l) 
o 
MI 51 (J.P .5. I.N 11) .M. AI M I, =J .GE.o. IA( NIl
) I=P, 1.1 N. S 1.1 MP. IAINI 1»= I .1F .N( I 1=!\IIJ









AII,KI.I.lN.IJ •• J),K.IN.IL •• LII 
~HEOREMS NOT VET JUSTIFIED 
pR I I I • K. LI" I I • NE. I< *L .1<. DI. { Z •• 1-1
 I. L .IN • (2 •• 1-1 ) I .EOV .PRI MEl 1 ). 
pRZII I" I: .GT.O .1 .L T .4.1 Mp.;:OR 1 MF. C!
 I 
PR311.J)-MODII.J).Ea.o.J.GE.Z,I.GT.a.J*
J.LE.I.lMP •• NOT.PRIME(I' 
PR41 I.J.I<.LI=MOOI I,JI.NE.O. I I.NE
.K*t.,K.IN. IZ •• J-l J.L.IN.12 •• t-l) I.I.GT.
O.J.GE.2.(J+ll.(J+1) .LE.I.IMP.( t.NE.K.L
';K.IN.12 •• J,.L.IN.(2 •• 
I-I) I 
PRSlI.J.K.Ll=MODII.J).NE.O,I.GT.O.J.GE.2
,II.NE.I<*L,I<.1N.Iz •• J-ll,L.IN.(2 •• 1-11I
,IJ+I).IJ+11.GT.I.IMP.pRIMEII' 
852 ( 1= I { FAI 1[.1 N. ( O •• I N-l ) ) • X. NE. AI 4 .. II 
I ) I. OR. (El ( J. 1 N.l R3. 'RSI, X .EO.A (,,*J ) II " 
(x. GT. A(-( R3+RS "Z •• ,*. II. .. l,!!.P. ( (FA( 11 .IN 
.10 •• (N-I , J. K. 
NE.AI4*II»I.OR.IEI(J.IN.I(IR3+RS)/2**.
+.) •• RS).X.EO.A14*J»))1 
053 (1= I (FAI I J .IN. (I) •• tN-I.»). )(.NE.A{ 4 *11 
») .OR.I EI I J.IN.I R3.'.RS' ,X.EQ.A(4*J) I)'. IX .L
E.AHR3+R51'2**t.",), .IM'P.( (FAe n .1:1'4 .(1) •




sa .. I 1= I I FAt n .1 N. (0 •• I N-' ) I • X .NE. At 4*11
 ) I) • OR. (El I·J.I N. I R3 •• R5 I, X.EQ. At 4*J II) )
 • [R3 .EO .RS ) .-l--)(·.·NE-o--NI ~*" ) ) .1HP. (FAC II .IN
 .1 0 •• ( N-') lo X. 
NE.AI .. -I.III) 
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USER DEFINED MACROS 
CCRUZFO=CFDINI.OR.(CFD2.ANO.LOCFD03=OI 
CFOINI=(TM:FLG.NE.OI.AND.TICRUZFD 
" ',,- TICRliZFD=( ANDI PC(}MWD • TI2 '=0 ,L.OR. I [LS01'/=O ,.OR. IGRUND.NE.O I 
CFOl:CF.O IN2 , 
I...-
CFDIN2=1 TME:FLG.NE.OI .AND. C: •. r-I.Qr.TlCRUZFD I 
CFOIN3=CFDIN2.AND.START=0 
CFD3=CFDIN2.ANO.TFD3 
TF03= I A13S1 YErAO! I-LI MLOC .LT.o, .OR .N( ABSI FS IEOI )-DEG2'.1.. T .0_ 
V .CFD4=CFD IN2. ,<IN 0 .1 TFD3.0R. IGUID2D=0" 
CFD42=CFC4.Atlp.LBS.NE.O.AND.LOCFD03=0 
CFD2= I CFD4 .AN,,>. (Las= 0) , • OR. I CFOIN 2.ANO. I .NOT. TF03 I .AND.I GUI02o.NE.0 I I 


















TFOI4=1 LCCVLO=O I. DR. IMPI LSO 1=0 1 













CFOI55=CFDI5. AND.TFD 155 




TVCRUZ3=IGUID30 .NE.nl.AND.(MOA.GE.HRAOI •• NO.ITIMER.NE.atNTME' 
CEXITO=CVCRUZ.AND.TEXITO 
CExt Tl=TMEFLG=O.DR.CCRUZFo.AND.GUt02P=O 
~E~IT2=ICFOI5.AND.(GSVLD=011.OR.~VCRUZ •• ND.TEXIT2' 
CEX 11':3= (CPO 15 .AND. (GSVLD .NE. 01 , .OR. I CVCRUZ .ANO .TEXIT3) 
TEXlfZh,GUI03D=01.OR.ITVCRUZ3.AND.(PCMVLD.NE.OII 
TEX 113= I'i'iUi ';;~D. NE. 01 .AND. (I MDA.LT .HR AOJ • OR. II TIMER .NE.B I NTMEI .4"10. (PCMVLo:OI I , 
TEXITO=( GUI03D .NE. 01 .AND.IMDA.GE .HRAD 1'.M"o.,1 T1MEH=BtNTMEI 
1111111111 
~ MPILSCl=ANDIPCUMWD.TI21 
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TPI02=. I F. CPO IN3.TH=: N.O .ELSE. TPI 
Tp202= .TF;CFD IN3.THEN.O. ELSE .TP2-, 
TP3(l2=. [F. CFD lN3.Tl1EN.0 .ELSE. l'P3 ' 
TP4C2=.rF.CFOIN3.THEN.0.ELSE.ip4 
TPSr.2=.IF.CFOIN3.THEN.0.ELSE.TPS 
T,P602=. I F '.r.:FD 11-13. THEN. O.ELSE. TPI.; 
TP7()2=. I F.;·CFO lN3. THEN.O .ELSE. Tp7 
LOCF003= .IF .CFO IN3. THEN.O .ELSE .t::OCFD 
, L6cOC02 •• IF.CFDIN3.THEN.O.ELSE~Ldcoc 
", ·;"'o,:::'Li\RE02=. I F .CFO IN3. THEN.O .ELSE.FL ARE 
START'03= .IF .CFO lN3. THEN .SET .ELSE. START 
YETAll1=MuL T( LOCDEV'K II 
PSIEOI·NITK-R~YHOG) 









TpI03A=N INI YETAOI /PE RlQ;)/PER I OO*I<S-TPI02 )/TAUl*OELTAT/2**3+TPl02) 
TPIC3B=NINISRLMTIYETAOl.LIMYI/PERIOD/PERIOO*K5-TPI02)/TAUl*OELTAT/2**3+TPI02) 
TPI03=.IF.LOCOC04=0.THEN.TPI03A.ELSE.TPIC3B 





LOCSTRO'I =-1 SRLMTI NI TPZO S-TP I 03 I.L IMI BO ,.2 •• :31 
TPI04=. I F.CCPUZFD. THEN. TP 1.02 .ELSE. TP I 03 
TP206=.IF.CCPUZFD.THEN.TP20Z.ELSE.TPZOS 





AC02=.IF.CF062.THEN.AO.ELSE •• tF.CFOS.THEN.SRLMT(LOCSTROl.OEGIS).ELSE.SRLMT(AC01.DEG2S) 
RCI'VLDOI=O 
PCI'.vLOOI =0 
LOCF006=.IF.CFOINt.THEN.0.ELSE •• tF.CLANOFD.THEN.LOCFOOS.ELSE.LOCF003 
RLFD04=N I SRLMT( NI ACO 2-RLF002l /,Z**2/T AU3. OEG41.0EL TAT+RLF0021 
RCMOO 1 =SRLMT(NI RLFD04-ROLLI • DEG2S 1 





HREFO 1 =. IF .HOCF"K2.L T.o. THEtl.1 HOCF+K 7) .TF/KB .ELSE. (K10+K71.TF/KB 
HREF02=. IF.CF0152. THEN .HREFO I.ELSE.HREF 
FLARE03=.lF.KFLROI-MSKLIS.LT.0.THEN.SET.ELSE.O 
KFLP~I=.IF.CFOlS.THEN.HRAD/HREFOZ.ELSE.KFLR 
.GAMMACO I =.IF. TFD15S. THEN. NI SIlLMTI KFLROl .I'SKL 15 I *2**e.YP403-K4 I .ELSE.GAMMI'C 
LGAMC02=.IF.CVLANDI.THEN.GAMMA.ELSE.LGAMC 
TLGAMCO=ro;( 5RLMTCN I AO-LGAMCOZ I /TAUS/2**3 .LI MPR I*OELTAT+LGAMC02) 
TLGAMC I"'Ne SRLMTINI-N!N (NI GAMMACO! +GS A I+GSA) -GIIMMACO 1 1 -LG'AMC02 I/TAUS/2*.3.L IMPR) .:>ELTAT+LGAMC02) 
LGi\MC03=.IF.TFOIss.rHEN.LGAMC04.ELSE.TLGi\MCO 
LGAMC04=.IF.TF0156.THfN.TLGAMCI.ELSE.TLGi\MCZ 





RCI'VLD04 =. IF .CFOI.Z .THEN.SET .ELSE.O 
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GSFOC3=-. IF .CVLANOI .THEN"SET .ELSE. GSF002 











f''''''' . ~f ,-.,1. '~ '" 
2222222222 
SPEC=AO=0.AI200=1200.B23.CI8~6F=180.BI5.C362=3.B2.C5al5=5.B1S.0EG2=0.01111111BO.DEG4=O.02222222BO.OEG6=O.03333333BO.OEGI5=O.08333333 
BO .DEG2Q=O. 1111111 18C .DEG25=' .13B88888BO .OELTAT=O .05BO.OR.OELTAT=0.1 BO .FOBKG=O .8B3. ABS(GAMMA •• LY.l .BO. ABS( GAMMAC •• L T.l .80.ABSIGAMCMO 
I .LT. I • Ii O. A£lS (GS) • LE. O. £,25£1 15. AI'S (GSA I • LE.o .0 2777777BO. A6S( GSOEV I .LE.O .00111111136. HRA 0 .GE. 0 .AND .HRAD.L T .1500.623. HREF. GE.SO .B15. AND. 
HREF .L T. I. BO. ASS( HDCF) .LE.I .SB .ASS( J<FLR I .LE .1.Ell 5. KDAMP=O .9S0 .ASS (KHD).L T. 1 .60 • A'IO. AB S(KKl I .GT. 0.0 16BO. ABSI KFLR) .LE .1. B 15. Kl =700 .Bl' 
• K2=3.8 15. K3=0 .03130. K4=0. K5=". 3960. K6=0 .65360 .K7=2. 615 .K8=-1 .665. K 10=-3.6 15.K 1000=837 .B23"KI200=926. 823. A6s{LAT!~'TA) .t:T. t".·30 .i..GAMC!.'GE· 
• -0.0 5 5555556 0 .AND.L GAMC. LE. O.L I MY=4 00.623. L 1 ML OC= I CO .623.L IMPR=O .0033333360. LIM180=003777'777 .AB 51 LDCDEV) .LE. 0 .0111111165. AB5! LOC::HR 
) .LT. I .60. ";OA=250. 62:!. ADS (PCMD) .LE.O .0333333360 .PER 100=35.6 I O. P I 62=3·.1415926B2.AB5(P ITCH) ~LT .1. BO. A6S I PS"IE'I .L T.l .60. AS stRCMO j • LE.o. i 
38886880 0, AI:l5 (ROLL I. LT'. I • BO • A65( R WYI1DG) .LT. I .80 .RE5 ET=OOO 000000. SET=O 11111111 .• TAU 1=3. 83. TAU2=60. 66. TAU3=1. 62. TAU4=3 .B4 • T4.U5=1 .B3. TAU 
6~ 1.5B3. TF= 16 .85. Tl.MER.GE.O. AND. T I.,E R.L T .1. SO ,ABS I TK) .LT;' 1.Be .AB5 (TPI ) .LE.I.63. AB5! TP2) .LE .1. 63. A6'S'( TP31.LE.l .B13.AB51 TP4) .LT·~ i. 60. A 
BS(TP5) .LT •. 1. BO .AOS! TP61 • LT. 1.1:30. ASS (TP7) .LE .1.63. T12=040 0 .A65! VER5TR) .LE.1.B8.VG5 .GE .100.6 15.AS5! YETA) .LT.l. 60.ABS I RCMO). LE.O .13888 
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&STLIMJT =_ }c??ora 
&At-GIIOf< '" t 
,rdi:it?-
&Tf?IM "= I 
orr' INf'_ (' 1~~tEnFll (;O,l, y .L. H.llP .xo .HH. Xrl.COMMAS' I Dcirl~el'T~~~~(ST)H.E.SH.IPRE.SH~.AYN,SUO,QJEXP.N'INNO.ALL.L') 
D(:.r I'JE (' NOPAHA( TXT IX1 'l 
()~Fl~t('WAN~{ANT~.CONSEO)PHt.Pst·' 
DFFINE1'5FPF(TEXTlXI,X2,X~' l 
U~GP .=: • NOTI 
Hlt40P =. '/1N~)' "iMP' 
F tlRr~\IL A " ' , 'J'JIl? , OP 
'O~ I 1 • Eav' 
,_(, O/,L • PHI 
UAL __ Pl-ll ',' GAL. pst .). 
, )' • , aINOP • OP '(1 
ATCt-\,;,,;, "c' • t1-AL' ').1\ 
5y,>FTN" ('l>SU"\' I '~Ml"l' '$M~X' I ':SPROD' '$ARRAY'. I 'SSE-T') 
LOP'" ('$NoJl' I '<LA/U' I '$01" I 'snIP' I 'sEOV» 
tUNC, ., 'SUM' I 'PR0[)' 1 "HI'<' I 'MAX' 
HA~P '.*, I '.' I '/' I ,+' I 
UAU'tl ANY ( t +-, ) 
,.-VO;.) ;:: A!' ... V(· ,,«/t. ) 
H.) :; (I H r 1 r L • • A' • *C' ) 
AI.PHA " 'r'''AUCOI:i'GHIJKL4NOPOr.STUVWXYZ' 
NU".t ;::. 'l2.34"'.,}~;t 7Aq 'f,' 
;i.N = AL1>pr~ NUl<1 
r") '" ANY(Al.PHA) (SpA"!(A'!) I r-.ULL) 
VAR'" W (II' JAL ']' I NULL) 
I1liC " (SPM,lrn'I) NJLL l 
lr~ '" A'I,(INV"') IT~O 
SCLNIY1" (11:'-1 ',' I IT.-lO ',' ITRl 'u,' tTR 
DtGIT ~ot2~~5b7' 
oC'r!\IJ~i =! .. rp SP AN ( • 12 3~'3 Q 7::' ) 
INTnlft'l " ';CL"IUt4 I IT' I DC Tr-.Ut-l 
!)f~LP\ "" • I '.' I',' I '(' 11'051(') 
OLL!I-':? =' I'·' I ',' I ',)' I npOS(?) 
uALB~CU '" 'lll.l (! , I '.' I ',0) 
[-,,\.TtJ" (''';T' I '(iE" I 'LO' I ':.E' "I 'LT' 
VII.. TM!U·'(tlC) 
t.)h;l T/ .. t~Le (-'\4) 
SS.2 Tl'\CLt(4A) 
.)PT T,\-(.r (;)J 
or = TAHLr'("?l 
:<1' " TA,ILt (,,;) 
!ll.:t I.~'.t. '.: ( .!~) 
~TK ~ XI~'~AY('~~'l 
!.> 1;/ .;:, A, .... i>lAY {' ~1' J 
( .. ur. ~ Alr.{AV( '''l';') 
IILP,IA 
i I.~,,( I) Y '" :HAl\;» 
v I~,.<'¥"> ~ j 
~..fl<V:> ':" 'Jl ·n .. • 
; ~ t ... U".-t 
t .. i ~. ( ~) • '( '" 
V1<'<Y> :.;. ,2 
'9:;.t·<.Y> ;: ·p:.;n' 
v tc.<· .' '> .~ 
VI C<' C 1? = :,: 
; n·'l) 
: 1'-(,\.0..\,) 
: (IV' 1) 
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'Pi-lLP' SSt <-) ,,> 
;: 'P>'!NOT' 551<' ." > 




.p~~~ • 5'52<',,'> 
'P'1t'NO' SS?<·>'> 
OPT<.· **' > '" I 
QPT<""'> I 























. nT<" ANt>' > " r 
nr<,·[t.·> " t 
; OT<'LT'> = 1 
; OT<"O!>'> ;: 1 
OT<'Lt:.'> = ~ 
; 0,<' fMP'> == 
OT<"NOT'> '" 1 
OT<"EOV'> = 
-; QT<'GT'> -:: 
uT<'lI"> := 
OT<' T"I,,[')["> " 
OT<,·cL5£:'·> =: 1 




OT< ';~t:';:" .:: 
QT<"O'> ~T<'TH=-N' > OT<"> 
.xr<.· $-0' > ; XT<'$~OT'> X1<;'1>+U'> " 
XT<'~f.~> = ~ )(1<" $-' > =- .. 1 ; XT<'SfO'> ~ 2 ; XT<"$NE'> = 2 
)( r<. ·1.!,. f':> '" <1 XT<"$L~'> .2 
XT< '!otJR ,> ?: 
; XT<'$GT'> 2; XT<'$Gg'> ~ 2 
; XT<'$IMP'> ::: 2 k~:!;;< 1 $.flNt1' > ~ .2 
~:r<;'$t.UV'>· = 2 
jT<;'IU~[~N'> =: 2 
XT<'sl~SI~L'> = 2 
XT<'~*"> = 2· ; 
: xr<t>IN~T'> 
XT<'$/'> = 2 ; XT<-$**'> = 2 
= 2 ; XT<'SD'> ~ 2 
,/(T<'\1.f:tT' > ,~ ~ 
xr<'·~;"~ .. t4!,)AY·-> = '3 
>:T<' '1.f;:>· > ., 4-
XT<'1:r·l'">-::..·~ 
'1.T<'l.tL5!i'> ::;! -5 
XT< ; 'lS 4) '4 ,> = f) 
XT<·'j.<.l1·~·> '" '> 
XT<'j,<;l':> '" l"j 
.. XT<'''$:F'A'> 4 
XT<; 'SIr'> .. 5 
XT<::'$.,'> ::: ',J 
; XT<"$PkQO'> := C 
: xr <;, ! Al.l. ,> = I'> 
; ;~T<"$S::'> 
xT<'''!.T''I' >;= 10 
);T(' .1>( ,> :; 12 ; XT<;':t. •• '> " 13 
Hh~<' $-,...U ,> 
'" 
21 
tPM:<·'.f,,+U~> ;:::; ?~ 
I ~,~ < ' ~~. {~ • > '";':" ?d 
I~r'(''lr*' > ~ -itT 
IP~<"$/'> ;;:: .;~7' 
IP~<'~""> ..;: ~f) 
[PF<:I,$-'> " ?( 
l~.I<'$A~~AY~) = 25 
t )~<" 11~""1\ X t > t: 45-
lPli(·'·r.:v..I /"{, > =; zs 
t~",,<, $,).t~nn" > -= ~c" 
tl~i"<' S!):J'~" > ;:: 'aLi 
t:P 1<' ntr. ,> ~ 24-
tt:)rl<"S-TU=N'> ~ t:'4-
r,.z:l;.t<' S.f;;..L!it,')o ~ ?~ 
11),~<' ~., •• ' > ';: 2-1 
I P!~~' $. •• ')' ~ 2') 
" 
" 
XT<'~'::l'> ;: 4 
,XT<''STHE''4'> = 5 
XT< ·". .... AX' > " '6 
; XI<'sS",T'> = 6 
7 ; XT<'~5:?<'> = a 
XT<.'$pkRAYC'> • 11 
; xr<'$ ••• '> = 14 
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Ifi H<'!1.,SJ·'> itl 
IP"l<'.~S'~T'> = I-j 
1 Pll <, '1>J.)' > = 1 eo 
IPA<'SINST'> = IS 
IPq<'SUNIDN'> = 14 
1",'1<'$$T ,> 13 
rrh{<'$fO'> l.l 









rpR<'SI~~JO~'> = 12 
IP><'S,') ~ 10 
l~q<'$l~'> = 10 
IP~<'$ALL.'> = 7 
IP~<t$F4'> : 7,-
IP1'1('$r:I ,> 7 
ID~<'$CP'> = 7 
1",~<'iFI'> * 7 
t~a<~$~~T'> = 6 
lP4<t~A~O'> = 5 
lP'I<'$U~'~ = ~ 
l~~<'$l~P'> J 
I~R<·~~~V~>, = 2 
IPr:<'1>-(' > -= 1 
~~'Tx : AH~AY('33D'1 
MAXL " Af~,{ AY"'( '.1' 
"JUTPUTC 'TrTLI~'.' SY'5PRI:NT',' (lHl,132Al)' I 
1'>") " I)' I ",. I .,.' I !';POSIO) I '+' I ':' I ' 
I ,_, 1 1(' 
~o '" '(' I ',' PUS!;)) I '-' I ,+, I 
I'=-' 
nr-INF(·A~VALI~XJX.Y,I,W,vl,ZI1Wl,PNr,rpW.tP.l,T') 
I)H-INI' (' (.Ht:CI<.( X, VI' ) 
l.le'F rNC ( 'SI"PA'"L. (LX?>") LTtc",Rn,' t 
OcF IN!:( 'Pl~lI"'T(?l ~pp J~\;"'Sl.S2.CwUSR·) 
Ot'''' ("I=": ( "l'JS.>Act (X)' ) ' 
!'ltr-IO,,;=:(' ttHv)') 
Or.FHI': (, INI (v), I 
,,~ 
\. ' 
I '*' I '/' 





11<;;1' IM~ (' srOF OIl.'IC EXPI~) S1 ,'52, 53,Tl, T2, T3 ,511,521, 531 .r~AX,FOL.Ll' I • 
UEFIN~{'MAC~tJK.~ALTXT,~ACQDt,AAGL.IST,MACNAM,ARGS,ARGN0 ' ) 
2""~' O':f (Nt ( ':~.\ XLi:NS( rSx T) [ ,E,NTY' ) 
" "EM) IN r"f"(j,c'''\T liJ";, A!DoJT lH!::n~r:MS 
';'f;7 ~n INf 
~nd 
*. f{t Au IN 
209 
21(' Rf-AO 
r Nt'll " r'H >I( ,..:I'oJ T) 
II>"Nr('I",F,),' '.'1-4'<44/.4 4 4') 
A'I) !"'liNT !:.)T THCO~"MS 
')UT!>UI '" [Nt' 0 : t 1,0 IN!= ) 
TH~··\" Hill) :1'(f:"JRD) 
:SIf!F.AO' 




~ ~~ ~~ 
\~ '~ 




























i ' n 
I .i 







~l t tOrl'fT(THrM. ·~bfi.5~~;;)5:i?t) !$[EN'~U) ~/ 
.-~ _ ...• , 2 t <l OU fPUT '" T1-i!.M " ' 
. ;:: ;:,~ .• ~~:"",., • ,N """"' ] 
2lS TH€N •• ' : 

























'< .~ , 
'llo. $( THl = Tt!E'M : tREAI)) 
217 E:NRO 
* R~AU tN US~R DEFINFO MACqOS 
218 HACIH)' 
* READ IN ABAREVIATIO~S USEO [N ASSERTIONS 
219 ST1':)II.}( INt) 
I~ENT(X"JJ3J'33333') :SISTI) 
ourrUT = X ' 





* 2?I< ST 1 
2i?p' 
$(X1) ~ X~ :(STIOA) 
!';TA!H HIP PI~(;VING Of' VERIFICATICN CONOITIONS 








T5T '" Tl'IF( 1 
IDENT(HVPO,'b666b666b6') 
TITL.E' "-
HYPO 5>'ANl' *' ) ;F(A?) 
,,1tJTPIJ'f =; 'CQMt-1!!NTS' 
OUTPUT '" IWPO 
:sesJ?.) 
:S(E,,"C) 
23& aUToUT • 'PPOVING ~F VEFIFICATIDN CONDITIONS' 233 AO 
HYPO = l~l() 
HYPe SPANC'.') 
OUTPUT = 
23':, .\STN1'dl. =: TAI'lLE! 1,::.101 
?Jo JUT PUT = 
2.37 OUTPUT "" HYPOTHESE~' 






... I<!:.AU It-; HYP 




HYPC tiM ... xc'',' I ;<f>OS(O) 
HYP'" !'{FAX(INTERn'.(}(») 
o 






24,1 ',' 1 










HYPO" I N() 
tOr:Nt(IIY(.C, .... ) :5(A2) 
IOENTCHY"O) :SIAI) 
,woe dAL. • X (',' I '-lPO,;(OI) :F(EX,o(OR141 
Y" INf'XX(f>lTtHFMIX» 
OUTPUT"' t)(,,.l;RIASTNTOt,<Y» ASTNTIlL(Y> Y 
HY:?" ~ HYP '.' Y 
IHe ;: tHe + 1 
OUTPUT ;: 'H' IHC 
ASTNT;3L<Y> ='1·\' 
.: , y 
14C .: • : (AlA) 
















CUI-!> '" IN!) 
I'JI'NTI(,.;JNr'J :S( .. :I) 
C,JNO BAL. • X ( .... I RP!)S(O») '" :F":'XXORI4) 
Y = INFXK(INTtRFNeX)) 
nU1PVT OlFFb.RCASTNT8L.(Y» A::;TNTFlL<V> Y 


























' ... ' 
',.ciA. us \~ 
" .\, 
l' .,. --1 
", ~ 
J 









~ i ~ 
I"] 1 
:; 'j1 










-'--' ~) ~ 









































tHC '" IHC + 1 
QUTPUT " 'C' 111C .: 
ASTNTOL<CONC> '" 'C' 
CtlNO " I N( ) 




COl';O llAL ' X (',' I t'tPOS(O)) :FIl:XXOIH4) 
y =, INFXK( [NTEAFMIXII 
OUTPUT ~ 01FFE~(ASTNTOL<Y» ASTNTBL<Y> Y 
CONC'" IOFNi'lCONC) Y :S(II4) 
CIl'" C : ,cnNC ',' Y 
tHC " 1HC + 1 
OUTPUT'" 'C' II-!': ': ' Y 






.. READ tN THF'UkCMS US;;;O IN "115 PROIIIt>G 
2113 I 1 UUTPUT 

























" 1101 Pl 
IOENT(Xl""'i) :S{l4) 
Xl orfF~~(XI) RAL , X ('," 
X< • if' ':;. 
RPOS(Q .ll !F(13) 
LSNF '" .x 
X 'TAYT' BREA~('~') '=' RPOS(O) • TEXT :F( 121 
X '" N; .. P;PI\CFIXJ 
TEX T '" LNT EHF MI"'EKT ) 
TEXT ~. $FPF(TPXTJ 
:, (E:)()<OR 1115(15) T!::xTl 
: S (£,X XOR4 , 
W'At-Il"( .' • 
X =- .. (Xl 
DE NT (,0 
OUTPuT =; X 
X Hf,f4KCQ '.1 Tn\ RTAP.(O) • TH2 
$('TH,' nUl ::TN:! :(t:!A) 
PHOVE TH'" IllORIFIC,\TtON CQ"IDTrIONS 
"utllUT 
OUTPUT ~ 'PPUOF' 
:rL = 0 
:F( 14) 
I A '" 0 
IV =- 1 
Pl'lFTX<[V> '" 'THLORE'-IS:!oHYPOTHESES$CONCLl)SlO"lS$' 
I>\MtLF N!H P~FTX< III >J 
ReAD IN 1'1l()Vl"lr; bTEPS CTH:;:OIlr:t~ CALLS) 
LFNF :: "IOSPI\CF.(lI~t)) :F( F INISHl 
1iiil; 9 ,
,;JCH 






IX = MAC I<CJ<X> 
WFNT!ptl :S("O:XXURI2) ~Qtll tUt"lT(NACTHL<IX,4>.·P·)· .EQV.' 
!;:OPV "" '.eo,' 
: 5(1'16) 
';114 Pll'J 3[5 Cl. • INFXX([NTFAFM(XBOe v MACTAL<IX.l») :(C4AI 
'" CHECK, If. I'-IPL ICATtOI'! I:XP~E!:>SION [5 l'lEQU!RED: THFOREM CALLS START WtTH ' HL " 
=* "'Of'.'l1~.!}~ '-tllIlI' 316 PIA L£I.'; 'HYP~'XP(' (l1\L , Xl ',' E'AL • X2 ')' RPuS(C~ :F(PIC) 
317 nIFF~P(~siNJPL<Xl» :P(EXXCRI3) 
JIB CHfCK(Xl,X2) :FIRX&OR13} 
:': :~"'1.._.-'- , 
,;-' 





























~ r~ , 
W 
.. ~_~~. __ iI!!lIWiI!l"'!!Iil'!J!?t~errxr,-.. _ri1 I'ii[i'ir;jjio~!i,~~~;'~:'~:;'.::"j, .... ,~ .:.,~;,~~-::~;,' ... ,:s,,: ~<~~::.!' "'w ... _.....-.dIII :" v , ':":-j~~""io;;, 
R,,,,,"r.-,,-
~~I' 
> ~:'(-;-"1'''--''''~''''~~~~''~'···''····:''~'''''--;TI':i''''--'--'''--'·'f- -~ .. -- .\~ 
1 • 



























HL '" CL :: INFXXI [NTER~MI X21.) : I C~A ) 
.:121 PIC 
,322 
AXTAG = n 






















































LFNf. 'JI/I' " 
i\XfAG':: 2 
LENE 'n' '" 
AXTAG :; t 
LE;,Nt; BHEAl<;I'I') • TH 'I' "TABII) • APL ')' 
Til '" !J, 1 'TH " TH J 
t'JE"IT(TH) :SIEXXOR6) 
TH' (' ARI) • FPL ') =' Rl'AB ('0) • HACO 1 NULL 
:FIEXXtl(7) 
FPLC =FPL 
5FPApTF1L = TMlLE'l5 ,51 
r.At-;CtIOR " 0 
FI'LO 0 lFf'FIHFPLO) t3/1L • FP I'.' 
1'1' O,~E,I\>< I 'I 'l • FN 'I" .3 AL • F PL I 
FPL r f) • X F N '(' =- x. ,~"' Ff" • ( • 
HllceFO XFN'('=X.'j!'F'Nt(' 
HIICOrll X FP"lD Y )('~'FPY 
'PL FD X FP R~ • Y = X 'X~ FP Y 








HAcn HAL. X '.1'11'.' RFM ,V :S(R5) 
tillCD I:'lAt. • 'X •• rIlV.' HEM. '( :FI!:'XXOR2J 
HAC:: t::UIAXTA(,.:H INTE;RFMIHAC:O) :5(P2) 
Z FUIAXTAG,!) X :Fl~5) 








API.. O[F"fIHAPI-I l'lAL • M' I',' :5(1'6) 
wCNT('FPL.) :';(CI)f'1 eXXIlRsl 
F~L nIFFE~{FPL) HAL. PP (',' 
Af> '" TNTel>~r"tA"') 
;!tPOSI OJ, :FIExXORS) 
FP ,. lNTn,F,-\IP.) 1''' AfHiN'lI flllL ' 'J 
M' '" '" AP '.)' 
• XI) 'SARR~Y' RPoSIO) :F(p3) 
LxL '" fJ 
• X~ rNTE~r.R • YO ' X~ Al<<1r.;HI"IIL ' ') 
1'0 AI>t;N'J IUAL ' ') • FPLI 'x' to • wo 
'Hlt (Lt.I'ICLXL). AP,lI'lO(,)ALdKCO» • t. "X' 
:F"IP?) 
IIPl..l 
lfJ '" YO 
LO '" L 
L "' 
L'l UA~dlK.CU • X 
L '" OlFrLIlILO) L X 
: f{eXXOR5) 
:S( F Itll 
'RPtlSte) :F(EXXOR5i 
, 'RPOStOI :FIEXXORS) 
WC ' , YO ' $AI'<RAY' REI~ • R 
31>9 I"J U 
370 
.I 37 t API.. X " X IIPI.. 1 





















~ , ' 
------
J ~i I, 
l' I' 




L 'j 1 i fJ ~. . 




,~__ .~~ .. ,~,:~~,,~. ;~~_J 
~..-" , , 
" . 
't--; 
1, i ~' .' '\ 


















































lQ '" NH1Z0,1) ZC - 1 !S(FIA) 
TFMP = AP 
TFPLI " FPLI 
TFpLI utr-Fcl<(THlL.1) "lAL • FPl ' ':0 :FlF4) 
APLI I)1FFEIHM'LI) lllL,' APl :F(E;XXOR\5) 
FPl = SFPI'PTl1L<FP 1 > 
&A:-lCH!l~ '" 0 T~MP ueLI~ • x fP! DELtM2 • Y x'.' FPI V :S(FS) 
TEMP OLLIM , X'.' PDI OELIM2 • V :. X API Y :S(F31 
&ANOhJr, = t : 11"2) 
HAC'" L TUMP F~ 
LXL'" 5Il,,(L. TLf.\PI + :(FlI 
&.'INOI\)R = 0 
SF?Ai'TUL<FP> = AI' 
NP = • (' AP " t 
HAC OcLIM • X FP OELIM2 • Y 
LANCHQP '" 1 :(PZJ 
CAr-CHOR = 0 
III\C (0(' I')') '" :S(eIA) 
&M,CH.)H '" 1 
FQlAXTAG,rl :S(C41 
X AP Y 
















ASTN70L<flAC> = " ... ' IL ': ' 
IV '" IV .. 1 p./r 'rx< r V> '" 'y' LION!;: '$I'oONI:;$' AST~TnL<HAC> HAC '$' 





























'>.,h.~._:.._ ..... ~";'_~_L 
HAC 
HAC 
l>AL. • tiL ',H·IP,' HEM • CL : s( Cn) 
:S(C1S) tiL •• F.{)V.· RE~ • CL BilL 
HL 
CL INFXJ«HACJ 
II.. '" ID~NrcASTNT3L<CL>I II.. .• I 
ASTNn~L<CL> '" 'L' IL ': ' 
(v=IV+ 1 
:FICS! 
ASTNTUL<CL> 'C' = '~C' 
PHf"TX<lV> '" LL':NC '$.1'101'169' ASTNTaL<CL> CL '$' 
STnFOQ~CFFFTX<IV» :(CI2) 
IfiL ;: til. I HI. 1)II'F!:'~( IHI.) EAL • H (',' \ RPOS (C)) 
Ii ,; l:-lF XXI H) 
ASTNTI1L<II> HO :S( C 13) 
SH~PJ\(;LIH) :S(C13) 
H UIIL. FX '.1::0.' ,PEM • FY :F(C.131) 
11= FY "t:O.' 1")( 
;\$TNTnL<li> tiD :$( Ct.3) 
~i{,f) = HL 
HI. = CL 
CL '" MI-'Q HL D1FFi:RlliL) !.lAL· H C',' I RPI')Sl(') 
H =- l"lflC>(tiiI 
Al:iTNTilL<H> HC :SlC71 
Sl'''I'j\''L(~) :S(C91 
11 dllt.' rx '.CO,' RE~ •• FV :FlfXXOR31 
H ,., FY ,,CO,' FX 
1\5T NT "IL <1'1':> HOc :1" ( E. XXOf:3) 
















































;.7(' .... ~".,~~':""'....-~.......-or ____ ~._.",....r ..... !'""~~'-.'-'· 
































IL rDENT(ASTNTUL<CL>1 lL • I 




ASTNTHLCCL> 'C' = I.C' 
PI<PTX<:IV> = LEN!:; '$' AS1NT6L<H> H ,,,, ASTNTtlL<CL> CL ,,,, 
STDFURNIPQPTX<IV» :(CI0l 
lA = IA +- 1 
ASTNTULCH> .= "A' 1A ': 
HL UIFFER(HL) SAL 
:(C7l 
1-1 (',' I RPOS (0 I I 
H = INFXX(H) 
~SrNTALCH> HD :S(CII) 
SI'IPAuUH)' :S(C;101) 
H dl,L, FX •• EO. I p.r=!~ • FY : F (EXXOP.3) 
H py' .CO.' FX: 
A5TNT3L<H> HD :S(CII1F(fX~OR3) 
IA=I>\+1 
ASTNT(jL<'"1> :: 'A' lA ': 
I V = *" + 1 
1 PENT( A; T"TflL<I1>, ASTNTtlLCCL» : 51 EX)(OR3) 
PHFT)«JV> : ':\" ASTNTflL<H> 1-1 , .. 51' 
STI)FUI<\\{PKFTX<IV» : (ClO) 
HYP [OLNTIHYPI CL :5(1"11 
HYo '" ~yp , ,"; CL :(PU 
:F(CI2) 
,*, 
'I' I1.UTPUr THE THfOt<t:,4 CALL" HYPOTf;ESCS, AND CON(.LUSIONS OF EACH 
* PRDVING STfP IN THE STANOA~~ PU~MAT 
*' 451 I;;NDp,'THO ED:; 
452 F I "ISH OUTPUT 



























J :: I 
$ IN':; '" 
f'Nlv '" 
P~f'TXC» !jHf:AK('$'1 • EI\TY '$' 
OX " OtJPL(' ',I~AXLCJ> + .,) 
0)( LF.N(SIZE(!i:NTY» = ENTY 
$.lNa '" 51'1F 0:; 
J = Lr4J,ll J + 1 :S(PRTI) 
OUTPtJ, = :iV .. " 
1 :: I. T II o! V 1 .f ~ : 5 (P f< TO) 







T .. 1.\ l' 
• '*** ** 
Cll'lC 
THEO"E!"' NOT PROVED *****, 
T!:.'·IP UAL • C ',' R~M • ~2 :F(E31 
CC " I1YP 
-;:c a,\l •• ';;1 '.' RI'iM • C-.! :F(E9) 
IOI'NT«(,I.C) :51!:TI 
CC '" lo,~ :( ~,t» 
TI'~'IP '" ,)trFI'Il (oO:M;» 112 ; I' (O~ lSI E tJ 
!PFNT(CC.Cl :5(17) 
S[!~I'A";L(C)' :1"(1010) 
uurpur "" *' ASTNT8LCC> C ' IS AN AXIOM' 
l'T " I 
















,," .•. ' 
.!. 
. .... ! 
I 













.~ 'N""'" j 
'[' '. "-""","" . 1 .. ~ ,; .. ~ •.. ' A • 







~ ~ ;r 
i:i 
























r 'k- . 
-t3 ~:~~:t~~ 
46C OUTPUT = 
(~91 OUTPUT == • UNPRUVElJ CONCLUS I CN--' C : [E,7) 
li82 E3 C '" TE:t4P 
4S3 TEMp == :(104) 
4tl4 OK OUTPUT = 
4»5 
4tlb 
1 T '" I';U ( TT , 1) () 
: I ENDPATHl 
:F(OKIl 
4B7 OKI 
OUTPUT = ·.* •• a THEDREM N~T PRUVED * ••••• 































Tl~ES = TIMS() - TST 
.. 
* 
TIM ~S RT An ( 3) • x = x '.' 
,;IE;Nt>PATH) 
OUTPUT == ''''**** TI"'£ TAKEN: • TIMES' SEC, ••• ** . : (ENOPATH I , 





I Ot:NT ( LEN" , • Atltltl8tll:l8d8' ) 
IOENT(LENE,'66666666S6') 
LENt: '" IN( I 




l)UTPUT : (STI) 
:slaUTPI 
:S(U?OATEO) 
= IDENTCMACTtlL<tx,4::>,'P') ',;:;OV,' 
" 
E'X~I)RI /:.Rclt.15G" 'Ft,RI.IAT ERROR IN TflE CALL STlH--' LENc !lENOPATHO)', 
EXXO.~2 EW>MSG" • MISS - ,I1.'p,- SYME!CL I,N THe EXPRESSION-- • 
.. HAC. :(ENI)PATHO) 
E'XXC)R3 E;,tU~!i(' =';>1<1:.1011;;10 I~OT S)lTI5FIED--' 1'1 • IN THEOPEt-I • 
.. 'CALL' LlNC :lf~DPATHO) 
EXXOk4 UUTPUT " 'N:l Tfi';:URF,/.I FlY THIS NA~H:: OR ERr~OR IN INPUT SET-UP' 
• __ • LEN! : (fNOPATH) + 
~:XXDRS 
+ 
ekRMSG :: • ACTUAL AND Fcr"l""L PAI'V,/"eTF.R.S NOT IN CORRF.SPONDENCE' • 
• ;,\,PL--' APL • ;PPL--' FPL '. IN THE.OREM CALL· LEN: 
.. : (P"'Dt> II rile) 
t::XXOHIi FRI<IISG '" • N J THC.W<:M rlY nn, NA'4E IN THt. THt::OREM Kf:YERiO I ~E-' 
.. ._. ~END : (ENOP'TH() 
~x X()R7 OUTPUT • F\J~14I\T EQI~Utl. IN TflEOR:!M--' TH 
OllTPUT -= •• **~,* T!iEOnEM NOT PRovED ***.*, : (FNDPATH) 
EXX\lHO OUTPUT" '!'YNl'AX crHlOR· IN--' LII~E • IN SU8!'10UTINE-~' SUtlRTN 
+ : (FkETUPNl ' 
llX~OIHO OUTPuT '" 'Fi,RU~ IN l"lFIX TRA'.SFtFl'4I1TION--· PRINTLINE : (FflCTURN) 
E'XXI)HII OUTPIlT == '!;.Y1HAX ll-lntlR IN TUATCLbGY: • TEXT :Ct;XXUR(» 
eXXOI~12 E.kPNS<:;" 'UNOEF IN!;!) 'IIICPC NAME IN THE CAL'_ !:>Tl4T--' LE:-IE 
• :C~NOPATHOl 
F.)i)<OR13 QuT')tJT;; 111 • 15 NJT liN Af:H:lI-l:vl Ail~JN OF-FINE'D on • 
• X2 • IS NOT IN rH~ SPECIFIED "A~REVIIITIC"l' :(ENOPATHJ 
t:XX,1R\4 l)UTPIJT '" • !>YNTAX tR'l()f.l IN HYPOTHt:SEs '1R CONCLUSIONS' 
.. : II:cN11P\TH) 
~ •• * •• ~*~o~.**~*******4**~ 
'" OE:;FINfl'IN{V)') 
IN Y '" TRI'HINPuTl :F(rRF,;TUI>I\) 
Y LeN(70 ) _ Z 'C' = l :P(lhq) 
IN = IN NUSI'.\Cf(Y) :(IN) 
INu IN" INhCJ$PACf'(YI :(RETURr.) 
* ••• ** •••• , •••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••• 
* OGFINE("INI(Y)', 
.. ~;.1~ ~. ~:i : 
,",p.~~ '::-nl1;~;...... , ~\\ \ ;s;;::=:=== .. ~ 
.~~ 
M '"l A v , i 
~
1 






















.j ~ ~~. . .. :t:, ~ , 
t«.,.f 
..... 
p .... '" I '~
, t '" ~ .t.~ .... ..:..__ .' . > ... ,-<,-"_.,~,,,:;,_,-,~_,~, ..• _. ____ ............... _~:~"_ .... ~._.;,.>._, ,' •• "."'._~~ •.. _~ __ .. ___ • __ , __ ... i:;, ~.l~~~~._.~ .......... ~_..-... ....... ,._",.~«'--_·_~<"-,~_ ........ .-';.. ~ ___ --!tr.......-: 





























•• * ••••••••••••••••• ** •• ** •••• * •• t •••••• 
Ii'll Y:= TRIM(INP\JT) :F(FRETURI',) 
Y LEN(79) l 'C' ~ Z :F(INA) 
INI = It~1 Y :, (INIl 






***** *** * ** **.~ ***4t# **'** ****'*** 
• DEFINE('MACR()X.~ACTXT'MACODf.ARGLlST'MACNAM.ARGS.~RGN0') 
.** •••••• **.4 ••••••••••••• •••• 
'" 'lACOn IS THE TMILF '~IIICH C:)NTAI"S /J~CRO N .. "es. 
• MACT'L IS TIl!' Ath>AY WHCIH CONTAINS # UF ARGUME"lTS. MACRO ARGUMENT LIS .T. AND 
• MACAO ~tFINITIQN 
b?? MACR ... "cx:= G 
523 TITLF := 
:;24 OUTPuT USER O£FIN£D flACkGS 
52~ OU1?UT := 
MAC~O := TAbL~(10C.30) 
MAC7B~ = A~~AY('2QO.4') 









5,34 I~O 4 
:)\5 
536 
,.,,,CTXT -= IN() 
OUTPUT := MAl.:TXT IO~NT(MAC1XT"2~?2222222') :SIRETURN) 
TYflr", IOENT("IACTXT,'11111l 1111 ') 'E' :511'100) 
1,\AcrXT :3AL • l\ ':' Rt"/-I ,MACCOE :FI's{E ',"101') 
MAex " I~ACX + 1 
MAcnn<x> := t~AC.< 
: (liDO) 
537 
~\ACT:'lL<:4ACx,4> = TYPE 
IJ'I\CltiL<'1ACl\,J> = I~ACJDE 
... * '***'», ~* .~"* * *t:: ***;).t;t *"*"* * * *** *,lp';" *~ * ** *JCt *' ** *b-*** 
'" OLP IN!" ( 'yR IN. (PI ,P?) 50. 51, 52.eU5R' J 
** '4'-**"*"* *** i.<'~*,*.t:.* ~*-{r*h ** **v**********· ******** 
53~ PRINT OUT~UT P? 
539 ~~INTC CU~~ = 0 
PI lTAI3(llJ:>H) URCA«'('.'») • 51 '.' Pc'" • S2 
51 (BH"AK,( 'C') HAL) • SC I (SAL. 50) 
OUTPUT" 1 UL'IT< '31.5,)) S I : F( PH INT2) 
51\~ PI< tNT I' 
54,1 
542 
~43 PI 52 : II'KI'HO) 
':USH = '512;"(sll • I : (PRI"n) 
UVTl'UT '" II I : ( HE. TURN) 54L~ PH tNT? "'4~ PklNT3 
.*** ••• *~**.********~.*.**** •• *.**.**~.# 
:FIPRINT3) 
!>46 MA 1<LEN5 I '" I 5471<51 'tXT IJIf'FffHrExn l3l<c/\!('$" • E.NTY '$' = :F(RETUHNJ 
5'";1 MAl{L<I> := ('T(gIlEifl'<Ty).!4AXL<I>1 51ZE(CNTY) 
.. 
54>.'i I " I + 1 : (M" I ) 
* ••• * •• *,.*~.,.*.*.*****.* •••••• *.***.*.* ••• **t •• * ••• **'*~* •• **.* •• * ••• * • 
* Ol~~Nt('~TD~Oil~tCXP~)Sl.S~.S3.Tl'T2.T3.S11.S21.S31'MAx.FOLO') • 
»9 •••• ~-* •• *****.·**"**··**···*~*~·~**··~**··******~*«***.*~.*.*.*** •• * •• 
55~ 
Sf:'" 
srnrOfiM j::'XPl~ :l\~rA-«·:!.') • Tl ''tt' t'lRCAK(·$·" • T2 '$' l:H~tAK('$') • T3 








MA~ ~ $1 ; MAX ~ GTI&2,51) 5~ ; MAX = GT(S!.MAX) 53 
r-Ot 1) " i~AX I 41 + 1 
EQ(~C~o.t) :~(5~4) 
T I U.(Sll""(TI ) .... U Ht:/~ • 511 
TI LFN(41) • 511 •• 
T? Lt.('SIU(T21.411 RtOM .521 
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5M3 T3 U.'(517.f!(T3),41l RE'I .531 :S!SMS) 
,13 LLN(411 • S3l = , 
SM5 
5M4 
P"<FTX<lV> : .!:>1I ..... ~, 521 'S' S.31 '$' 
MAXLFNS\ PRFT);<l';I»' 
f'OLD = FOLD':' 1 
IV " GT(""OLD,O) IV .. 1 :S(SM1)F(RETURN) 
.*$*.**.+**.*********O****~.** 
* DEFINE('NOSPACE(XJ'> 
** •• **.*.***~**.**.~***.****9* 
NO!PACH iANCHOk " 0 
NOSPACEO X 5PAN(' .) !S(HOSPftCEC) 
NOSPACE = X 
&ANCHOR : (RETURN I 
"'''' ** .... ** ,.,'.* "'. ****** .... ** ****** 
* PEf'INEI'CHFCK(X,Y)') 
* THl~ Ro0T[N~ ~H~CKS IF Y IS IN 1(XI 
** ** **** **** *********'*~*'"*** *** 





&ANCHrJR = 0 
:I: I X ) ( PO 5 I") I 
&ANCllurt = SAVED 
'.') Y I',' I RPOS{O» 
:IRETUHN) 
: F' CHECK 1.) 
576 
577 CHECKl &ANCHDfl = SAVfP : (FRETURN) 
•••••••••• _* ••••••• * ••••• * ••• * ...... *.* ••••••• * ••• *. 
.. DbF HIE (. SII4PAt.L It.XPI{ILTE .RTE·) 
•• +**** •• ~*.** •• ***~*.~*~.*****~**.*+*** .. +.*******. 
Slllf>AGL 
EXPP BAL .:; L1F: '.·I>ELTN '.' BAL. RTE,RPOSIOI 
U)[,N1IRfiNA.'r:I" I IO"'ITlL'E.flTF) :SIRETURN) 
L,f: POS(OI 5PAN('0121456789( )*/+-.80' > RPOSJCl 
Rlc pUS(I). '!:>"AN('012'!4:',,78'}1 )*/~.c:.80·J RPOSIO) 
LTf;" INTcRFH(LTC:I 
RTE IN1FMFM(RTE) 














flTF A<'VALIRTE) :F(FBETUilNI' 
$($(1<101'1'\.' .(. LTC; .,. RTf:: 'l' ) :S(RE'TURN)F(FRETURN) 




**.***~**** •• **.******~****.**.******************** 
AEVAL ~PNsTK. AHMAY~'20') 
PNT '" t) 
590 ALO [0tNT(E~) ~S(AL91 
f1x IUR!:.AKI· .) • x •• ) REM. x 
x ~aSIO) 's' ~ :S(ALl) 




5 .. 5 
p~n = LTCPtH.20) PH' + 1 :FIALll) 
x PO~(O)'O' SPAN(PIGIT) • Y RPOS(OI :F(ALOA) 










OCTAL ~ 0 
Y OIf'FtR(V) L.i!N( 1 I • Z 
OCTAL. a OCTAL « 9 + L 
:r (ALOC) 
:(ALOBl 
X ,. eCTAL 'Il?'}' 
I)PNSTK<r>NT> " x 
it1!<NT( X. '+U') 
:(ALOI 
:S(ALO) 
x ~ tD~~TIX.'-U·) :FIALS) 
OPNSTK<PNT.> fJllr:A~( "1') • Y • e' Hf;M • Z "" 
OPNSTK<PNT> •• (_. Y ')~' Z :(ALOI 
OPNSTK<PNT> = ':'ORNSTK.<PNT> .: I ALO) 
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x = ' •• X •• 
IOE:NT( X.' *. '1 :S( ALi,! J 
rlPNSTKCPNT> t1~€AI<I 'lI' I • .., 'S' REM, Z 
UPNsTKCPNT + I> aREAK('S'1 • Y 'a' R~M 
l' "" flf'N$TKCPNT> 
[Pw ;: 2~ - Z 
lOENT!X.' / 'I :S( AL5A I 
W = EVALIY , • 2 •• 'IPwl :F(fRETURNI 
:~(AL6) 
Z :F(AL81 
OPNSTKCPNT> = "-VALIT x ~Il '\323' :S(ALC)FCFF<ETURN) 
W = E,VAL(T ' "2, * ... 'lPViI :1: (FRETURNI 




OPNSTKCPNT +1> aREAK('~') • Y1 'e' REM. ZI = :S(AL6AI 
T = OPNSTI<CPNT + 1> 
619 I pw ,<= 23 - Z. 
620 :F (FRE'TURN) 
021 
W = EVAL(Y , t 2 ** ' IPWI 







[DI!NT(X,' .. 'I 
IPW '" 23 - l 
IPld = 2.3 -ZI 
: $(I\I-/;C I 
W = rVAL(Y , .. 2 *. ' [PWI 
1111 '" FVAL(Yl' * 2. ** ' IPW!l 





OPNSTKCPNT> =,PVALlw x WII 'f23' 





II'W = 23 -ll - Z 
W = FVALIY X Yl) 
OPN5TK<Pt.T> gVAL!W'" 2 •• ' II'W) '823' 
OPNSTK<PNT) '" EVAL (OPNSTKCPNT> x OI'NSTK<PNT 
+ F(FFETUANI 
634 AL~ x = EO(PNT,ll UPNSTKC1) :F(FRETURNI 
6.35 X l!Rr.'\K('a'I.~ XI 'S' !'tEo.! ,YI' :F(ALtO) 
:s(ALOIF(FRETURNI 
+ 1>1 :S(AI..;O) 
636 X = rVJlL(X,l ' .. 2:"" (23 - 'YI ')'1 :S(ALIO)F(FPETURNI 
637 ALIO Ai!vAL. = CONVE:PT(X,' lNTCGeR,') :$IHETu~NIF(FRETURNI 
638 ALl! OUTPUT -;: 'I:'mm~ IN At?,VAL ROUTINE:; STACK OPNSTK IS OVERFLO\~EO' 
+ : (F!'l!,TUHN) 
**.****.~**~~.***~******~* •• * 
., . OCE INE (' NOPI\~A(TXT IXl' I 
** ••• * ••• * ...... * .... * •• *~.*.**** 
6.39 NOPAl'>A TXT PD:HC·) • (' dAL • TXT')' RPCS(CI 
64(' NlIPAl'''' = TXT : {rlt::TJRNI 
.+.*~*.* ••• ******** •• *~********.* .. *.* •• *** .. ***.*** 
,l' DI:'F lNE:( , INTE:Rf''I (X I z., Y ,L.H.OR ,XO .HH, Xrl,etlMMAS' ) 
•••• ** ••• * •• *** •• **** ... ** ..... **.*** •• ~* ••• ** •• *'*.** 
'1'10 lNTERf'M 
&42 xo = x 
6~1 x X 'M' 
64'> L ~ C 
645 H 0 
'*~* 
'* •. ,. 
646 SCJ\I X LFr-lt I) . Z. " 
6'.7 V = 5S I C Z> 
648 IO.EN1 (Y) :5(£::SSORI )F($Y) 
6,.9 seNI A STRCL> '" Z Y : (SCN21 
650 PPL L. L. ... 1 
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X SpAN(I\N) , Y = 
X '(' : F C SCN I,' ) 
H H + 
L : L 
STK<H>·. '$' Z Y 











01' = '+U' :CPROP) 
UP = '-u· 
H '" H + I 
: (Pf{Op) 




H = fi - I 
66(:> STH<L> '" '$SI' 







X 'IF.' :SCPi<P) 
X (ITP '8' ITI<I Y = 
X ("'TF-!UE.' I 'FALse." 
L '" L • t 
:SIPAN2) . 
, Y = :1"(PRNO) 
672 Srn<L> : ',' Y : CSCN2) 
'/'>73 PRI'-O X' NUT.' = 
674 PRNI OP = 'NOT' 
.6 75 PR!>-l' L = L .. I 
e76 PR~OI X '=' = 
677 uP = 'NC' 
078 PRNOTI X':' = 










6ae S.!=-~2 X LEN! 1) , 7.. = 
6~1 Y = SS~<l> 
~a? IDENT(YI :~(F.S50RIIF($Y) 
683 PRP X ~peAK('.'J • Of' ,,'. :F(ESSDRI) 
6<14 IOLNrt OT<OP» : 5 C ESSOR I) 
6as Or> ID[;':NTt()P)' .. ' 
6'06 Of' l= fDE!NT{STK<H> .. '$ •• ') I ••• ' 
6S7 PRCP UP = • '" OP 






II)FNT(OP,'$WJT') :S (PROP! I 
;;TK<H> rDI':NTI·);:>,'$IF' 1. (,,..THEN' 1 '$FLSE') RPOS(O) 
II1[.NT( STK<H>, '$11"') LTC I PR<OP:> , 24) :,,)(PROP1) 
IUFNT(OP.'~TH~N') :FCPRDPA) 
IDi.NT(STK<H:>. 'J,I'1"') :S{Pi<OP1)FIPRDPZ) 
604- Pf{OPA I P"NT (Op,' $ .. LSI;' 1 : FC PHOpe! l-
695 IDENTt:lTK<H>.',J;TH!;N'1 :S(PFOPI)F{PROPZ) 
(,96 PI<CP.~ IiJr,NTCO",'$(N') ID£NT(STK<I1:>,'$,') :S(PRDP1) 
6<'17 If)FNTCllP,'$,') p)E.r·IICSTK<H>,'$IN'l :S(Pr.OPl) 
(91) m' IIJF,'n($TK<H>.·$,'1 LOP RPeSCe) :SCPROP1I 
699 STK<H> IOINTCO? '$,') SYSFTN RPOS(D) :S(PROP1) 




7CZ ;,TK<fI:> ('$::1' I '$1'1"1 '$SUM' I ''IoPI:(OO') RPOSCOI 
7C3 l~&NTIOr>.'.'·) :S(2ROPI) 
7{)4 PRPP2 L = L .. I 
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.' . j i.-,~".." 
701, H = H -! : (PRlJPO. 
707 PROP! H = H • I 
708 STK<H> = ClP 
'rOc, OP '"p' I"POSIO,I :S[PRSETIF(SCN!l 
710 PRSt.T STK<H - I> '" lUENT(STK<H - i>,'$('l 'SSET(' ;S(SCNl)FIESSORIl 
711 POao QP ~ Z :(PADPI 
712 PAT' Ki., = :FIPqHOI 
713 OP = '**' :(PPOPI 
714 PF~AL-,5TK<H> ;$' (oFA' ,'El' I 'EP' I 'SET' I FU'IC I 'Fl') RPOS(OI 












































STK<H> = , $ARt~AY (t :(SCNI) 
X ' -, = :S(P<l:GE) 
m" = 'CT' : (PFU1P) 




Of> 'LT' : (t"PtJPI 
Of' ~t.'f' : [PPl1f' I 
UP 'EO' ! (JH~UP ) 
OP ... ' : (prIOP) 
SH 5TK<H> 
5ti '$' FUNC. OP IlP()SIO) 
STA<L + 1 > = OP 
STI><L + 2> I 
!i Tf~<L + 1> = ".!. Ar~RAY f 
l .= L + :l 
H =; H -
SI-{ (. $,' 
:S( $( 'PR[,' 
L '" L +1 
: (;lCN<!) 
'SIN' '$ •• ~ 
KT<~H>J). 
:FIPPROl 
• .!- ••• ' I 
STR<L> = STK<:II> 
H ~ NfIH,I) H- : S(PJ.lR)F(ESSCR1) 
crJ"H·1AS " 0 
'$1' I ''''ARRAY(' ) 
CQMMAS a lOfNT($TK<H>.'S.') COMMAS.! :FIPRR92) 
H " H - I :("R'~91) 
H '" 1r:f:NT(Slo«H>.'S(') II - 1 :S(PRR95) 
L '" IIJf:NHSTK<Ii>.·$ARRAYC') L + 1 :F(PRR93) 
STl'<L> '" STK<H - 1> 
H = NE(H.l) H - 2 
L '" L + I 
STk<L> • CO~MAS + 
L '" L + I 
:F( ESSOI-l) 















]j::: fnEM'T(STK<H>,'$,') H - 1 
CUMMAS ~ COMMAS + 1 :(PRR93) 
STK<H> ':1>' ('FA' I '1:;[' I 'cP' 
:F (ESSarU) 
'L " t_ + I 
STR<L> '" CtlIJ.MAS 
L '" L +1 
STR<L> = STK<H> 
If " H - 1 : ($CN2 1 
111; = L 
:FIPRR94l 
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L = L + COMt4AS 
LL := L 
PflR951 STR<LL> '" '$AND' 
STR(LL - 'I> '" 5TH(HH> 
CONMAS = N~(CO.MAS,II COMMAS - I 
HH := H~i - ! 
LL LL - ? : (PRR9511 
7b6 PRRIO CDMMA~ ~ 0 
:F(SCN2) 
7f:17 H ;: H - I 
71\8 PRRICI H = IDENr(STK<H>,'$~'1 H :F(ESSOR!) 
769 C,)M",A!; '", C();~MAS + 1 
770 H", IPCNT(STK<"l?,'$Hl') H :SCPRR10II 
771 5TK<H> "I;' ('C' 1 'SfOT' 1 FUr-C) RPOSIOI :F(eSSORI) 
77Z PRRIC2 L ;: L + 1 
77;I STR<L> =; .COMMAS 
774 L ;: L • 1 
775 STR<L> IOI'Nr( STK(H>,'$( 'I '$;\LL' :S(PR'<lC3) 
776 STk<L>' '" STK<H> 
777 PkRID3 H := H - :(SCNZ) 
7~8 PR~II CUN~AS 0 : (PRR92) 
779 PHRI? Ii = H 
7.fle STK<H - I> "$' FUNeT , OP RPOS{O) :F{SeN2) 
7tH L=\-+.1 
782: L ;: L ,.. I 
7ff;j STll'<L> = Of.' 
764 STF(L> ;: I 
785 L ;: L + I 
7a6 5TR<I-> = '$ARIlAY' 
7U7' H H ! :(SeN?1 
7>l/! PH~13 H := II - 2 
,..,.,... .. 
\ 
][V) L -= L + I 
7<)1) 5TR<L> ;: IDE:NT<STK<H • 1>,'sS!,::T{~) ,,.52' :F(ESSoIU1S(SCN2) 
,,7.,.\ PRfH4 H '" H - 3 
"7'12 L '" L +' 1 
79'5 sn,<L> '" IlJE'NTtSTI<.<H + I>,,'SSETI') . [l)E'NTI STK<H + 2>,'$ •• ') '$53' 
• :S{SEN~IF!FS5n~l) 
7q4 PRENO S" '" SlK<H> 
795 fllIH) :S(OIlr."'C) 
796 L = L + 1 
797 5 TI'< <I.>. '= SH 
79B H • NCIH,ll'H ~ 1 :5IPAENDWIDDNEC) 
799' OOlo.lrO 
!leI; (NT€RFt<I '" <;;(;(L,I ,) ST'~<L> :F(ESSOft.I·1 
act L = M~IL.l) t. - 1 :F"~f'TUR") 
~~2 PRIX INTEnF~:= ST~<L>' , INTC~FN 
!lea L = HEfL.I) L - I :SIPNXXlFIRETURNl 
8(.4 f'SsOI<I OlilPUT = 'l;YNTAX Er;~Oi~ IN snUNG' ;(0 '; ERROR OCCURS ~e,FuRF.' 
+ 'STrtlN" • )( '. 5TK<H> '" • STK(H> • UP = ' OP 'STR(L> = , STR<L> 
+ : (~ Xl<lW':I ) *~.* ••• *.**.*****~* •• **~*.* •••••• *.'* •••• *.** ••• * •• * ••••• * •••••••• * 
* OerIN"( 'lNFXX(StP-I.E.;'H.IPHe .SHW.AYN.SUll,OUEXP~'l.lNNI).ALL.L'1 





H ~ C 
5T • IT ,.~ 
ST ONLA~(' 'J 
~"",. 
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r. '$' :F(DLlJ 
SI; = '0' 0 11'PF.IH KT <E» XT<E> 
H <= H + 1 
e.)p<H> () 
STK<H> '" c. 
If'"t: = r: 
SH':: STK<H> 
: (oL) 
5H VAH IlPUS,(CJ :5[OIA) 
SH A~Y(NUM) SPAN(NUMJ RPUS(OI 
SH = GF( lPq<c>.COP<H» '(' SH 
F '$' UACP • E 'U' PP~S(?) (: = l?"'NTCE .,' +' 1 : (Inc) 
('::;: Ii)ENT(r.'$.#.toT') '.NOT.' 
'>Tr,<H> '" E. SH ' 
C~P<H> • [p~<[PRe> :(OLJ 
Ivrd:: '= tPf./<f> 
SH = STK.<~'> 
f-O( w~~r.221 :S(02l'1) 




5"1 (VAK I lNTt:Gt.Rl ppostt}) :S(1)2£3) 
f)lF-Ft~(.:JH.' .T~UE".t·) ,,)IFFE"RCSf-4.· .FALSE.') :F(D2SJ 
SH 'C' dAL ')' PPOS(~) :5(028) 
/~. 
l- ('$+' 1'$"') PPGS(:l1 :F(1)2A) 
STl'l<H> .IUAiJP I MUI,f", Rt>:3S(C) E.O(tP~E.eoP<H» :5(026) 
'SH " c;t~ I~HL.CUP<H» • (' SH ')' 
H '" Ii - 1 
SH" ;:: STK<H> 
PO(IPRf.22) :.CD2CI 
l>HM (VAq I IIHF.t,!;k I '.TRUE.' I ·.FALSE.') RPOS(,)I 
SH~ 'C' BAL ",. ApnS(~) :SID2Cl 
SHN. GT(tPRF.CUP<H>l 'c' SH~ • I' 
e l-e:>,c u '" 
r • IDL~T1DPT<E>.) -.' E '.' 
STv,<H> SH(I, I:" Sit 
sTi><H> " L 
c~P<H) = IP~L :IOL) 
N = '-;TI<:<I1> 
AYN == <;T.«H - 1> 
!<Ufl '" '5T)«11 2> 
H = II - 2 
"= ht(M.1I N - 1 
H '" H'- 1 
: FC.:)3nl 
SUD = STK<H> '.' SUB : (')3A 1 
5rl«l1) '" AYfJ ,(. SU!! ')' 
C'.Jp<lI> "lV,~<f> : {;)L 1 
r't- kfl-l • F 
(lUr ><r> '" 
U,NIl " 3TK<H> 
H '" H - 2 
uUI:. xfl '" S1 K<,",> '.' ST K<H + 
lNND. "!(INh~.ll IN~O -
L> ' ) , 
:F \lHil 1 
II " H - I 
au!:: XI' "" l>TK<11> '.' 0>1 1")(:' : (0411) 
STK<H> • r .,' OUEXP 
,COP<H> ::: 11'1'<<:> :(;)L) 
fHI'Ff~R(!t.' $rLS"') OWFE>l (E.' ~THE"') 
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